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"DiGICOUNT" is a compact, hand held, 
self powered, robust, simple to use unit for 
counting LOOP DISCONNECT PULSES to 
POST OFFICE LINES, where the number 
dialled is displayed on a sixteen digit LED 
display driven from internal CMOS 
devices.

Applications'include confirming outputs from:

* Pre-Programmed Diallers

* Automatic Call Makers

* Viewdata/Prestel Terminals

* Exchange Equipment

* Domestic Telephones

* Short Code Dialling Systems

* Modems

* Delivered Complete with Test Leads and 
in P.O. Approved “Texon” Case

* Price: Only £150 excl VAT P. & P.

* Local Purchase Orders Accepted

For Further Information Please Contact

area metrade limited 34 LOWNDES STREET, LONDON SW1X 3HX
?HLE9HHVX:01-949 9J77/9,TELEX:914192 CZTSAD é
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“OIGICOUNT"/MF4 is a hand held, battery operated tester supplied in the same 
package as "DiGICOUNT" (See above).

“DiGiCOUNT”/MF4 is uniquely designed so that the unit decodes and displays all the 
16 DTFM codes as dialled, with full LED Alpha-Numeric display as illustrated below 
reading from left to right.

I P3ehxlb4|d*+r:xcd
Actual display size

“OIGICOUNT”/MF4 has selectable AUTO/NON-AUTO/MANUAL RESET. Guard times, 
input sensitivity and other operating parameters will be agreed to meet customers 
requirements prior to delivery.

For further information please contact:

BFEB intertrade limited
34 LOWNDES STREET. LONDON, SW1X3HX 
TELEPHONE: 01-245 9477/9. TELEX: 914142 CLTRAD G.
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Good Morning
It’s the dawn of the digital 80’s from GEC' 

Telecommunications. Now with a total network 
capaabhty in digital transmission systems up to 
140 Mbit/s; microwave ratkosystemslcoaxial-cable 
and optical-fibre line systems and a complete range 
of digital multiplex.

Versatile business communications 
systems, including PA.B.X.'s from 4 to over 5,000 
lines using digital switching and stored programme 
control.

The dawn of digital technology from 
GEC Telecommunications... make an early start.

Telecommunications 
GEC Telecommunications Limited, 

PO. Box 53, Coventry CV31HlEngland. 
A Management Company of 

The General Electric Company Limited of England.
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EDITORIAL
Two years ago the Journal commenced a series of articles 
that described a family of digital-switching telephone 
exchanges (System X).

During this period of time, which has seen the introduc
tion into service by the British Post Office (BPO) of the 
first System X exchange in Baynard House, London, a 
comprehensive coverage of the System X concept has 
been given in the Journal.

The articles have included such topics as: the principles 
of System X—including aspects related to common 
channel signalling, and processor control; the architecture 
of System- X—with a description of the structures of the 
different types of exchanges; the subsystems of System X; 
the hardware and software technology involved; and the 
design and support required by a modern switching 
system.

This issue of the Journal concludes this initial coverage 
of System X. It is hoped that these articles have contri
buted to a greater awareness and understanding of the 
system that is of immense importance to the future of 
telecommunications in the UK.

Since 1975, a computer aid to junction-network 
planning (CJPZ) has been available tQ the BPO junction
network planner. With the introduction of digital 
switching into the UK telecommunications network, a 
complex network requiring skilful planning and utiliza
tion of resources will evolve. To meet this challenge an 
integrated series of computer based planning systems for 
the junction network is planned. These systems will 
assist both the network planner and the circuit-provision 
control duty in ensuring the efficient usage of the BPO 
junction network.

The first two of these computer systems, CJP3. which 
supersedes CJPZ, and the junction network updating 
facility (JNUF) are covered in this Journal.
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System X: Subsystems
Part 7—The Signalling Interworking and Analogue Line Terminating 

Subsystems

G. R. SMITH, B.ENG.f

UDC 621.395.345: 621,395.38

The signaling interworking and analogue line terminating subsystems (SIS/ALTS) provide the means by 
which System X exchanges communicate with an existing telephone neiwork This article describes the 
principaa features of the SIS/ALTS; in particular, emphasis is placed on their application at the medium/ 
large size System X exchanges.

INTRODUCTION
Historically, the UK public switched telephone network has 
evolved from a manually switched network, controlled by 
operators, through a semiautomatic phase to the present 
fully-automatic mode. During this period, the signalling used 
has varied from the manuaa geneeaaor type, with the operators 
conversing to set up the required connexion, through an era 
heaviiy based on the Strowger switch, needing decadic 
(10 pulses per second) signals, to the multi-frequency (MF) 
signahing used for some present-day calls. The exchanges 
installed during this period of change have all used analogue 
space-swiiching techniques, and the signahing for a particular 
circuit has, in most cases, been conveyed in the speech path.

In contrast, System X exchanges are based on digital 
switching techniques, with routes possessing dedicated signal
ling links for fast inter-exchange communication. The ssgnal- 
ling interworking and analogue line terminating subsystems 
(SIS/ALTS) are provided in each System X exchange to 
translate the different transmission and signahing conditions 
encountered at the interface of the exchanges and the external 
network1.

The System X family of exchanges caters for exchange 
systems ranging in size from large irunk/ini-rnaiirntl units to 
small local exchange units2-4. The many types of signaning 
systems in the existing UK telephone network have resumed in 
the need to design a large number of signalling interfaces. 
This article concentrates on the SIS/ALTS used at medium/ 
large exchanges; particular emphasis is given to the applica-

T System X Development Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS USED 
IN THIS ARTICLE

ALTS 
AP 
ASLT 
ATBA 
Codec 
CP 
CPS 
DIO 
DSS 
MCS 
MF 
MOJ 
MUX 
PCM 
PUS 
SCC 
SIS 
TS16 
VF

Analogue line terminating subsystem 
Application process
Analogue signalling line termination 
Automatic test break access
Coder/decoder
Common process
Cali processmg subsystem
Direct input/output
Digital switching subsystem
Maintenance control subsystem
Mult-ffrequency
Metering over junction 
Multiplexor/demultiplexor 
Pulse-code modulation
Processor utility subsystem
Signahing conversion circuit
Signahing interworking subsystem
Time-slot 16
Voice frequency

tion at trunk exchanges, which have a traffic-carrying capacity 
of 200-20 000 erlangs.

INTERWORKING ARCHITECTURE
A block diagram of the SIS/ALTS medium/large trunk 
exchange architecture is shown in Fig. I. The SIS/ALTS is 
centred on two of the other major System X subsystems: 
namely, the digital switching subsystem (DSS) and the pro - 
cessor utility subsystem (PUS)5‘6.

The signalling interworking subsystem (SIS) terminations 
on the DSS are standard 32 time-slot, high-density bipolar 3 
(HDBB), 2-048 Mbit/s pulse-code modulation (pCm) trans
mission systems7-”. These systems are used primarily to 
terminate the digitally-encoded speech information for 
connecting calling and called customers. However, they are 
also used by the SIS as a flexibility point for the insertion or 
extraction of time-slot 16 (TS16) signalling information, or 
for the connexion of an MF register while a call is being 
established.

The PUS is a central processor in which application 
programs can be executed to perform specific functions; it 
also provides■a means by which the SIS application programs 
can communicate either with other System X subsystems or 
with their attociated SIS hardware by using a direct input/ 
output (DIO) connexion path.

The SIS/ALTS handles the signahing from either analogue 
lines or PCM line systems with channel-associated TSl6 
signalling. The signahing can be contained either outside the 
speech band or within the voice-frequency (VF) spectrum. The 
line supervisory signals may be either decadic pulses (10 
puses per second) or fast MF tones. The SIS/ALTS also 
provides the facility to perform only analogue-to-digital 
conversion (that is, no signahing translations).

Decadic Signalling (Digital Lines)
Digital 2-04S Mbit/s PCM systems from non-System X 
exchanges terminate directly on the DSS, and signahing 
information is contained in TSl6. This signahing time-slot is 
semi-permanently connected across the DSS as a 64 kbit/s data 
channel, and is concentrated on a TS16A signalling unit 
with up to 29 similar data channels. The TSl6A unit is 
connected to the DSS by a standard 2-04S Mbit/s HDB3 
interface, but all the time-slots contain signahing information. 
Thus, the unit handles the signalling for up to 900 circuits 
simultaneoussy.

The TS16A unit performs all the signal validation and 
decadic pulse-riming checks required by each of the signalling 
variants and converts them into messages for input to the 
processor.

Periodicahy, the SIS application process (AP), which runs 
in the processor, interrogates its TSl6A unit input queues and 
extracts any waiting messages. The AP can accommodate up

POEEJ, Vo1. 74, April 19S12
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ASLT: Analogue signalling line termination
ATBA: Automatic test break access
Codec: Coder/decoder

CPS: Call processing subsystem
DIO: Direct input/output
DSS: Digital switching subsystem

MCS: Maintenance control subsyssem
MSS: Management statistics subsystem

MUX: MuItiplexor/Demultiplexor
OCS: Overload control subsystem

OS: Operating system
PCM: Pulse-code modulation
SCC: Signalling conversion circuit
SIS: Signalling interworking subsystem

T516: Time-stat l6

Fig. l —Block diagram of the signalling interworking and analogue 
line terminating subsystem in a medium/large trunk exchange

to four TS16A equipments (3600 circuits); it decides the 
relevance of messages in a particular si^aHing protocol, and 
produces any required responses for ether the caH processing 
subsystem (CPS) or the TS16A hardware.

The above procedure is also operated in reverse by the SIS 
AP, which receives messages from th ’ determines 
protocol and outputs instructions directly to the circuit 
concerned within the TS16A unit.

The SIS software in the main processor also contains a 
second type of process known as the common process (CP). 

The CP is not involved in normal call-handling procedures, 
but it contains all the maintenance, diagnostic and resource 
management procedures; it also enables more than one AP to 
be added to the subsystem when the number of junctions 
exceeds 3600.

Decadic Signalling (Analogue Lines)
Analogue circuits terminating on the exchange fall basically 
into 2 signaHing categories: DC and AC types.

The DC category includes signahing systems, such as 
loop-disconnect signalling, in which DC line currents are used 
to convey signalling information. These lines terminate on 
analogue signaHing line termination (ASLT) equipments that 
generate a standard 2-048 Mbit/s HDB3 output, with the 
signahing in TSI6. The digital system terminates on the DSS 
and the signahing is handled in a similar manner to terminating 
2-048 Mbit/s PCM systems. The AC signalling category is 
slightly different because any in-band signalling (for example, 
2280 Hz) is treated as speech and is encoded in the PCM data 
of the appropriate speech time-slot.

All the analogue terminations provide test break access 
facilites for testing out to line or into the exchange.

1VF Signalling
Terminating channels that possess in-band signahing are 
handled by a digital 1VF unit, which is inserted into the 
2-048 Mbit/s system before it terminates on the DSS. The 
1VF unit monitors for the presence of signalling in the 
digital speech channels and converts such signals into equiva
lent tone onloff commands in TSI6. These signals are then 
interpreted by the TSl6A equipment, as outlined above.

Multi-Frequency Signalling
When fast inter-register signalling is required, an MF sender/ 
receiver is connected during call set-up. Digital MF sender/ 
receivers that terminate directly on the DSS in blocks of 30 
sendee/receivers are provided.

The normal line-seizure state is detected in the SIS AP and, 
if MF signalling is marked, the SIS AP selects a free MF 
tender/recriver channel.

The SIS AP instructs the DSS to connect a speech path 
between the appropriate speech circuit and the selected MF 
tender/rrceivel• channel. The inter-register signals then pass 
into the SIS AP, which associates the register and line circuit 
identities and passes on information to the CPS. The sender/ 
receiver channel is released at the end of the call set-up phase.

Full availability of all sender/receiver channels is given to 
any of the 3600 circuits controlled by each SIS AP. Additional 
30-Channel MF sender/receiver units can be allocated if 
warranted by the traffic demand.

SUBSYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The SIS/ALTS consists of several building blocks, which are 
often referred to as functional entities. Some of these functional 
entities exist at the periphery of the exchange to interface the 
analogue lines; others lie within the processor to interface 
with other System X subsystems. The following paragraphs 
describe the functioning of these separate entités. From a 
signalling viewpoint, the TSl6A unit is the functional centre 
of the SIS. The concentration of subsystem resources cen
trally to within the TS16A unit enables the provision of 
relatively simple peripheral functional entities. Because of the 
importance of the TS16A unit operation and its interworking 
with other areas of the subsystem, a more detailed description 
of this unit is given.

TS16A Unit
The TS16A unit is terminated on the digital switch (DSS) by a 
standard 2-048 Mbit/s HDB3 interface. The information 
content of this interface is unique to the equipment, as all the 
time-slots (except TSO) contain 64 kbit/s TSl6 signahing 
streams, enabling a maximum of 930 (30 x 31) channels to be
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Fig. 2—Format ofTS16A unit 2-048 Mbit/s transmit data

controlled. A transmitted multi-frame is shown in Fig. 2; all 
31 PCM systems served receive their synchonization within 
the same 125 ,us frame. However, in the receive direction, all 
the individua PCM systems have asynchronous multi-frames 
and, hence, 31 multi-frame synchronizatiou counters are 
necessary. The thirty-first PCM system is reserved for routining 
functions and, hence, the maximum termination capacity is 
reduced to 900 circuitS.

Indivtdual channels possess a block of updatable random- 
aeeeas storage within the unit. When the exchange is brought 
into service, or after an in-service change-over, the SIS AP 
software loads the expected signaaling type into each of the 
930 locations. This action, typicaHy, indicates whether a circuit 
is an incoming loop-disconnect (I/C LD) circuit or an outgoing 
1VF circuit (each TS16A unit can accommodate up to 30 
different types of aignalliug).

The next function to be loaded is the current signaHing- 
state for each channel. This is normally set to the idle state 
when a new exchange is brought into service, but after an in
service change-over, the latest information is transferred from 
the SIS AP call states.

Finahy, the metering charge-rate distribution (required for 
metering-over-junctions (MOJ)) applicable at that time of 
day is loaded into the charge-rate generators. Up to 60 
separate distributions can be set to include all combinations of 
tariff groups (for example, ordinary or coin-collecting box) 
and charge bands (for example, loca, trunk or iutrmatioual 
charge rates).

The TS16A unit is then started and, once the frame and 
multi-frame synchronizatton patterns have been located, 
signaHing deteciiou commences.

The synchronizatton counters produce a lObit circuit 
address (5 bit for frame and 5 bit for multi-frame) which is 
used to access the channel stores asynchronoussy. Each of the 
930 channels is handled ie^ially and, with a basic signal 
sampHng rate of 2 ms, the time available for the unit to 
process the iignalliug for an individual channe is approxi
mately 19 us.

An outline of the operation of the TSI6A unit is given in 
Figs. 3,4 and 5, which show the signals received and sent by the 
unit, the receive-channel storage and the signalling program.

The TSl6A unit signalling-type receive-channel store is set 
to I/C LD aigu^^iug and initially the itatr-ofjlinr is set to the 
idle state (with reference to the signaHing program). The last 
code received location holds the norma idle code, and the 
arrival of a new seizure is detected by comparison with this

RECEIVE LINE 
cogmim CleaaForwam /d/9

I
I
I

1 Idle

10 ms 120 ms

TS16INPUT 
CODE

FRUCESSORINPUT 
MESSAGE

Idle Seized DgitPulsK

PROCESSOR OUTPUT 
MSSSAGg

0011

TSI60UTPUT 1011 
CDDE 

0111

1111 
TRANSMIT

LINECONDITION

.mm 
I Answei

Answered

Fm

Guard Free

Fig. 3—TS16A unit interface signals (for incoming loop-diseou- 
ueet signaHing over analogue circuits)

code. The new code is then loaded into the last code received 
location and the persistence count is incremented. This is 
repeated every 2 ms until the persistence-count value has 
indicated 3 consecutive new codes. The purpose of the 6 ms 
persistence check is to eliminate false signalling reports caused 
by minor disturbances to the line or slips in the synchroniza
tion. The persisted line code is then written into the last code 
persisted store, and a further validation check is performed 
using the dmariou-eouur store. This duration count can con
tinue for up to 0-5 s but, in the case of a seizure, only 10 ms 
is indicated by the signaHing program.

A transition from the idle to the seized state is then perfor
med : a seize message is sent to the processor and the itaIr-rf- 
/iUr store is changed to the seized state. The remainder of the 
call continues in a similar manner except that, once seized, 
digits can be counted by incrementing the digit-coimt store 
after a valid break pulse followed by a subsequent make 
period. The digit value is sent to the processor after a validated 
inter-digit pause of 120 ms.

When a valid signaHing event is detected by the unit, this 
condition is transferred into a processor input queue. The 
processor removes messages by using its DIO connexion; 
duplicated highways are used for the security of the DIO 
interface. The processor can also instruct the TS16A unit to 
output signals, as necessary.

The hardware-software boundary has been chosen to
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Fig. 5—Simplified TS16A receive-state transition diagram (for 
basic incoming, loop-disconnect signalling type)

minimize the number of signals transferred; this is achieved by 
timing the large majority of events within the TS16A hard
ware. In addition, the number of software signalling modules 
in the SIS AP is considerably reduced by having separate 
TS16A firmware programs; this removes the need for detailed 
software variations between signalling types.

Mach TS16A equipment contains a duplicated charge-rate 
generator which produces charge-rate distributions applicable 
at a particular time of day.

When a chargeable answer signal is received by the SIS AP, 
(for example, when an incoming call requires MOJ), the 
SIS AP instructs the TS16A unit immediately to apply an 
initial answer sgn! and to continue metering at a periodic 
rate by pointing at one of the charge-rate distributions 
(for example., an ordinary, trunk a category). The unit then 
applies metering pulses appropriate to the signafiing system 
until the calling customer clears.

If a particular caH tranverses a charge-rate period when the 
rate of metering changes (for example, at 6 pm from standard 
to cheap rate), then the processor reloads all the amended 
charge-rate distributions. All calls pointing to an amended 
distribution are then correctly updated by a secure procedure 
which ensures that no overcharging occurs. The total update 
of all 930 channels takes less than 1 s, and the charge rate is 
always biased on the low side.

The MOJ generator is duplicated to facilitate immediate 
fault detection. If a discrepancy in the two outputs is detected, 
metering is immediately inhibited and the whole unit is taken 
out of service; in such cases, the circuits are transferred to 
a hot-standby TS16A unit.

MF Unlit
A standard 2-048 Mbit/s HDB3 interface connects the MF 
unit to the DSS. Mach time-ssot (except TSO) contains an in
dividual MF tender/rrcrivrr channel, to which an incoming or 

outgoing call requiring MF signalling can be connected during 
the set-up phase. One of the sender/receivers is reserved for 
routine testing (fault detecrion); therefore, a maximum 
capacity of 30 call set-ups can be accommodated simultan
eously in each unit. A single MF unit can handle the MF 
signaling for several hundred terminating circuits, the actual 
number depending on the circuit occupancies, the signaling 
system and network environment.

When an exchange is switched into service, the MF unit is 
reset so that all its trnder/rrcrivr's are set to send and receive a 
silence state. All the DSS connexions are cleared, and the 
input/output buffers are emptied.

If a unit becomes faulty while handling calls it is discon
nected and a hot-standby spare unit reset and brought into 
service automaticaHy.

Once the SIS AP decides that MF signafiing is required, it 
connects a speech path across the DSS to the selected sender/ 
receiver channee; it also instructs the MF unit to expect 
signalling of a specific type on the connected call.

The MP receivers are implemented by using digital filtering 
techniques, and 8 receivers are processed serially by the same 
circuitry. The logic is presented with a tone sample every 
125 ,us for each of the 8 receiver channels and it seriaHy 
examines these for 6 possible tone frequencies (6 forward 
tones or 6 backward tones). Hence, the receiver has only just 
over 2 ms to process each tone sample.

The digital filters integrate the tone samples over approxi
mately a 15 ms period and produce outputs which are exami
ned by the microprocessor control logic. This checks that the 
required tone pairs have been correctly detected (for example, 
that 2-out-of-6 frequencies are present) and places validated 
signals in a processor input queue. The MF control logic also 
checks that the correct signaUing prefixes have been exchanged, 
and transmits any prefix responses automaticaHy.

The processor extracts the signalling events, and the SIS AP 
associates the line-circuit termination identity before forward
ing any messages to the CPS.

If any transmitted signals are required, then the SIS AP 
loads these directly into the input queue of the microprocessor 
which will output the correct tone sequence when the protocol 
permits.

The transmitted tones are generated digitally by reading out 
stored tone-patterns from memory. Compression techniques 
are used to reduce the tone storage to an absolute minimum. 
The tone sender can handle all 31 channels serially because 
the tone-generation function is much more straightforward to 
implement.

Analogue Signalling Line Termination
Analogue circuits from either distant or collocated exchanges 
are terminated on the exchange MDF and then cabled across 
to theanalogue signalling line termination (ASLT). The ALTS, 
which is incorporated in the signafiing conversion circuits 
(SCCs), is an integral part of this entity, and provides the 
codec and MUX facilities.

The circuits with DC signafiing are terminated on the SCCs, 
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which provide a physical interface with the analogue lines and 
extract their SignaHing. The signaHing is sampled every 2 ms 
and is converted into a 4 bit digital code; the speech is 
converted into A-law encoded PCM data. These outputs, for 
30 circuits, are then multiplexed with the signalling in TSI6 to 
produce a standard 2-048 Mbit/s HDB3 stream.

Each SCC handles 2 circuits, and any SCC position can be 
used for any DC signalling system. This facility ensures that 
the design is suitable for all exchange system applications.

Early SCC designs occupied 2 slide-in-units (SIUs) on 
which the signaHing conversion relays (SCR) and the signaHing 
conversion electronics (SCE) were separated; the codecs and 
filters were also mounted separately. A technology update has 
enabled the ASLT equipment to be reduced to half its original 
size and it now houses single unit SCCs, which incorporate 
the codecs and filters.

The AC termination units do not perform any signaHing 
deteccton functions, but simply terminate the analogue lines 
and convert their speech into A-law encoded PCM. This 
practice enables a 30-circuit group to be accommodated in 
haff the space of the DC termination.

Each SCC unit provides full test-access facilities (2-wire or 
4-wire) to both the line and the exchange equipment. The 
control of the test-access relays is achieved by using bits in 
frame 0 of TSI6, which indicates the channel to be connected 
to the sekefed test highway. The test highway can then be 
routed to either automatic test break access (ATBA) equip
ments or the test network for detailed examination.

1VF Signalling Unit
A block diagram of the 1VF signaHing unit is shown in Fig. 6, 
which indicates the major functional components of the unit. 
The 1VF unit: is designed so that it can intercept a 20)48 
Mbit/s HDB3 PCM system. The HDB3 interfaces use 
circuitry common to that used in the ALTS multiplexor.

If any of the 30 receive channels contain in-band 2280 Hz 
signaHing, the digital speech samples are diverted into a 
2280 Hz digital filter. The filter consists of 2 main parts: a 
digital notch-filter, which has a strictly defined response to 
2280 Hz; and a digital guard filter, which prevents false 
operatton of the notch filter when a high lev! of interference 
is detected. A much more detailed descriptton of such a digital 
filter, on which the fundamental design of the System X filter 
is based, is given elsewhere9.

The tone-generatton function is performed by reading out 
from memory stored digital samples that represent a sampled 
2280 Hz signaL The channel concerned is intercepted and 
either a 2280 Hz sample or a silence signal is inserted.

RECEIVE LINE-SPLIT

THANSMIT LINE-SPLIT

Fig. 6—Block diagram of the 1VF signaHing unit

An integral part of the tone filter and generator is a line
split facility, which can break either the receive path or the 
transmit path, or both. The line-spHt facility can be applied

(a) immediately a tone is detected from line,
(b) after a delay of 20-35 ms, or
(c) continuously (no tone present).

This function is required to prevent spillover of pulses from 
one link to the next and to prevent fraudulent operation.

The control secdon analyses outputs from the received 
digital filter and converts these into TSI6 codes to indicate 
either tone on or tone ofl'conditions. These codes are over - 
written into the TS16 signaling slots of the channel concerned. 
In the return direction, the TSI6 codes are monitored by the 
control logic and converted into tone on or tone ojA'instructions 
for the tone generator. Several tone o.otS16 codes are used to 
control the line-spfitting logic.

If some of the channels do not possess in-band signalling, 
their speech and TSI6 data channels are simply passed 
transparently through the unit. This enables in-band and 
out-band signaHing to be mixed in the 30 channels of the 
terminating PCM system.

Automatic Test Break Access Unit
All the analogue SCCs described so far have the option of 
providing 2-wire or 4-wire trci-arcrsc facilities.

The irci-access relays in each SCC unit are controlled from 
the SIS AP via TSI6. The selected channel is diverted from its 
normal straight-through mode via one of two 8-wire iect- 
arrrcs highways, which are cabled to each ASLT module. 
The highway can then be further switched to either the test 
network or to an automatic test break access unit (ATBA).

The ATBA unit has signalling auxiliaries for each of the 
signaHing systems and is capable of performing detailed 
signalling tests into the exchange or limited DC tests on the 
junction or trunk circuit. For example, the maintenance 
engineer (using the MCS) can initiate a test of the SCC 
concerned, and all the associatrd circuit equipment between 
the SCC and the processor. This action can be achieved by 
operating the trci-arrrcc relays in the SCC and by sending a 
seize signal, followed by a digit if necessairy. The SIS AP 
marks the circuit under test, and the incoming signals are 
diverted to special test software. Similarly, the maintenance 
engineer can send signals via the SIS AP to the SCC concerned, 
which can be diverted to the ATBA unit for analysis.

Tones and Recorded Announcements
The SIS generates tones digitally by storing A-law encoded 
PCM samples of the appropriate tone frequency. The tone 
cadences are also stored in memory, and the cadence outputs 
are used to switch the tone frequencies at the desired on-off 
rate. The cadence switches also enable more than one tone, or 
different levels of the same tone, to be serially switched 
(for example, equipment engaged tone). The design caters for 
any tone which is a multiple of 10 Hz to be generated, and 
cadences are variable in 0-025 s steps up to 6-4 s. This 
flexibility allows the design to be easily modified for export 
applications.

The recorded announcements are generated by using 
adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM), which is a method of 
reducing storage requirements while retaining an acceptable 
signal-to-noise ratio. Each announcement is generated for 
8 s, with a 2 3 period of silence between cycles.

In the medium/large trunk exchange, up to 8 different tones 
and 3 recorded announcements are multipeexed together and 
fed into the DSS in a standard 2-048 Mbit/s HDB3 stream. 
The tones are selected by the call processing subsystem (CPS) 
when an invalid routeing has been dialled, and a path is set 
across the DSS from the incoming channel to the celrcted 
tone. The DSS can copy the same tone source to large numbers 
of incoming calls because, unlike analogue tones, there is no 
fan-out degradation of signal level8.
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Software Application Process
The SIS application process (AP) is responsible for the norma 
call-handling protocols required between the SIS hardware 
and the CPS.

The SIS AP is a periodic process activated by the processor 
operating system every 10 ms. In the interval between periodic 
activations, the SIS AP:

(a) increments its internal timers,
(b) extracts and processes messages from the CPS and the 

DSS software,
(c) extracts and processes messages from the TS16A unit 

and MF hardware, and
(d) processes any intern! timeouts that have expired.
If any events have occurred in (b), (c) or (d) above, the 

appropriate software signaliing module is invoked to 
process the event. The consequences of the processing may 
be either to transmit a message into the hardware, the CPS 
or the DSS, or simply to update the software circuit storage 
awaiting a further event.

Software Common Process
The prime function of the SIS common process (CP) is to 
interface with the MCS, to allow circuits, PCM systems and 
SIS hardware to be brought into or taken out of service. The 
CP co-ordinates the SIS AP replications that enable the 
subsystem to be extended in multiples of 3600 circuits.

The CP is also responssble for monitoring fault reports from 
the SIS APs. These reports can arise because of hardware faults 
arising from equipment malfunctions or simply because of the 
receipt of unexpected messages. The CP can set threshold 
counts on the individual fault categories so that equipment 
or Circuits are not removed from service owing to transient 
reports. If a threshold count is exceeded, a fault report is 
sent to the MCS, and immediate action is taken to by-pass 
the affected area.

In a trunk exchange, another function of the SIS CP is to 
hold the tariff programs for MOT The SIS CP determines 
when the tariffs being applied in theTS16A hardware require 
updating and instructs each SIS AP to amend its TS16A 
hardware accordingly.

RELLABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
The adoption of high-technology integrated circuits, coupled 
with strict System X standards, has led to a very-low fault rate 
throughout the SIS/ALTS. However were a fault ever to 
occur, its effect would potentially be very serious, espe^aHy in 
the common-control hardware, which can be processmg 
seveeaa hundred calls simultaneoussy. Failure-detection 
mechanisms have been incorporated to isolate malfunctions 
in their infancy. These include:

(a) extensive hardware parity generation and detection,
(b) synchronization checks,
(c) the cycling of tone-loops through digital filters,
(d) the provision of watchdog alarms for microprocessors,
(e) synchronous duplication,
(f) continuous routines (using spare DSS channels),
Cg) power supply and fuse alarms,
(/i) cumulative sum checks on stored data,
(1' the detection of out-of-sequence signahing events, 
(./') overnight routining of hardware fault-detectors, 
(k) short-holding-time call detection, and
(I) trunk and junction routining.
When a fault has been confirmed, a report is immediatdy 

passed to the MCS, which initiates 2 important actions. 
Firstly, any dependent resources are immediately taken out of 

service; for example, if a lVF unit fails, all the outgoing 
circuits are busied-out to prevent further call loss. Secondly, a 
fault report is issued to inform the maintenance staff of the 
faulty unit.

Critical areas of the subsystem, in particular the TSl6A 
unit andthe MF equipments, are replaced automatically byhot- 
standby spare units. The SIS CP allocates a spare TS16A or 
MF unit to the SIS AP which has reported the malfunction and 
removes the failed unit from service. The MF unit is relatively 
straightforward to replace, as new calls can simply be diverted 
to the new working unit. The change-over of TSl6A equip
ments, however, is more complicated because each unit is 
semi-permanently allocated. The change-over is achieved by 
loading the signahing types and call states into all 900 chan
nels of the new unit and then diverting the thirty TS16 con
nexions across the DSS. Some cal loss would occur during 
these emergency change-overs, but the mean time between 
failure of the equipments concerned is over 10 000 hours, and 
only a smah portion of calls are lost in the few seconds taken 
to complete a change-over.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The extremely broad speccfication for interworking has 
resuhed in a highly-modular distributed design for the SIS/ 
ALTS. The basic aim has been to keep the analogue termin
ation equipment as simple as possible, and to perform the 
more complex timing and interactive functions in either shared 
hardware or in the processing units. This approach has 
resulted in a lower cost, highly-reliable design, which retains 
the flexibility required to meet a wide variety of signahing 
requirements.

The SIS/ALTS gives the System X exchange the ability 
to interwork with a large number of different types of signal
ling systems. This allows the System X exchanges to be 
gradually incorporated into the UK telephone network without 
any restrictions being imposed by the signaling requirements 
of the existing network or of System X itseef. Thus a smooth 
transition to the fully integrated digital switching, signalling 
and transmission network can be achieved.
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Computer-Aided Design and Engineering of
System X Exchanges
K. J. DIVER and D. W. SWAN, b.sc.T

UDC 621.395.345: 681.31

This article describes the computer suppoot facilities that the British Post Office and the UK Telecommuni
cations Industry are developing for the design and engineeiing of System X exchange installations.

INTRODUCTION
The process of converting basic traffic data for an exchange or 
an exchange extension into documentation to support the 
various requirements of a telephone adminisration and of the 
equipment supplier is known as exchange design and engineer
ing. Computer-aided design (CAD) facilities to assist the 
engineers engaged in this task have been established for many 
exchange systems and similar facilities for System X are now 
being jointly developed by the British Post Office (BPO) and 
the UK Telecommunications Indussry. The main objectives 
are to provide coherent computer support that:

(a) is standard for use throughout the indussry,
(b) is capable of' processing both home and export market 

orders,
(c) can rapidly accept design changes and enhancements, 

and
(d) will interface to other computer systems used by the 

adminissration and supplier, ~
For System X, two complementary systems are being deve

loped. The first, covering the hardware aspects of dnsign 
and engineering and known as the Exchange Dnstgn CAD 
(EDCAD) system, is the subject of this article, The second, 
covering the exchange data aspects and known as the Data 
Management System, will be the subject of a later article,

The main benefits of computer assistance to the design and 
engineering process are

(a) an increase in productivity contributing to a reduchon 
in lead-times,

(b) a closer adherence to standards,
(c) an elimination of tedious and error prone schedule 

preparation,
(td) a consistency in both quality and format of derived 

documents, and
(e) the transfer of data between processes as computer 

files, thus eliminating transcription errors.

OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 
PROCESS
The design and engineering process encompasses numerous 
activities ranging from the collection of basic traffic data by the 
administratton to the provision of documentation to meet the 
requirements of the administration and supplier, The process 
can be divided into 6 major areas of achvity,

(a) Dimensioning—converting the basic traffic data into 
equipment quantities,

(b) Placcment—determining the locatton of this equipment 
within the exchange building.

T System X Launch Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters

(c) Allocation—determining the interconnexion of parti
cular equipment where system design permits flexibility, and 
assigning external circuits to the appropriate type of terminat
ing equipment.

(d) Cabling—identifying all cables and their routeing 
through the cable support structures.

(e) Software data build—converting data (for example, 
that established in the allocation process) into a format 
suitable for loading on the exchange processor; this activity 
is relevant only to stored-program controlled (SPC) exchanges.

(f) Documennatton—recording the information established 
by the foregoing activities in a format suitable for its purpose; 
for example, installation instructions, exchange management 
records, etc.

For System X, the computer support facilities broadly 
follow the above pattern. The external circuit allocation and 
software data build activities are incorporated into the data 
management system, the remaining activities being included 
in the EDCAD system.

THE EDCAD SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The EDCAD system, which will generally give interactive 
support for the various design and engineering functions, is 
designed to operate on computers which are local to their 
users. Although many of the processes are automated, the 
system does not remove from the design engineers the ulti- 
mate responsíbiilty for ensuring that exchanges are adequately 
designed and engineered. The principal components of the 
system (see Fig. l) are:

(a) main program suites covering the activities of dimen
sioning, placement, internal allocations and cabling,

(b) standards data files which provide the system design 
data for the programs to use,

(c) exchange data files which are the outputs of program 
runs and serve both as master records of the exchange and as 
interfaces between the programs, and

(d) documentation production programs which produce 
from the exchange data files the various man-readable reports 
and schedules needed to support the realization of the design.

MAIN PROGRAM SUITES
Dimensioning Program Suite
The main responsibilities of this suite are to

(a) vet the exchange traffic data,
(b) convert the exchange traffic data into equipment 

quantities,
(c) identify the software suite that will be used when the 

exchange is brought into service, and
(d) produce estimates of the cost and of the DC power 

requirements of the exchange.
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DOCUMENTATION

Fig. l —EDCAD system architecture

The user may modify the results of the dimensioning process 
in order to cater for special requirements.

Placement Program Suite
This suite consists of two parts: placemen part 1 which 
positions the items identified by the dimenssoning process; and 
placemen part 2 which identifies and’positions the remaining 
hardware that will be necessary to build the instaflation. 
Placement part 1 comprises severaa programs which are run 
in sequence to

(a) position the side-in units within shelf groups,
(b) position the sheef groups on rack frameworks 

(standard rack configurations being used wherever applicable),
(c) postion the racks and distribution frames on to the 

exchange apparatus floor taking into account the building 
constraints (preferred exchange layouts being used wherever 
applicable), and

(td) designate the various racks, sheef groups, etc.
Placement part 2 is run at a later stage and identifies and 

positions the remaining hardware which comprises:
(a) power conductors and supports (from the power room 

to the main fuse panels),
(b) overhead ironwork arrangements,
(6) cable trays and grid mesh, and
(d) suite lighting.
An interactive graphics system is an integral feature of the 

program suite and allows plan-type information to be 
displayed and modified on a graphics display terminal. The 
system stores this information on a layered basis; different 
layers being used to hold the building outline, racks and 
frames, dimensions, overhead ironwork, etc. It can be 
used to display, process and output individual layers or 
combination of layers as required.

Internal Allocations Program Suite
The main responsibilities of this suite are to

(a) determine the interconnexion of those items within 
the exchange where the system dessgn permits flexibility, and

(b) determine the grouping and addresses of equipment on 
the various highways.

Cabling Program Suite
The main l•esponsibilities of this suite are to

(a) identify all plug-ended cables and their routeing,
(b) identify all bulk-supplied cables including individual 

length and routeing,
(c) monitor the fill of cable trays; re-routeing non critical 

length cables if appropriate,
(d) produce a cable running-out list, and cable identifica

tion labels for use by the installation team, and
(e) produce a plug-up schedule showing the termination 

address of each plug-ended cable.

Specification Production
The specification is a contractual document which is parti - 
cular to an individual order and its content is, therefore, 
dependent upon the agreed division between the administra
tion and supplier of the responsibiiity for the design and 
engineering of the installation.

For BPO contracts with the UK industry, a specification 
computer program exists and is run after the dimensioning, 
placement part 1 and internal allocations programs, deriving 
inputs from all of them.

STANDARDS DATA FILES
The EDCAD system requires information relating to all the 
exchange types for which it will be used. This information is 
recorded in a number of standards data files which are accessed 
during the running of the programs. The files are structured in 
a manner that enables any change in dessgn rules to be rapidly 
accommodated by replacing the appropriate file with a new 
version.

An outline of typical files is given beeow; it is not a compre
hensive list but is intended to give an indication of their scope.

(a) The dimensioning rules, which are a set of algorithms to 
convert the traffic data into equipment quantities.

(b) The costs and power data, which are used to produce 
cost and power estimates.

(c) Thegraphi'cs symbols library, which contains the picture 
elements used by the placement programs to prepare the plan 
type documentation.

(!) The placemen constraints, which are a set of rules 
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constraining the relative positions of items.
(e) The standard rack layouts, which are pre-determined 

groupings of shelf groups on rack frameworks; ensuring 
consistency for similar types of exchange.

(f) The preferred floor layouts, which are pre-determined 
groupings of standard racks that will be selected by the 
placement programs if the building constraints permit.

(,g) The cable connexions files, which are records of local 
and distant termination addresses for each sheef group 
together with cable type and any constraints; for example, 
maximum cable length.

(/; ) The available cables file, which are records of the range 
of plug-ended cables from which the cabling program makes 
its selection.

EXCHANGE DATA FILES
The process of using the EDCAD system creates a set of 
exchange data files, each recording particular aspects of the 
installation. These are the master records from which all 
documenttitton relating to the exchange is produced; they 
also serve as the interface between the processes. The major 
files are as follows:

(a) The equipment quantities file, which is output from the 
dimensioning program and lists the items of equipment 
required for the exchange installation.

(b) The exchange parts file, which is output by the place
ment programs and contains the ideinity and location of each 
item of hardware in the exchange.

(c) The exchange graphics file, which is output by the 
placement programs and identifies each symbol required on 
the exchange floor plan or related drawings, and includes the 
position and orientation of each symbol.

(d) The exchange cabling file, which contains a list of all 
cables required for the exchange together with the termination 
addresses, routeing and length of each run.

(6) The exchange allocation file, which defines particular 
equipment interconnexions and highway addresses.

DOCUMENTATION PRODUCTION
The exchange data files are the source of the documentation 
that is required for the varied aspects of planning, manu
facturing, installation and management of the exchange. This 
documentation falls into two broad categories:

(a) transient, relating to information which is not required 
after the exchange has been installed, and

(b) permanent, relating to information which may be 
required at any time during the life of the exchange.

During the running of the various programs, error and 
analysis reports are produced to monitor progress; remcdial 
accion being taken as appropriate to ensure the accuracy of the 
exchange data files. These files in their final form are the 
master records of the exchange installation and are the sole 
source of the permanent doyumentation.

Programs will exist to access the files and process the data 
into formats suitable for reproduction on hard-copy printers 
and for display on visual display terminals.

OUTLINE OF USE OF THE SYSTEM
A broad outline of how the system is used to design and en
gineer a new exchange is given below. Extensions are handled 
in a similar manner with the exception that the existing 
exchange data files are input to the appropriate programs 
and in the process updated files are created.

To keep the desscipUon concise, standard files are not 
mentioned although they will be accessed by cII the programs 
(see Fig. 2).

Dimensioning
The dessgn engineer, having gathered traffic, connexion and 
other information, enters the data into the system via an

H)

INTERNAL 
ALLOCATION 
PROGRAMS

IHTERNAU 
ALLOCATIONS

Fig. 2—EDCAD system inter-file processing

interactive visual display terminal. The dimensioning program 
then calculates the equipment quantities (racks, shelf groups, 
slide-in-units) needed to meet this traffic data, and records 
these totals in the equipment quantities files. At this stage, the 
calculated equipment quantities will not in all respects be 
precise; for example, some equipment quantities are depen
dent upon the equipment layout— a factor which is not con
sidered by this program.

Placement Part 1
The equipment quantities file is then passed to the first part of 
the placement program suite, which positions each item of 
equipment within racks. Very often this simply involves 
deciding which standard rack layouts are appropriate for the 
equipment quantities. In other cases, each item is positioned 
individually according to a defined algorithm. If the equip
ment quantités do not fit any standard rack configuration, 
then shelf groups are positioned within the exchange taking 
into consideration the main cabling and other positional 
constraints.
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The various distribution frame requirements are then deter
mined and areas of those frames allocated to various equip
ments.

The program suite examines the building plans (which will 
previously have been entered into the system) and then posi
tions the racks and frames on the available exchange floor 
area taking account of pillars and other obstructions. The 
resulting floor plan is displayed on a graphics display terminal 
which may then be used to change the location of the racks 
and frames to achieve an optimum layout and to take into 
account factors which the program has not considered. Checks 
are made that such changes do not violate any of the con
straints; warning messages being given if appropriate.

When the user is satisfied with the layout, the various items 
of equipment are given a unique destgnation in a logical 
sequence which depends on their relative position within the 
exchange.

The outputs of placement part I are the exchange graphics 
file and the exchange parts file. The equipment quantities in 
this latter file are precise; the documentation production 
programs are used to produce production schedules, floor
plans, and suke, rack, frame and shelf layouts as required.

Internal Allocations
The exchange parts file is passed to the internal allocations 
program suite; this identifies those items of equipment 
between which interconnexions have to be determined; for 
example, it sdects the time switches to which a subscriber con- 
cennration module is to be connected. The program also 
determines the individual address to be given to each item of 
equipment on any particular highway. The output of the 
allocations program is the exchange allocations file, which is 
required by the cabling program and the data management 
system. The documentation production programs are used 
to produce allocation charts etc. from this file.

Placement Part 2
This program suite accesses the exchange parts file to obtain 
data on rack locations in order to decide upon the layout of 
the overhead ironwork, cable trays, and lighting arrangements 
etc. These resuks are displayed on a graphics display terminal, 

which provides the user with an interactive capability to 
modify the layout to accommodate exceptional circumstances.

The outputs of placement part 2 are an updated exchange 
parts file and exchange graphics file. Further production 
schedules are then produced together with various plans of the 
overhead ironwork, cable trays, etc.

Cabling
The cabling program suite accesses the exchange parts file and 
the exchange allocations file for data on the items to be 
cabled, together with information on the cable trays and other 
supporting structures. It determines the route of each cable 
and monitors the loading of the cable trays; if necessary cables 
whose lengths are not critical are re-routed to avoid congestion. 
The length of each cable route is then calculated, and the 
appropriate standard length of plug-ended cable is selected.

The output from the cabling program suite is the exchange 
cabling file and from this the ordering schedules, cabling 
running-out lists, labels and plug-up schedules are produced.

The system has thus produced a complete set of exchange 
data files recording the planned state of the exchange. There 
will be a report back procedure from the site during installation 
to ensure that any departures from this planned state found to 
be necessary will be recorded in the appropriate file. The files 
can be made available to other computer processes requiring 
the design information. They must be stored for reference 
when there is a further extension at the exchange.

CONCLUSION
An outline of the planned computer support facilities for the 
design and engineering of System X installations has been 
given in this article.

The modular nature of the system enables it to be intro
duced in stages and to be updated in step with the evolution 
of System X designs.
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Post Office Press Notice

MONARCH 120: BRITISH TELECOM PLACES
FURTHER LARGE ORDERS

British Telecom has placed orders worth £45M with GEC 
and Plessey for Monarch 120 private automatic branch 
exchanges (PABXs).

Monarch, the only entirely British digital switching stored- 
program control (SPC) PABX, was designed and developed 
by British Telecom and engineered by GEC and Plessey; this 
new order demonstrates British Telecom's continuing support 
for established British suppliers. The first production deliveries 
of these Monarch 120s, which are being supplied initially to 
customers in central London, were made in October 1980.

In addition, after extenssve examinatton ofsmall proprietary 
PABXs produced by manufacturers in the UK and elsewhere, 

British Telecom intends to negotiate a contract with Mitel 
Telecommunications Ltd. of Slough for small-to-medium 
PABXs. When field trials begun last autumn are successfully 
completed, it is anticipated that an initial order for £5M will 
be placed; the equipment will be produced at Mitel’s Slough 
factory.

Announcing this further round of PABX orders, Mr. David 
Cartwright, British Telecom's Customer Switching Product 
Group Manager, emphasized British Telecom’s determination 
to ensure continuity of deliveries of modern systems by giving 
its suppliers better advance notice of requirements. He stated 
that the order with Mitel demonstrated British Telecom's 
determination to widen its product portfolio in order to offer 
customers, as quickly as possible, a range of first-rate products 
in ready supply.
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UXD5: A Small Digital-Switching Telephone 
Exchange for RuraD Communities
Part 2—System Software and Operation
J. R. W. AMES, B.SC., M.SC., C.ENG., M.I.E.E., M. J. ELSDEN, B.SC., M. W. HILL, M.sc., C.ENG., M.I.E.E., 
and P. A. TRUDGETT, b.sc., m.sc., ph.d., c.eng., m.i.e.e.J

UDC 621.399.2: 621.374

The UXD5 is a digital-switching telephone exchange designed for use in rural areas. The exchange is intended 
as a replacement for Strowger Unit Automatic Exchanges at present installed in the UK telephone networr. 
Part 1 of this article* gave ageneral description of the UXD5 design and its application; Part 2 describes the 
system software and operational aspects.

INTRODUCTION
Part 1 of this article* gave a generaa description of the Unit 
Exchange Digital No. 5 (UXD5), which is a digital-switching 
telephone exchange for use in rural areas where telephone 
penetration is snaH. The UXD5 design is based on the 
Monarch 120 PABX1, and the British Post Office (BPO) 
intend to use the UXD5 as a replacement for the Strowger 
Unit Automatic Exchanges (UAXs) now in service in the UK 
telephone network; in particular for the replacement of 
UAX12 .

Description of the system is completed in this article, which 
covers the system software, the interaction of software and 
hardware and the system operation. The system operation is 
described by examining the progress of a local-call connexion 
through the exchange.

SOFTWARE
The UXD5 software is based on, and uses, the same basic 
structure as that used for the Monarch 120 PABX3. Changes 
were made to the Monarch 120 PABX software to remove 
those facilities not required in a public exchange; the software 
was enhanced to provide the UXD5 with facilities that are 
almost identical to those of a UAX12.

The basic software structure is shown in Fig. 5; for ease of 
description, no reference is made in Fig. 5 to the use of two 
processors between which the software is split, since this 
feature is almost invisible to a programmer. Initially, the 
software is described as though it works on the main pro - 
cessor only.

Operating System
The operating cystem is a program that runs continuously, 
except when stimulated to call and execute other programs. 
The operating system exercises overaH control of these other 
programs. The operating system is stimulated by either of the 
following ctgnal states:

(a) Pulses, known as interrupts, are sent to the operating

f Messrs Ames, Hill and Trudgett are with the Research Depart
ment, Telecommunications Headquarters. Mr Elsden is with the 
Exchange System Department, Telecommunications Headquarters 

* Ames, J. R. W., et al. UXD5: A SmaH Digital-Switching 
Telephone Exchange for Rural Communities. Part l —General 
Description. POEEJ. Vol. 73, p. 241, Jan. 19181

system at regular time-intervals. In the UXD5, these interrupts 
occur at 100 ms and 8 ms intervals. The interrupts force the 
microprocessor to stop its current task and execute a fixed 
routine in the operating system. This routine contains calls to 
programs known as foregrotindproeesses.

(b) Messages are passed to the operating system from 
programs that cause the operating system to run other 
programs. These messages comprise a common block of 
memory, 8 byteslong, shared by the operating system and the 
sending program (see Fig. 6). To send a message, the block is 
filled with the necessary data, and a call is made to the parti- 
ruIlr entry point in the operating system that deals with 
messages. All programs started in this way are known as 
backgroundpooeesses. A background process can be started by 
a message from

(t) another background process,
(ii) itself,

(iii) a foreground process, or
(iv) the operating system (only when the exchange is 

first activated).

The operating system performs several other functions to 
help in the control of the processes:

(a) Using the 100 ms interrupt signal, the operating system 
acts as a real-time clock and keeps a count of the date and 
time. Any process can obtain the time by sending a special 
message, which is returned by the operating system with the 
date and time appended.

(b) A time-delay function is incorporated so that any 
process which passes a message to the operating system can 
be restarted after a fixed-time delay. The delay period is set by 
the calling process.

(c) Messages to each process are queued so that no messages 
are lost during periods of high exchange activity.

(d) The operating system allocates priorities to each 
background process so that those processes that have a more 
urgent function in the exchange are always run when required, 
to the exclusion of the other processes.

(2) The faster interrupts are controlled in such a manner 
that they can always interrupt the slower interrupts, but not 
vice-versa.

(f) The operating system examines all messages and checks 
that they have the correct format; if a format is incorrect, the 
message is stopped and stored in a fault record.
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BACKGROUND POREGGOUNJ

legend

Background 8 byte messages

Mole: Any process can send a message to the operating system to start a background program

CPRO: Call processing OS: Operating system

M and D: Maintenance-and«diagnostics process XSCAN: Exchange scan process

Fig. 5—Srructure of basic software

- Progrvm calldirections

- Dala/ead and w/zteOpeealions

Fig. 6—Message flow

Control Processes
The control processes are divided into several groups according 
to function. Any one group can have a maximum of one 
background process, but may have severaa foreground pro - 
cesses running at different intervals. Processes in the same 
group share common data-areas, so that data can be saved 
and passed between processes without involving the operating 
system.

Exchange Scan
The exchange-scan (XSCAN) process group has elements in 
both foreground and background program areas. The function 
of the XSCAN process is to interface between

(a) inputs from the signaHing-input card, outputs to 
signalling-output card and the time-switch, and

(b) those processes which perform the telephony functions.
The foreground XSCAN processes are concerned mainly 

with extracting relevant data from the signaHing-input card 
and the sending of messages to the call-processing functions 
when a significant change has occurred.

The XSCAN process has two foreground processes:
(a) the slow process (scan 1), which runs every 128 ms 

(16 X 8 ms interrupts) and examines, via the signaHing-input 
card, all ports on the exchange each time it runs, and

(b) the 8 ms process (scan 2), which is split into several 
parts.

The scan2 sub-processes run at multiples of the 8 ms 
interrupt (1,2 and 4) and scan selectively those ports which 
are liable to have fast condition changes; for example, a 
subscriber’s line during dialling, a coin-collecting box line 
during the progress of a call when coin pulses can arrive at any 
time, and an incoming junction circuit when idle since, at any 
time, pulses must be detected without delay. The XSCAN 
background process does not scan; its main purpose is to 
handle the output functions from the time-switch or the 
signaHing-output card.

The XSCAN processes are linked by a storage area in which
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5 bytes of random-access memory (RAM) are reserved for 
each port on the system; these 5 bytes are known as the 
handler record. The first byte of each record contains the state 
of the relevant port, so that the foreground XSCAN processes 
know which changes from the signalling-input card are 
relevant. The state of the port can be changed by other 
process groups by sending a message to the XSCAN back
ground process.

CaH Procesan:
The call-processing group has only one background process, 
known as callprocessing (CPRO). The CPRO acts on messages 
from the XSCAN process and controls each individual 
exchange caH.

Associated with the CPRO are data arrays called call 
records. A caH record is associated with each call in the 
exchange and contains all the data relevant to that call, Thus, 
when call processing proceeds to a point where it is waiting for 
something to happen (for example, waiting for a called- 
subscriber answer (CSA) condition), it can return to the 
operating system with the re-entry point held in the call 
record. A message to the CPRO which is recognized as 
being from that particular call causes the CPRO to start 
from the point at which it stopped. Thus, call processmg is 
run separately for each call and can continue from the correct 
place on re-entry.

CImrge Process
The charge-process group has members in 3 sections: back
ground, 128 ms scan (scan 1) and 8 ms scan (scan 2). The 
group controls all metering functions in the exchange when 
instructed via messages from the CPRO or the XSCAN 
process.

The 8 ms scan 2 process controls asynchronous serial 
communication channels which instruct the meter control to 
step a meter. The process also verifies that this has been done 
by receeving back the identical message. Also, by means of 
inputs from the exchange local-cad timing equipment it 
decodes local-call ordinary-subscriber charge timing and 
local-call coin-collecting box charge timing.

The scan 1 process maintains lists of the calls in progress 
and directs scan2 to send the appropriate mrter-control 
signals over the seriaa channel. The lists are updated and 
checked by the background process in response to messages 
from the CPRO.

The background charge process is instructed when a call has 
been rsiablishrd and when it is completed. Acting on this 
information, the background charge process uses local-call 
timing, unless a message comes from the XSCAN process 
indicating that metering-overr-unction (MOJ) is valid in this 
case.

NIainrenance and Diagnostics
The maintenance-and-diagnostics process has members in 
3 sections: background, 128 ms scan 1 and 8 ms scan 2. The 
process works in two modes:

(o) it scans all cards in the exchange regularly to verify, as 
far as is possible, that they are functional, and

(b) it checks individual cards, under the control of the 
maintenance staff.

Under mode (a), the maintenance-and-diagnostics process 
runs at 14 sinnervals, carrying out a different test each time. 
Thus, the whole exchange is tested every few hours, and the 
common-function cards are tested at reguiar intervals within 
this period. Under mode (b), messages are sent from the CPRO 
to start a particular test.

The maintenance-and-diagnostics background process is 
given a lower priority than either the CPRO or the charge 
background process; by this means, in a fully-loaded and 

busy exchange, the operating system can stop the schedufing 
of maintenance and diagnostic functions and can thus prevent 
unnecessary congession in the system.

List
The list process group has processes in the background, 
128 ms scan and 8 ms scan sections. It provides an interface 
to the maintenance teletype via a standard CCITTT V24 serial 
link. By means of inter-process messages, the list process is 
instructed to print-out relevant data; it can also pass input 
data from the maintenance teletype to the appropriate 
process. The list process has the lowest priority of any of the 
groups of processes.

Exchange Configuration Data Base
All fixed information about individual ports on the exchange 
is held in the exchange configuration data base, and the 
information can be accessed by any process. The data base is 
copied from a removable read-only memory (ROM) to a 
battery-backed RAM on initial activation of the system. The 
data in the RAM data base can be changed selectively from 
the maintenance teletype only after the relevant security 
procedures have been followed. At any time, on instruction 
from the maintenance teletype, the RAM data base can be 
copied to a new ROM.

The types of data heed in the data base include:directory- 
number (DN) to equipment-number (EN) translations; EN 
to port-type tables; class-of-service (COS) tables; dialled 
number to call-type table (for example, an STD call if the 
first digit dialled from a subscriber is 0); lists ofmcoming and 
outgoing junctions, and PABX lines (for hunting for a free 
port). There are several more tables of data of a more 
detailed nature.

Interworking of the Central Processor Unit and the 
Pre-Processor Unit
The software is divided between two processors: the central 
processor unit (CPU) and the pre-processor unit (PPU). The 
PPU operates the exchange scan 2, 8 ms sub-process and the 
charge scan 2 process. The code for these processes is on the 
PPU board; accesses to the main backplane data and the 
address buses are necessary only from the PPU when input, 
output or common data areas need to be accessed.

The common data-area is contiguous, and the data types are 
split into two forms: those that are written to by either the 
CPU or the PPU, and those that are written to by both 
processors. Data that can be written to by both processors (for 
example, the handler records, as used by the XSCAN process) 
needs to be protected against errors caused by read-modify
write commands being attempted by both processors simul
taneously. This protection is provided by using two flags held 
as bytes in the common data area, so that a processor can 
check the other processor’s flag before writing to its own flag 
to signify that it is accessing the data. A final check is made on 
the other processor’s flag before proceeding.

Apart from this protection sequence, program modules can 
be moved freely between the PPU and the CPU. Owing to 
the limited number of accesses made to the main bus by the 
PPU, the CPU is slowed down by less than 5%.

Software Overview
Two programming languages are used to write the software. 
For the more time-critical and input/output processes, 
assembler language is used. This is a set of statements that is 
related directly to the final machine code required; therefore, 
the programmer knows exactly how his program will affect

T CCITT —nneernational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee 
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the processor. The foreground processes and the operating 
system are written in assembber language.

Less time-critical processes are written in a high-level 
language called CORAL, which uses English-type statements 
and is therefore easier to understand and write. The program - 
mer does not need to know the machine code that this language 
will produce. The background processes are written in 
CORAL.

The total software requires 68 kbytes of program code for 
the main processor and 6kbytes of program code for the 
PPU. The CPU also has 16kbytes of RAM, of which
1- 5 kbytes are used as a common data area between the two 
processors. There are 2 kbytes of address space reserved for 
input and output functions.

SYSTEM OPERATION
To demonsrate the operation of the system, the progress of a 
local-call connexion through the exchange is described; the 
description indicates how the hardware and software com - 
ponents of the exchange interact during the progress of the 
cail.

Own-Exchange Call
The progress of a call through the exchange, from subscriber 
212 to subscriber 202, is now considered. Initially, the 212 
line is in the idle state and is examined every 128 ms by the 
XSCAN process. When the subscriber lifts his receiver the 
change in loop status is detected by the line card, and the 
appropriate bits in the signaHing input are Changed by means 
of the signaHing message stream, which flows from the line 
card via the shelf multiplexer. On the next 128 ms scan, the 
change in status is noted by the XSCAN process and an inter
process message is generated to inform the CPRO that line 
212 is originating a new caH. The messages refer to exchange 
ports by equipment number (EN) rather than by directory 
numb«- (DN). The EN represents the physical location of the 
port, and can have any desired DN associated with it by 
means of a DNfiEN translation table.

The progress of the call is indicated in Table l, which lists 
all the inter-process messages generated during the call. On 
receipt of the message from the CPRO to set the state of line 
212 (stored in the handle' record) to dialling enabled, the 
XSCAN process begins to scan the appropriate signaHing-in 
location every 8 ms in order to analyse the dialled digits. The 
final message in the initial sequence tells the XSCAN process 
(which controls the digital-switch hardware) to connect line 
212 to the digitally-generated dial tone from the tones card. By 
this time, the CPRO has asssgned a small area of RAM. 
storage (the caH record) exclusivdy to this call. Full details of 
the progress of the cal (digits dialled, path set-up etc.) are 
stored in the caH record. The CPRO is therefore able to handle 
a large number of different calls in turn, since the state of each 
caH is remembered and can be recaned when action is required.

The first digit (2) is dialled and it is analysed by the 8 ms 
scan. When the inter-digit: pause is detected, the CPRO is 
informed that a 2 has been dialled. On receipt of this message 
the CPRO fetches the call record, stores the 2, notes that it was 
the first digit dialled and sends a message to the XSCAN 
process instructing it to disconnect dial tone and connect 
silence before storing the modified caH record for later use.

The second digit is analysed and sent to the CPRO, as is 
the third digit. On receipt of the third digit the CPRO is able, 
in this case, to determine the dessmatton of the call. The 
DN - EN table is accessed to find the location of the appropriate 
line Circuit in the exchange (in this case the EN is 69); the 
sequence of events is shown in Table l. The CPRO instructs 
the XSCAN process to set the handler-record state of 212 to 
awaiting answer and to ma-k line 202. If line 202 is free, the 
mark will be cuccescCui and, on receipt of this message, the 
CPRO instructs the XSCAN process to connect digitally- 
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generated ringing tone to line 212, while connecting ringing 
current to line 202. Because the ringing supply is not cadenced 
by the ringing generator, the ringing supply relay is operated 
and released under control of the XSCAN process via the 
signalling-output card to send ringing current immediately on 
line 202; this is followed by the standard public-exchange 
cadence.

On receipt of called-subscriber answered condition (CSA), 
lines 202 and 212 are connected together via the digital switch 
to allow conversation to take place, and local-caH charging 
begins. When the calling subscriber clears, the on-hook 
condition is detected by the XSCAN process via the signalling
input card; the call path is then disconnected and charging is 
stopped.

A similar mechanism is used to control other types of call. 
For a call originating from a coin-collecting box, the coin- 
and-fee checking function is performed by the processor. In 
this case, the XSCAN process has to control the operation

TABLE 1
Messages Produced During a Call from Line 212 to Line 202

Subscriber 
Action

Message 
No.

Process Message

From To
Loop 1 XSCAN CPRO New call originating 

from EN12
2 CPRO XSCAN Set state of’EN 12 to 

dialling enabled
3 CPRO XSCAN Connect dial tone to 

EN 12
2 4 XSCAN CPRO Digit 2 received from 

EN 12
5 CPRO XSCAN Connect silence to EN

12
0 6 XSCAN CPRO Digit 0 received from

EN 12
2 7 XSCAN CPRO Digit 2 received from 

EN 12
8 CPRO XSCAN Set state of EN 12 to 

awaiting answer
9 CPRO XSCAN Mark EN 69

10 XSCAN CPRO Mark on EN 69 success
ful

11 CPRO XSCAN Connect immediate ring 
tone to EN 12

12 CPRO XSCAN Connect cadenced ring 
tone to EN 12

13 CPRO XSCAN Ring EN 69
CSA 14 XSCAN CPRO CSA from EN 69

15 CPRO XSCAN Conneec EN Uto EN 
69

16 CPRO XSCAN Connect EN 69 to EN
12

17 CPRO XSCAN Set state of EN 12 to 
busy talking

18 CPRO XSCAN Set state of EN 69 to 
busy talking

19 CPRO CHARGE Start charging
Clear 20 XSCAN CPRO Clear from EN 12

21 CPRO XSCAN Set state of EN 12 to 
free

22 CPRO XSCAN Connect silence to EN
12

23 CPRO XSCAN Set state of EN 69 free
24 CPRO XSCAN Connect silence to EN 

69
25 CPRO CHARGE Stop charging
26 XSCAN CPRO Clear from EN 69

Note: Equipment number of line 202 is 69 and the equipment number of line 212 
iss 12

CPRO: Call processing

EN: Equipment number

XSCAN: Exchange scan
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of the coin slots and to send a message to the CPRO when a 
coin is inserted. The CPRO controls the duration of the call 
and signals to the XSCAN process to terminate the call when 
the caH time exceeds that allowed for the money that has 
been inserted. Compensatory time-allowances are made as 
necessary; for example, for the time taken for a coin to fall 
past the sot lock. Messages are sent to the charge process to 
record the value of the coins used.

Incoming and outgoing junction calls need a separate call 
control mechanism from that used for own-exchange calls. 
Metering-over--unction (MOJ), CSA and backward hold are 
recognized by the XSCAN process from an outgoing junction, 
and trunk-offer (TKO) and howler controls are recognized 
from an incoming junction. For outgoing junctions, the 
XSCAN process also needs to know from the CPRO whether 
the can is a manual-board call, a level-9 call or an STD call, as 
the return and forward signalling requirements can be 
different in each case. The CPRO detects whether the calling 
party releases the call, or if it is backward held.

Other types of call are catered for; for example, 999 calls, 
faultsman’s ringback, test numbers and TKO. The differences 

for all these types of call are catered for by different routines 
within the CPRO.

CONCLUSION
The UXDS has been developed in response to an urgent need 
for a modern system to replace ageing rural exchanges, mainly 
to be found in Scotland. Mccroprocessor technology has 
enabled the system to be developed as a small but sophisti
cated stand-alone exchange. Economies have been achieved 
by basing the design on the Monarch 120 PABX, which has 
provided both common hardware and a base from which to 
develop the system software.

The requirement for 2 versions of the UXDS has been 
identified; the UXD5A, designed as a direct replacement for 
the UAXlZ, is a l5O-line system and the UXD5B, being 
designed for both the BPO network and the export market, 
will have a maximum of 600 lines together with a range of 
enhanced facilities. Production versions of the UXD5A 
exchanges are scheduled to be available in late 1981; the 
UXDSB, which will supersede the UXDSA, is expected 
during 1982.

Book Reviews

Reliabiiily and Mauttauiabiiiiy of Electronic Systems Edited 
by J. E. Arsenault and J. A. Roberts. Pitman Books 
Ltd. xiii + 584 pp. 215 ills. £18-00.

The requirement for new services and lower operating costs 
in the telecommunications field has resulted in a considerable 
increase in equipment complexity and has made great 
demands on those who design, produce, test and plan the 
maintenance of a wide range of systems. To carry out these 
functions efficcently, up-to-date information on the various 
subjects unde' the broad heading of reliability and maintain
ability (R & M) must be to hand. These subjects are covered in 
a numbe' of separate publications, but this book has satisfied 
a long-standing need by drawing together mostly original 
contributions from selected authors who are currently engaged 
in using the techniques they describe. This approach can lead 
to obvious differences in the form and level of treatment from 
chapter to chapter, but here the efect is minimal and the 
resat is a comprehensive and readable book suited to design 
engineers and managers as weU as to reliability analysts.

The editors have organized the book into three parts: 
General, Reliabiilty and Maintainabiilty; these parts are 
further subdivided into 28 chapters. The division of material 
between, and the ordering within, the three parts appears 
somewhat arbitrary and, as the articles have been written in 
isolation, there is no cross-refei-eneng.

Part 1 begins with a chapter on life-cycle costing, an import
ant but neglected topic, and goes on to cover five other 
subjects, including R & M management, dessgn automation 
and a welcome contribution on softwear reliability in which 
a strong case is made for top-down design and structured 
programming. In part 2 a brief introduction to the mathematics 
of reliabiilty is followed surprisingly by chapters on thermal 
desgn and environmental factors before venturing into fault- 
free analysis, reliabiilty tesing and a useea introduction to 
sneak-circuit analysis. Part 3, which covers a large amount of 
ground, discusses system dessgn, digital logic simulation and 
testing, sparing and maintainabiiity testing.

It is in the selection and partition of material that the book 
is least successsuL Many of the general, rather laboured, 
chapters on management and design could have been sacrificed 

to allow a fuller discussion of topics such as reliability growth 
and accelerated life testing. However, the overall impression is 
of a useful up-to-date addition to the present limited range of 
R & M books. Those requiring further reading can make use 
of the many references and the two appendices listing R & M 
documents and books.

C. L. Monk

Electronic Devices. F. R. Connor ph.d. Edward Arnold 
Ltd. ix + 121 pp. 76 ills. £3-95.

This book can be described as a very simple guide to electronic 
devices. This remark is in no way meant to undermine the 
usefulness of the book, since the text is well written and con
cise, and each device is explained in sufficient detail for the 
needs of the beginner. The book does not, however, treat 
either basic physics or device theory in sufficient depth to make 
it useful as a text for degree-level courses or their equivalent. 
Indeed, without some basic knowledge of solid-state physics 
the student could eassly be bewildered by the way certain 
basic principles lacking adequate definition are used to explain 
device phenomena.

After very brief introductory chapters on atomic theory 
and semiconductor theory, the author devotes most of the 
remaining text to covering solid-state devices and vacuum 
devices. However, coverage of flat-panelled display devices 
is inadequate; and discussson of microwave devices and 
integrated circuits is contained in a few pages added as an 
afterthought at the end of the book.

The typical examination questions and answers which 
supplement the text are one of the good features of the book. 
Apart from helping to put the physics into context, this feature 
should appeal to those students who are not always sure of 
what is required of them in an examination. The book also 
contains unworked problems, a short set of references and an 
index.

R. W. Brander
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System X: The Traffic Generator and Monitor
P. M. ANDREAE, b.sc., c.eng., m.i.e.e., and P. J. BARRINGTON, b.sc, c.eng, m.i.e.e.T

UDC 621.395.34:621.395.31

The Irafiic generator and monitor (TONI) is a purpose-budl item of equipment, which is installed at the 
switching systems test facility' at the British Post Office Research Centre, Martlesham Heath. The TGM 
provides the exchange under test with a realistic traffic load through the telephony interface, and provides 
information ^nalbling the qua/z/y of service given by the exchange to be assessed. The TGM is also used to 
find design deficiencies and to monitor the effects ofmodification and maintenance on an exchange carrying 
ca/ls.

INTRODUCTION
Design validation tests are being carried out on System X 
equipment at the switching systems test facility (SSTI^F1. Any 
new versions of software and any significant hardware changes 
are tested prior to their introduction into in-service instal
lations; the SSTF also provides maintenance support and 
back-up facilities for locating obscure faults and easing 
service difficulties. To fulfil this role effectively, specíalized 
test equipment has been developed, a major item of which is 
the traffic generator and monitor (TGM).

Test-call senders are widely used for the acceptance testing 
of exchanges. However, they are limited in the number of 
simultaneous calls they can make, and each one has a low 
termination capaccty and is relatively expensive. To enable 
large numbers of calls to be made, each caH is heed for a very 
short time and thus does not represent the type of telephone 
traffic that an exchange would normally handle.

For testing purposes at the SSTF, a relatively large 
traffic-generalion capacíty is required, with the ability to 
generate traffic whose characteristics are as near as possible to 
cads in the public switched telephone network (PSTN). The 
TGM uses computer control to generate a controllable and 
repeatable load on an exchange, and easy-to-use man-machine 
interfaces are provided to give a wide range of facilities to 
the user.

Two TGMs are used in the SSTF: the local exchange TGM, 
which has interfaces for subscribers’ lines and junction 
circuits; and the trunk exchange TGM, which has interfaces 
for main network and junction circuits. Although the two 
systems are constructed separa^ey, a modular design results 
in many parts, both software and hardware, being identical 
in both.

The TGM has been deveeoped by the British Post Office 
(BPO) System X Development Department at Martlesham 
Heath, and both systems are now being used as part of the 
programme for testing the System X exchanges in the SSTF.

This article describes the facilities of the TGM, and the 
detail of the system design and its operation; it concludes 
with details of a future deveeoprnent.

BASIC CONCEPT OF OPERATION
An exchange being tested by the TGM is normally configured 
to model a typical exchange in the field, and the TGM simu
lates the traffic pattern of cafis into that exchange. A typical 
arrangement for a locaa exchange is shown in Fig. 1; the 
arrangement for a trunk exchange is similar. Circuits from 
the TGM are grouped into routes and have the appropriate 
signafiing systems. The TGM is sufficiently flexible to facilitate

1 System X Development Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters

LE: Local exchange
GSC: Group switching centre 
PBX: Private branch exchange 
x Lsn...........................

D35. /Line signalling systems
AC8: )

Fig. l—Loaal-xxcfiange network simulated by the TGM

many different types of tests. The traffic characteristics of the 
TGM are defined in the data prepared for the TGM, and 
may be easily modified for particular tests. Also, the level of 
the traffic generated can be controlled dynamically throughout 
a test.

The TGM operatee by originating calls on incoming 
exchange circuits or subscribers’ lines, simulating calls 
from other exchanges or subscribers, and answering calls 
on terminating circuits. The responses from the exchange 
are monitored throughout a call; the correct response depends 
on the type of call and the signalling system used.

The implementation of the TGM includes a computer, 
which is connected to a number of microprocessor systems 
controlling calls on individual exchange lines. The lines are 
either subscribers’ lines with 10 pulses-per-second loop dis
connect (LD) or multi-frequency MF4 signafiing, or junction 
or trunk circuits on 30-channel pulse-code modulation (PCM) 
systems. Signafiing on the PCM circuits can be either AC9 
in-band, or time-slot 16 codes for LD, DC2 and AC8 
signafiing systems.

A test run is controlled from a computer terminal in the 
exchange area that prints out information on any unsuccessful 
calls as they occur. Comprehensive details of a run are printed 
on the computer line-printer.
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FACILITIES
The facilities offered by the TGM are summarized below by 
outlining the characteristics of the traffic genierated, the input 
data required to control the profile of the traffic, the interactive 
commands for controlling the TGM and the reports generated.

Traffic Characteristics
Circuits on the exchange under test are grouped into main 
and junction routes, PBX and subscriber lines. The charac
teristics of the traffic generated on each group may differ.

The TGM generates Poisson-distributed traffic, with both 
call-interval and call-hold times having negative exponenttai 
distributions. However the caff-hold times are limited to 
between approximately 20 s and l h, which is representative 
of the traffic encountered in the PSTN. The mean of the 
caH-interval time distribution for each group is used to 
control the traffic level generated. The traffic can be routed 
to any number of groups, in any proportion, so that some 
outgoing routes are busier than others.

To simulate the variety of calls present in the PSTN, the 
TGM can generate the following types of caH:

(a) an effective call, which is a caff that is expected to be 
established, answered and metered, but which may meet a busy 
condition;

(b) a no-answer cafi, which is similar to an effective call 
except that an answer signal is not sent from the TGM 
terminating circuit;

(c) an ineffective call, which is a line seizure followed by an 
incomplete number of routeing digits; and

(d) a false caU, which is a line seizure followed by no 
digits.

Both the cafi-type and the out-going group are chosen 
pseudo-randomly for each caH generated on an incoming 
group, but in the proportions specified for that group. To 
simulate different exchange types in the existing network, the 
incoming circuit within the group can be seeded either 
pseudo-randomly or sequentially with a fixed start.

The TGM has available a speccal facfllty, known as flood, 
which dramatically increases the caHing rate; when it is 
invoked, the call intervaa and caH-hold times are minimized.

Traffic Profile Data
The traffic profile data defines the traffic to be generated and 
the exchange configuration. The data includes the following 
informalon:

(a) timing information common to all groups (for example, 
pre-sending pause, inter-digit pause, time for called circuit to 
answer, holding times in the event of meeting specific super
visory tones and no-answer calls),

(b) signalling system used by each microprocessor (for 
example, Subscriber MF4),

(c) circuit numbers contained in each group,
((1 ) information related to originating traffic on each group 

(for example, circuit-selection algorithm to be used, per
centage of each call type to be generated, offered traffic and 
mean caR-hold time for effective calls),

(e) information related to terminating traffic on each 
group (for example, directory number of each subscriber’s 
line, expected traffic level and mean call-hold time), and

(f) information related to traffic flow between groups (for 
example, percentage of a group’s originated traffic to be 
offered to each group, routeing digits, charge bands, received 
digits and alternative groups used by the exchange).

Interactive Command Data
Command data, which is entered by the user in an interactive 
conversational mode, controls the various options available 
in the TGM. Most commands can be entered at any time 
during a run. There are commands that

(a) start and stop the TGM,
(b) control the generation of originating and terminating 

traffic on individual circuits and groups,
(0) request print-out of circuits generating traffic,
(d) switch special monitoring facilities on or off",
(9) request and inhibit print-outs of various reports, and
(f) switch flood traffic on or off.

Reports
A number of reports are generated by the TGM to enable 
the performance of the exchange under test to be monitored. 
They are as follows:

(a) Print-outs in tabular form are provided to give an 
hourly summary of both required and achieved traffic for 
each route and the subscriber group in use. The tables are 
output to the line-printer by the TGM at hourly intervals 
throughout the run, or following a user’s interactive request 
for an immediate print-out. An example of the print-out is 
given in Fig. 2.

(b) A number of timing measurements are made on each 
effective successful caU; the measurements record the time 
between seizure of a subscriber’s line and receipt of dial tone, 

SUMMARY 0FOVERALLACHIEVEMENT - ORIGINATING SUBS EXAMPLETGM RUN DATE 07 0C1 1980 TIMEFRRM1M3:4ITO11:48:41

ACHIEVED

GRP NO. iiOFCAlLS ERL MEAN CHT ----------------SUCCESSFUL CALLS............... .............................. FAILEDCALLS-------------------- SUM EHL MEAN
NO. GF EFF INEFF FALSE NG ANS SUM SUB BUSY JUNC BUSY GG5 OFALL [LHP

------------REflUIREG

CCTS E 1 F N ERR ALL NO. “a NO. 9 NO. flu NO. % N0. 9 N0 55 N0. % CALLS

31 8 108 0-350 180 180-0 5 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 ' 16-067 0 8-888 0 0-000 6 0-324 175-1
32 7 I80 0-300 130 180'0 6 100 0 0 0 '.1 D 0 6 0 0-000 0 0-000 0 0-000 8 03154 182-1
33 I0 100 0-500 180 110'0 11 9 2 : 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0-000 1 8-333 1 8-335 12 0486 152-0
34 I2 100 0-550 180 180-0 11 100 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0-000 0 0-000 0 8-888 11 0-580 192-0
35 O. 108 0-700 180 180-0 13 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 12-500 0 0-000 ■ 6-250 16 0-835 160-0
36 100 0-600 180 180-0 10 91 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 9-091 0 0-000 0 0-000 11 0-581 185-3

TOTAL

6 61 100
3-000

180 180-0
■■

90 0
0

0
0

0
56

6-452
1

1-613 3-226
..

2-969 172-4

GRP NO.: Group number 
EFF or E: EiTecclve call 

INEFF or 1: Ineffective call 
FALSE or F: False call 

NO ANS or N: No-answer call

CHT: Call-hold time
ERL: Traffic level in exchanges per group

SUB BUSY: Calls meeting ongaged tone
JUNC BUSY: Calls meeting junction busy condition

COS: Calh failing due to exchange plus those meeting junction busy

Note: There are also similar achievement reports for terminating traffic on all subscriber groups, all incoming routes and all outgoing routes

Fig. 2—Example of an hourly achievement report for originating 
traffic on all subscriber groups
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the time taken to switch the call, and the time for a clear 
signa to propagate through the exchange. The results of the 
timing measurements are output hourly to the line-printer 
and presented as pairs of tables for each measurement. A 
histogram table gives the number and percentage of calls 
with times that are within 11 specified ranges, plus mean, 
maximum and minimum times. A cumulative distribution 
table gives the percentage of calls with times less than 110 
specified values.

(c) Details of call failures are printed-out on the user’s 
teletype in the order in which the faults occur; the data 
is also stored in a permanent disc file for subsequent 
analysis. The fault report for each unsuccessful call contains 
the following informaion:

(1) the time that the fault was reported,
(ii) the expected incoming and outgoing circuit and 
group numbers,
(iii) the digits expected to be sent to the exchange,
(iv) the digits expected to be received from the exchange, 
(v) the number of metering pulses expected,

(w) the fault-category numbers, and
(vii) any call information that is not as expected.

((/ ) The user can nominate up to 40 subscriber circuits to 
be monitored for the duration of a test. When invoked by 
the user at the start of a run, the TGM stores circuit and 
directory numbers, a record of the time when the circuit was 
seized, caH type, digits sent, the time when the called circuit 
answered and the caUing circuit cleared, and the caH-hold 
time for all calls originated by the nominated subscriber 
circuits. At the end of the run, call details are output in 
circuit number order to the line-printer.

(e) At any time during a run, the user can monitor an 
outgoing route from the trunk exchange for up to 300 calls, 
within the limit of I h. When invoked, for each call terminated 
on the nominated route, the TGM stores; the circuit number 
chosen and the time the circuit is seized and cleared. This 
data is output to the line-printer at the end of the period.

(f) The number of calls offered per minute is output to 
the teletype at intervals defined by the user. This printing 
continues at a set intrrval throughout the test run, but it can 
be suppressed or restarted by the use' at any time.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
The operation of the TGM is functionally split between the 
computer and the microprocessors. The principal functions 
of the computer are:

(a) to provide the man-machine interface for controlling 
the TGM, "

(b) to profile the traffic in accordance with the input data, 
(c) to request the microprocessors to make calls and to 

spedfy the caH parameters (that is, the type of calls, the call
hold time and the digits to be dialled),

(id ) to analyse the data returned by the microprocessors 
about all cals, and

(e) to compile the various reports.
The microprocessors control individual calls on up to 

30 circuits, monitor their progress, make timing measure
ments and report back to the computer at the end of each cah.

The traffic profile data is validated and reformatted by a 
program on the computer which runs independently of the 
TGM. The output from the data validation program is 
entered on a disc file, and is used subsequentiy as input 
for the TGM run.

When a test run is initiated by the userr the TGM carries 
out the following main' tasks before traffic genieration can 
start:

(a) it reads in the reformatted traffic-profile data from the 
disc file spedfied by the user and loads it into core store in 
the form required by the TGM,

(b) it loads each microprocessor with the appropriate 
signahing system software (for example, Subscriber MF4 
or PCM TS16 LD), and

(c) it loads each microprocessor with initial run parameters 
which are common to all groups, such as pre-sending pause 
and inter-digit pause times.

After completion of these tasks, the TGM informs the 
user that initialization has been completed. The user may 
then, and at any time thereafter, enable traffic generation to 
commence on selected groups or circuits. On enabling a 
group, or any circuits within a group, the computer generates 
caH-interval times (CIT) for the number of circuits that have 
been enabled. The CIT is the time between the end of a call 
and the start of another call. The CIT always relates to a 
group of circuits, and its mean value is a function of the 
number of circuits, mean call-hold time and traffic level 
sprdfird for each group. When a CIT expires, one of the 
drcuits in the group is chosen for originating the call by 
using the circuit selection algorithm specdied by the user. 
The traffic profile data is then used to generate the parameters 
of the cH, which are held in a call record and also sent to 
the appropriate microprocessor to originate the call.

In the case of an rffective subscriber’s call, the micro
processor sets up the call by seizing the line and, on receipt 
of dial tone, dialling the required digits and waiting for a 
supervisory tone, such as ringing tone or engaged tone. On 
receipt of ringing current, the terminating microprocessor 
answers the call after a specMed period and informs the 
computer that a call cannot be originated on the circuit. Both 
ends of the connexion then exchange their circuit identities, 
using IOOO Hz pulses, for the duration Of the call.

The microprocessors at each end of the connexion monitor 
every stage and record the time of various events, such as 
seizure and receipt of dial tone. If either detects an error at 
any stage or if the originating microprocessor finds the call
hold time has expired, one informs the other over the speech 
path; both microprocessors then clear and report back to the 
computer giving the circuit identity of both ends, and the 
timing and error information. In the case ofjunction Circuits, 
the received digits and the metering information are also 
returned.

The computer compares this information with its own 
records to check that the correct circuit answered the call 
and, for junctions, that the metering and received digits were 
correct. If any errors are detected or returned by the 
microprocessors, a fault report is output to the terminal 
and to a disc file for subsequent analysis. The computer also 
extracts information about the call for the hourly timing and 
achievement reports and then dears the call record. Finally, 
it generates another CIT for the same group of Circuits.

The next CIT to expire for the same group causes another 
call to be set up on a different circuit within that group. This 
mechanism continues until a user disables traffic generation 
on the group of circuits.

When a user disables a group, or any circuits within a 
group, the computer ignores CITs for the number of circuits 
that have been disabled. This has the effect of reducing the 
traffic level on the group in proportion to the number of 
circuits disabled.

EQUIPMENT

The TGM consists of a mini-computer which is connected to 
up to 30 microprocessor systems; each microprocessor con
trols calls on up to 30 lines. The hardware interface between 
the microprocessor and the exchange is known as a line unit. 
At present, there are two types of line unit: one for subscriber 
lines with LD or MF4 signalling, and one for junction or 
trunk circuits that use 30-channel PCM transmission. Ana
logue junctions are derived from a 30-channel PCM system 
using a standard primary multiplex equipment with the 
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appropriate signalling units. A block diagram of the TGM 
equipment arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.

The local exchange TGM at the SSTF has the following 
circuits connected to it:

(a) 300 subscribers’ lines, using LD or MF4 signaHing,
(b) 25 incoming junctions and 34 outgoing junctions, which 

are routed on three 30-channel PC CM systems, and
(c) 13 incoming 3-wire junctions and 16 outgoing 2-wire 

junctions, which are derived from one 30 channel PCM 
system.
The trunk exchange TGM connects 276 incoming and 407 
outgoing circuits via 30 PCM line units. The TGM does not 
use Tep- 1H equipment practice, as used in System X, because 
this was not available when the TGM deveeopment started. 
The individuaa parts of the TGM are now described in more 
detaii.

DIGITAL 
JUNCTION 
CIRCUITS

lUBAL 
EXCHANGE

ANALOGUE 
JUNCTION 

CIRCUIT

SUBSCRIBER'S 
LINE

PCM: Pulse-code modulation

Fig. 3—Block diagram of TGM

The Computer

The computer is a GEC 4070 having an internal core store of 
416 kbytes. The mass storage is four 48 8 Mbyte disc stores 
on two exchangeable and two fixed disc packs. The peripherals 
consist of a paper-tape reader and punch, a 600 lines/min line 
printer and up to 4 visual-display units or terminals. One 
terminal is located in the exchange area and is used for the 
control of a test and the output of fault information as it 
occurs. The line-printer is used for the printing out of reports 
at intervals during a test run.

The microprocessor systems connect to a microprocessor 
bus controller in the computer. The controller board connects 
to the normal interface of the CBC 4070 computer and con - 
verts this to a simplified common bus for up to 30 micro
processor systems via a multiway ribbon cable. The data flow 
to and from individual microprocessors is controlled by star - 
connected leads known as demand and grant.

Timing measurements are carried out by a real-time clock 
distributed to all the microprocessors from a central source 
synchronized to the exchange clock. A digital input/output 
board in the computer is used to send a clock reset signal to 
all the microprocessors, which then count clock periods from 
the reset signal. Thus the time of occurrence of a particular 
event is the time the clock was reset by the computer. plus the 
time elapsed since the reset.

The Microprocessor System
The microprocessor system is based on the Motorola 6800, 
an 8 bit parallel microprocessor with an addressing capability 
of up to 64 kbytes. A system consists of 6 boards, which are 
114 mm high by 203 mm deep, with gold-plated edge connec
tors. Two systems occupy a shelf in the line-unit rack. The 
separate boards of the microprocessor system are used to 
house the following:

(a) the microprocessor and programmable read-only 
memory (PROM),

(b) random-access memory (RAM) (16kbyte on each of 
2 boards).

(6) the computer interface,
(d) the line-unit interface, and
(e) the terminal interface.

A description of each board follows; a block diagram of 
their interconnexion is shown in Fig. 4.

RAM: Random-access memory 
PROM: Programmable read-only memory

VDU: Visual-display unit

Fig. 4—Block diagram of microprocessor system
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Microprocessor and PROM Board
The microprocessor board contains the MC68B00 micro
processor with its clock and reset circuitry. The 2 MHz ‘B’ 
version is used because of the large amount of processing that 
has to be carried out in the 10 ms line scanning interval. 
Two 1 kbyte PROMs are mounted on this board; they 
contain the loader program which controls the transfer of 
software from the computer to the microprocessor system 
RAM during initialization.

RAM Board
Each RAM board holds sixteen l k X 8 bit RAMs, which 
hold the system program and data. Two boards, giving 
32 kbytes of RAM per system, are normally installed.

Line-Umt Interface Board
The line-umt interface board buffers the address, data and 
controo signals from the microprocessor bus to the line units. 
To amplify the dessgn of the line-umt shelf, part of the 
address decoding is carried out on this board. The real-time 
clock and clock reset signals are input to this board, where 
they are detected by the microprocessor software.

Computer Interface Board
The computer interface board controls the transfer of data 
between the computers and the microprocessor. The data is 
transferred to or from the RAM using direct memory access 
(DMA) in bursts of 4 or 20 bytes. Transfers are initiated either 

by the computer or by an individual microprocessor using 
the demand and grant lines.

Terminal Interface Board
To enable the microprocessor software and line units to be 
monitored a terminal interface board is installed. The main 
component of the board is an asynchronous communications 
interface adapter (ACIA), which controls an RS-232C inter
face to a VDU or terminal. The access to the line-unit status, 
RAM or register contents is via a monitor program in 
RAM.

The Line Units
Two types of line-unit are in use at presenn: one for connexion 
to subscribers’ lines on a local exchange, the other for con
nexion to a 30-channel PCM system for trunk or junction 
circuits.

The Subscribers Line -Unit
Up to 30 subscribers’ line-units are controlled by one micro
processor. A line-unit carries out the functions of seizing the 
line, pulsing, tone sending and supervisory tone and ringing 
current detection. It also sends and receives the 1000 Hz tone 
used for checking the speech path during a call. Signalling to 
the exchange can be either LD or MF4, as specified in the 
traffic profile data.

A block diagram of the line unit is given in Fig. 5; a photo-
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PIA: Peripheral interface adaptor

Fig. S—Block diagram of subscribers line-unit
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Fig. 6—The subscribers line-unit

graph of the line unit is given in Fig. 6. The board is a double
height eurocard, 160 mm deep by 233 mm high. The board 
has four main areas: tone receiver, tone sender, micro
processor interface and line control. The tone sending for the 
MF4 tones and 1000 Hz path check tone uses CMOS bilateral 
switches, controlled by the microprocessorr with the tones 
supplied from a central source on each rack. The tone 
receivers detect the following supervisory tones:

(a) 350 Hz -4 440 Hz (dial tone),
(1) 400 Hz (number unobtainable, engaged and equipment- 

engaged tone) and .
(c) 400 Hz -- 450 Hz (ringing tone).
The line unit has 4 receivers: 350 Hz, 400 Hz, 440/450 Hz 

and 1000 Hz. Their design meets the requirement for 
the simultaneous detection of 350 Hz and 440 Hz, and for 
400 Hz and 450 Hz. Tones from line are fed into a buffer 
amplifier and any tones other than 440 Hz or 450 Hz pass 
through a bandstop filter into a limiting amplifier, which 
produces a constant-amplitude output for all input signals 
above a certain levee. The square-wave output passes into 3 
active filters which produce a sine-wave output with an 
amplitude dependent on the signal frequency. Each output is 
fed into a detector which produces an output if a tone is 
present for more than 15 ms. Tones of 440 Hz or 450 Hz pass 
through a bandpass filter and then through similar stages 
as the other tones. The microprocessor software analyses the 
tone receiver outputs and determines from the cadence the 
actual tone bemg received. The line-umt is connected to 
the microprocessor by a peripheral interface adapter (PIA).

The PCMLine-jUnit
The PCM line-|unit, controlled by one microprocessor, 
handles calls on 30 circuits on a 2-048 Mbit/s PCM system. 
One line-unit occupies haaf a shen" and consists of 9 double
height eurocards. It conforms to the standard 30-rhannrl 
PCM format in terms of data rate, signalling capabifity and 
alarm handling, as used in the BPO network. A previous 
article2 in the Journal has described the 30-thannrl PCM 
system.

Signafilng information is conveyed as codes in time-Cot 16 
(TSI6), or as digitally-encoded pulses of 2280 Hz in the 
speech channel, for AC9 signaHing. The path check can be 
ether an analogue type, where the circuit identity is encoded 
in pulses of 1000 Hz, or a digital type, where the identity is 
sent as 8 bit codes in the speech channel. The former method 
is used on calls between subscribers’ lines and junction 

22

circuits on the local exchange. The latter is used when a call 
originates and terminates on a PCM line-unit; it has the 
advantage of a fast transfer rate with less processing to be 
carried out by the microprocessor.

The line-unit is divided into two functional areas: the trans
mit section, which controls the data sent to line; and the receive 
section, which analyses the data received from the line. A 
block diagram of the PCM line-unit is given in Figs. 7 and 8.

The digital signal sent to line from the transmit section is 
controlled by a master counter for multi-frames, frames and 
time slots. The frame counter controls the sending of the 
frame-alignment signal in TSO and the TS16 signalling 
information set up by the microprocessor in the T816 RAM. 
During time slots other than 0 and 16, the data sent to line 
in the speech channels is controlled by the time-slot counter 
and the data in the control RAM which, under the control of 
the microprocessor, determines whether tones or path-check 
data should be sent in a particular speech channel. The 
1000 Hz for path check and the 2280 Hz for AC9 signalling 
are stored as samples in a PROM. Samples are selected in 
sequence by the frame counter, which runs at the 8 kHz 
sampling frequency. Additionally, the multi-frame counter 
controls the readout of the 2280 Hz samples from the PROM, 
which is stored as 22(88-7 Hz to produce an integral number 
of cycles over 116 frames or 7 multi-framrs. The digital path 
Check is sent as four 8 bit codes in the appropriate speech 
channel in frames 0, 5, 10 and 15. These particular frames are 
chosen to ensure that the path check data is not recognized 
as a tone by the receive section. The resulting digital stream 
is converted from 8 bit parallel to serial and then to the 
HDB3 line code.

The receive section decodes the HDB3 line signal and 
extracts the clock signaL Frame and multi-frame alignment is 
detected and used to control the logic in this section. The 
orrurrence of distant system alarms or distant multi-frame 
alignment loss is detected and signalled back to the computer. 
The loss of frame or multi-frame alignment or a high error - 
rate at the line-unit causes a similar action. The signafiing in 
TS16 is written into the TS16 RAM and read by the micro
processor as part of the call processing. The tone receivers 
are designed for tones generated either digitally in the 
exchange or by the TGM subscriber line-unit tone source. 
The incoming data in each Channel time slot is delayed by the 
period of one cycle of each tone to be detected and compared 
with the current data in that channel. A valid comparison of 
5 of the 8 bits, to allow for noise and for tones originating 
from an analogue source, is persisted for 16 ms and is stored in 
the tone detector RAM to be read by the microprocessor. The 
path-check information is stored in the path-check RAM for 
each channel, and its validity is checked by using codes which 
prevent incoming encoded tones being written into the RAM 
and read as path-Check data.

SOFTWARE

Most of the TGM software on the computer is written in 
CORAL, as implemented on the GEC 4070, but it has been 
necessary to include some Babbage (the GEC 4070 assembler 
language) to handle complex data formats and to maximize 
efficiency in the processsng speed. The software resides in a 
speCally constructed subsystem 'within the GEC OS4000 
operating system. The subsystem is split into processes 
deaaing with the following functions:

(a) management of the TGM subsystem,
(b) man-machine communication,
(c) data input and initialization,
(d) call-parameter generation,
(c) analysis of call data returned from the microprocessors, 
(f) TGM and exchange error handling,
(g) microprocessor communication,
(h) production of timing and achievement of reports,
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TS: Time-slot
RAM : Random-access memory

Fig. 7—Pulse-code modulation line-unit (transmit section)

2-048Mbit/s 
DIGITAL

RAM: Random-access memory 
TS: Time-slot

Fig. 8—Pulse-code modulation line-unit (receive section)

(1) output of fault reports,
(y) call-duration and call-interval timing, and
(k) microprocessor program loading.
The TGM software, excluding the operating system, con

sists of 80 kbytes of code and 256 kbytes of data. Most of the 
code and data is core resident to ensure the speed of pro - 
cessing necessary for a large test run.

The microprocessor software is written in Motorola M6800 
assembler language to ensure maximum efficiency in pro - 
cesssng speed and size; it includes an operating system, caH 
processing software and an on-line monitor. The operating 
system deals with communication with the computer and the 
scheduling of the caH processing software to service each line 
every 10 ms. The caH processsng software is state driven and 

is split into line status modules for each stage of a call; 
this software is different for each signalling system. There is 
also an on-line monitorwhich serves as a diagnostic aid to 
access memory and registers. It is normally dormant until a 
terminal is connected to the microprocessor.

For the largest system, the microprocessor software con
sists of 13 kbytes of code and 12kbytes of data.

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT
Two TGMs are in use at the SSTF: one is used with the local 
exchange and one with the trunk exchange. Both are installed 
in the same area, and the control terminals are located with 
the exchanges. A layout of the area is shown in Fig. 9.
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LP: Line printer
ST: Computer system terminal
C: GEC 4070 computer
S: Subscribers’line-unit racks
F: PCM line-unit racks

M: PCM multiplex

E: Spare racks for extensions
X: Miscellaneous equipment rack
T: Table

TJF: Test jack frame
DDF: Digital distribution frame

Fig. 9—Floor plan of the TGM at the switching systems test 
faciiity

The GEC 4070 computer occupies two racks and is situated 
at the end of the suite of racks holding the microprocessor 
systems and line-units. There are two types of racks; one for 
subscriber line-units and the other for PCM line-units. Both 
types are similar and use 483 mm wide shelves in a com- 
mercially-available equipment practice. All the equipment is 
mains powered.

Each subscribers' line-unit shelf holds 15 cards. Two of 
these shelves combine with a microprocessor system to 
provide 30 lines. A set of tone-generator boards at the top 
of the rack supplies the MF4and 1000 Hz path-check tones 
to each of the 601ine units on a rack. The computer and some 
of the line-umt racks are shown in Fig. 10. Six PCM line-units 
and microprocessor systems are mounted on one PCM line
unit rack to provide 180 trunk or junction circuits.

The microprocessor shelves are mounted with the back
plane at the front of the rack and the cards are inserted from 
the rear. The ribbon cable linking the microprocessor systems 
to the computer is run along the rear of the racks; it is con-

Fig. 10—The TGM computer and line-unit racks

nected to each computer interface board via a connector on 
the end of the board.

Cables from the line-units to the exchanges are carried 
under the floor to a test jack frame (TJF) for subscribers’ 
lines and for analogue junctions and to a digital distribution 
frame (DDF) for PCM circuits. These frames allow the 
testing and interception of circuits. The cables are then 
routed to the exchanges via the SSTF main distribution 
frame (MDF) and the DDF.

CONCLUSION
This article has described the facilities, operation and design 
of the TGM, which is now generating traffic to the System X 
exchanges at the SSTF.

Further development is now proceeding to provide the 
TGM with a common-channel signalling interface. It is 
based on CCITT N0. 73 and will enable the TGM to simu
late telephone traffic between System X exchanges, which 
use direct communication between processorr for call 
control.
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A Computer-Based System for the Design, 
Measurement and Assessment of Telephone Sets
P. K. WEBB and J. G. ELLIST

UDC 621.399.6: 681.3

This article describes a computer-based system in use at the British Post Office Research Centre for the 
measurement of fhe eectifcal and acoussic characteristics of telephone sets, and shows how the measurement 
data is used in a computer-aided ne7wor& assessment program to determine the objective and subjective 
performance of telephone sets.

The article, which was first premned at the Institution ofElectrical Engineers (IEE) Communications ’80 
Conference, Birmingham, is reproduced with the permission of the IEE.

INTRODUCTION
The transmission characteristics of a telephone set are designed 
with due regard to the very wide range of telephone con
nexions that can occur in practice. At one extreme, two 
telephone sets may be separated by only a few metres; at the 
other extreme, the two telephone sets may be at remote 
locations on different continents. The assessment of the trans
mission performance of a telephone set is based on the degree 
of user satisfaction when it is used on a representative sample 
of practical telephone connexions.

The first stage in the assessment is the measurement of the 
dectcricd and acoustic characteristics of a telephone set in 
isolation from other transmission items. The computer-based 
system described in this article is in use at the British Post 
Office (BPO) Research Centre, and it performs these measure
ments in accordance with CCITT*  recommendations. The 
data is stored for subsequent analysis by a program which 
simulates telephone calls and estimates the degree of satis
faction of the users of each connexion. The program makes use 
of a tubstantial amount of information on the compostion of 
the telephone network, and can simulate calls on a traffic 
basis. The performance of commeraal or prototype designs of 
telephone set can be assessed, and the system can also assess 
hypoiheical designs described by their eleccrical and acoustic 
characteristics; in this way, design targets may be derived.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Measurements Required
Four characteristics of a telephone set are measured by the 
measurement system: they are

(a) the sending tennitiviiy,
(b) the receiving sennitivity,
(c) the impedance presented to line, and
(d) the impedance for zero sidetone.
In genera^ these characteristics are dependent on the line 

current and the frequency. The measurements are therefore 
performed at each of a set of line currents which cover the 
range occurring in the UK telephone network; that is 
25-100 mA. The line current is provided by a programmable 
DC source so that it can be controlled by the measurement 
program. The current source also provides a high impedance to 
audio-frequency signals. The DC voltage appearing across the 
line terminals of the telephone set is measured for each value
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of line current by means of an analogue-to-digital converter. 
The range of frequencies used extends from 200 Hz to 4 kHz. 
The four characteristics are sufficient to describe a telephone 
set so that its performance on any connexion can be evaluated 
by calculation.

Artificial Head
An artificial head has been constructed to enable a handset 
to be clamped in a defined position and orientation relative to 
an artificial mouth. An artificial ear may also be rested on the 
earcap (see Fig. 1). The position and orientation adopted is 
that defined in the CCITT Recommendation P76. This was 
changed at the 1980 Plenary Meeting of CCITT and is now 
known as loudness rating guard ring position. Use has since

Fig. l —Artificial head
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been made of vector analysis techniques to simplify the 
interpretation of the basic definition. Vectors are also used 
to derive dimensions for the machining of the component 
parts of the head. Alignment gauges are used to check the 
final assembly.

The head assembly is mounted on a shaft so that it can be 
rotated to condition carbon microphones in accordance with 
the CCITT Recommendatton P75. This facility was included 
so that modern designs of telephone sets with linear micro
phones could be compared with older designs having carbon 
microphones. A stepping motor provides the rotation via a 
compliant coupling and notched bet drive. The drive elec
tronics and associated logic circuits control the defined 
sequence of rotations. The logic could have been performed 
by the main processor, but it was decided to construct 
dedicated logic so that it couM be used as an independent 
system.

Measurement Equipment
The measurement equipment comprises a commercial 
synthesizer and network analyser, used in conjunction with 
purpose-built equipment. The purpose-built equipment 
provides the necessary conditions for each measurement and 
consists, primarily, of a relay-switching arrangement. All 
equipment is controlled by a desk-top computer, and is there
fore fully automatic. The test equipment configurations for 
the measurement of each characierietic are discussed below.

Sending Sensitivity
The basic arrangement for the measurement of sending 
eensiiivity is shown in Fig. 2. The output amplitude from the 
synthesizer is programmed for each frequency to give the 
desired sound pressure at the mouth reference point of the 
artificial mouth. This is cafibrated beforehand using a smaH 
microphone placed at the mouth reference point in the absence 
of a handset (in accordance with the recommendations of the 
CCITT). The microphone incorporated in the commerçai 
design of artificial mouth is not used.

Although the telephone set is terminated in 600 Q for the 
measurement of sending eensitiviiy, this value of resistance is 
purely arbitrary and, in principle, any impedance could have 
been used.

Receiving Sensitivity
The arrangement for measuring the receiving senséiivity is 
shown in Fig. 3. The measurement is straightforward except 

that a correction has to be made to the results because the 
sound pressure produced in the artificial ear does not accura
tely represent the pressure that would occur in a human ear. 
Determination of the correction is difficult as it involves 
measuring the pressure produced in a sample of human ears. 
Techniques have been developed to determine the correction 
factor and once the correction for a particular design of 
handset is known, it can be used for subsequent measurements, 
even if the circuit details change.

Impedance Presented to Line
The impedance presented to line is measured directly by taking 
the complex ratio of the alternating voltage to the alternating 
current at the line terminals, as shown in Fig. 4.

Impedance for Zero Sidetone
The impedance for zero sidetone is measured by terminating 
the telephone by a processor-controlled variable impedance, 
as shown in Fig. 5. An acoustic signal is generated from the 
artificial mouth and the impedance is adjusted until zero

Fig. 3—Block diagram of the arrangement for the measurement of 
receiving sensitivity

Fig. 2—Block diagram of the arrangement for the measurement of 
sending s^5ntiiti/ity

Fig. 4—Block diagram of the arrangement for the measurement of 
impedance presented to line
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Fig. 5—Block diagram of the arrangement for the measurement of 
impedance for zero sidetone

proving particularly useful in the transmission design of 
digital PABXs1.

Calculation of Objective Characteristics
The user supplies the program with a description of a com - 
plete connexion. The information on the telephone sets at each 
end of the connexion is generally available directly from a file 
on a floppy disc. Information on certain other items in a 
connexxon, such as transmission bridges, can also be obtained 
from data files. For some items, the program calculates the 
transmission parameters from information supplied directly 
by the user; for example, sections of cable are specified by 
their length and distributed parameters.

From the information supplied on each item in a connexion, 
the program computes the overall characteristics by a cascad
ing process. The principal results are the overall loss in both 
directions and the sidetone-path loss at both ends. These are 
in terms of the acoustic reference points at mouth and ear. The 
user may also specify two interface points in the connexion, 
usuafly at the local exchange or international switching 
centre. The program computes the sensstivities between each 
acoustic reference point and the nearest interface.

sidetone is achieved. This measurement is a very tedious task 
if done manuafiy, but the automated system performs each 
measurement very quickly; a feature only partly due to the 
inherent speed of automatic measurements. A very significant 
increase in speed has been achieved by the development and 
use of a fairly scophisticated convergence routine.

With each impedance tried by the processor, the sidetone 
path loss is measured; the degree of sidetone suppression is 
then computed by taking into account the sending and receiv
ing sensstivities. It can be shown that each measurement of 
sidetone path loss is sufficient to define a circle in the complex 
impedance plane on which the impedance for zero sidetone 
must fall. The routine computes the centre and radius of each 
circle and evaluates the mtei'ssciios points of two circles. 
Further measurements are then made to determine which 
tstsrseciios point corresponds with the impedance for zero 
sidetone, and to ensure good accuracy. A further increase in 
speed is obtained by making an intelligent guess for the first 
impedance tried at each frequency. This is based either on 
sxtl•apolation from other frequency points or on values 
obtained for another line current.

The impedance for zero ssdetone of some telephone sets falls 
in the negative impedance region at some frequencies. When 
this condition is detected by the program, measurements are 
made with a few purely reactive impedance terminations. The 
impedance for zero sidetone is then found from the istsrsecrion 
points of the circles resulting from each measurement.

Storage and Output of Results
The resues of measurements on a telephone set are stored on 
a floppy disc for subsequent assessmens. They may also be 
output to a printer or displayed graphicafly by an automatic 
plotter.

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Computer Program
The assessment system is based on a computer program 
known as compursr-aidsd telephone network assessment 
program (CATNAP). It is a general-purpose program designed 
for examining transmissson aspects of all parts of a telephone 
network. Although the program was written spedficaHy to 
complement the telephone set measuring system, it has also 
been implemented on an tntsrsational computer bureau 
system. CATNAP is being used throughout the world and is

Loudness Ratings
Up to this point in the assessment procedure, the calculation is 
performed at each of the set of frequency points; the next 
stage is to convert these figures into more meaningful fre
quency-independent quantities that relate to transmission 
planning. Loudness ratings are at present being studied by the 
CCITT; when they become standardized, they will replace 
reference equivalents2.

Loudness ratings are measures of the relative loudness of 
certain parts of a connexion in terms of decibels. Like all 
decibel quantities, loudness ratings are relative to an arbitrary 
reference; in this case, they are relative to the loudness of a 
defined reference telephone connexion. The overall and side
tone loudness ratings are computed by the program from the 
frequency-dependent losses. Similarly, the sending and receiv
ing loudness ratings are calculated from the sensitivities 
between each acoustic reference point and the specified 
interfaces. The sending and receiving loudness ratings are 
particularly useful in examining the regulation of telephone 
sets.

Subjective Performance
Although loudness ratings are very useful indicators of 
transmission performance, they do not relate directly to the 
degree of satisfaction experienced by the users of a connexion. 
Factors such as circuit noise, room noise, vocal level and the 
interaction between overall loss and sidetone are not taken 
into account. To provide the necessary information, many 
subjective tests have to be carried out in which pairs of sub
jects converse over a telephone connexion and then express 
their opinion on a scale such as ‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘fair’, ‘poor’ 
or ‘bad’. The results are scored from 4 to O, and the mean score 
for a connexion gives a good measure of its subjective quality. 
By analysing the results of many such subjective tests, a 
mathematical model has been developed to predict the 
mean opinion score that would be obtained from a subjective 
test.

Simulation of Telephone Traffic
A subjective test in which 12 connexions are assessed would 
take about two weeks to perform. The mathematical subjec
tive mode, together with the transmission calculation part of 
the program, makes it possible to assess hundreds of connex
ions in a fraction of the time. Entering information on so 
many connexions into the program would be impracticable, 
so CATNAP incorporates a method of deriving a suitable set 
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of realistic connexions by simulating telephone traffic on a 
Monte-Carlo basis. A telephone set may then be assessed in 
terms of a statistical distribution of performance parameterr 
rather than by examining the performance of only a very 
limited number of hypothetical connexions.

ASSESSMENT OF A TELEPHONE SET
Sending and Receiving Characteristics
The regulation characteristics of a telephone set are usuafly 
examined by plotting the sending and receiving loudness 
ratings against the length of locaa line. A standard type of 
transmission bridge is included, and a single gauge of cable is 
assumed. This traditional method sill proves most useful. An 
example of the regulation characteristics of a measured 
telephone set is shown in Fig. 6. The CATNAP program was 
used to compute the loudness ratings for a set of lengths of 
locaa line, and the resuks were automatically plotted.

Sidetone
The fact that only one cable gauge is used for examining the 
regulalion characteristics of a telephone is of little significance. 
However when sidetone is to be assessed, it is unrealistic to 
consider only lines composed of one gauge of cable. Informa
tion has been obtained on the composition of a large sample of 
local lines in the UK telephone network. The information has 
been stored on a floppy disc so that it may be assessed directly 
by the CATNAP program. Fig. 7 shows an example of the 
cumulative distribution of sidetone loudness ratings.

The results of subjective tests indicate clearly that sidetone 
becomes a very important factor when the overall loss of a 
connexion is high. The distribution shown in Fig. 7 was there
fore calculated for calls via trunk junction circuits and trunk 
circuits, Information was supplied to the program on the 
statistical composition of trunk junction circuits in the UK. 
The characteristics of the trunk junction circuits have 
therefore had some influence on the distribution of sidetone 
loudness ratings; other classes of connexion could have been 
specified.

A graph of the distribution of sidetone loudness ratings is 
not very meaningful on its own; it is much more hdpful when

Fig. 7—Example of the distribution of sidetone loudness rating

comparing two or more telephone sets having similar regula
tion characteristics. When trying to optimize the design of the 
impedance for zero sidetone, the sidetone performance of a 
number of hypothetical designs may be assessed and a 
realistic target can be set.

Experience has shown that it is preferable to divide local 
lines into classes according to nominal loss or length. An 
improvement in sidetone performance for one class of line 
can give a degraded performance for another class. A compro
mise must therefore be reached, with the higher-loss lines 
having some priority.

Impedance Presented to Line
The impedance presented by a telephone set to line has 
relatively little effect on transmission performance. The effect 
of the impedance to line on the sidetone of another telephone 
set may be examined by specifying a number of short con
nexions. On the computer bureau version of CATNAP, the 
influence that the impedance has on the transhybrid loss of 
4-wire transmission systems can be examined. Adequate 
stability margins and echo performance may then be ensured. 
(It is hoped to implement this facility shortly on the desk-top 
computer version of the program.)

CONCLUSION
The measurement-and-assessment system is proving very 
useful in the design and evaluation of telephone sets. It has 
been used to establish realistic design targets and to compare 
the performance of practical designs with the targets. It has 
also been possible to take into account the characteristics of 
future digital local exchanges. The system will ensure that 
future designs of BPO telephone sets will meet the require
ments of the network and give good transmission quality to 
the customer.
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CJP3: A Computer Aid to Junction Network 
Planning
A. C. PUTT, m.i.t.e., t.eng.(c.e.l), and R. G. SMITHETT, b.sc.L

UDC 621.315: 681.31

The CJP3 system is the first of a newgeneration of computer systems used to aid the planning and use of the 
British Post Office junction network. This article describes how the basic files of line plant and circuit 
routeing information are used to asssst in the network planning process, in identifying plan shortages and in 
the issue of circuit advices. An outline description is given of other computer systems that are plannedfor 
future use and which are based on the same files as the CJP3 system; these later systems will produce 
circuit advices and maintain plant utilization records automattcatly.

INTRODUCTION
The need for computer assistance in the field of network 
planning in the British Post Office (BPO) junction network has 
been fully described in earlier articles1-2 in this Journal. The 
Computer Aid to Junction Planning No. 2 (CJPZ) system was 
oriented to the requirements of junction network planners, 
with an additional output for use by circuit provision control 
(CPC) duties. The operational procedures of the CJP2 system 
did not ensure that planners and users always proceeded in 
step; a factor which the complex network of the 1970s required 
and the projected network of the 1980s will demand.

The need to transfer the CJP2 system to a new series of 
computers, owing to machine obsolescence, combined with the 
results of a series of other feassbiilty studies into computer 
assistance in the CPC area, gave impetus to the setting up of a 
study team to look into the problems of bringing the CJP2 
system up to date and of ultimately producing an integrated 
series of junction network systems.

The first priority was to replace CJP2. This article is 
principaHy concerned with its successoor known as the CJP3 
system, and the files, known as the junction network update 
facility (JNUF), from which the CJP3 system, and all future 
systems, will extract their data.

JUNCTION NETWORK UPDATE FACILITY
The basic principle of the new range of junction network 
systems is the use of common data files. These files are 
maintained by the JNUF, which is a computer system 
separate from the CJP3 system. The function of the JNUF 
is to deaa with inputs data vetting and the printing of file 
outputs. The files contained in the JNUF system are now 
described; the interconnexion of the files is shown in Fig. l.

The Plant File
The plant file lists the engineering details of line plant for 
which the junction network planner is responsibie; the file 
continues the nomendature originated in the CJP2 system. 
The line plant is grouped into links (that is, all the plant used to 
interconnect two buildings); the links are subdivided into 
arcs (that is, plant having common dedrical performance). 
Thus, within a link, 24-channel pulse-code modulation (PCM) 
groups, 0-9 mm and 0-63 mm audio cable each form separate 
arcs. Each arc is further sub-divided to show details of individ-

T Transmission Department, Telecommunications Headquarters

_LE
JUNUS 

ROUTEING

PURE

ASCE: Annual schedule of circuit estimates 
CJPA: Computerized junction planning ASCE 
EASI: Exchange and station information

JNUF: Junction network update facility
JUNUS: Junction network utilization system 

PURE: Plant utilization record

Fig. l—Interconnexion of data files

ual cables, PCM systems, or frequency-division multiplex 
(FDM) groups making up the arc.

The plant types that can be entered on to the JNUF plant 
file have been expanded from those of the CJP2 system. Thus, 
in addition to audio cables and 24-channel PCM groups 
shown on the CJP2 plant file, it has been possible to include 
junction and main network 30-channel PCM groups, multi
channel voice frequency (MCVF) telegraph systems, devolved 
FDM systems and many categories of audio cable that the 
planner may wish to separate. Examples of the latter can 
include unusable pairs, faulty pairs, external tie-cables, and 
pairs that are subject to eletcric^l-induction interference. An 
example of plant file content is given in Table l.
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TABLE 1
Example of Plant File Content

Link From To
Arc

Number
Plant 
Type

Length 
(km)

Capacity (Channels) Spare 
Channels

Miscdllanrous 
Channels

Miscellaneous 
Growth 
Factor 

(%)

Miscellaneous 
Maximum

Existing 1990 1992

6001 BDS SVN 10 30-channel PCM 21′45 120 150 180 17 5 5 12

Nola: The plant file also contains details of digital line systems used by the arc, and details of the groups making up the arc.

LTE: Line terminal equipment
PCM: pUlse-pcode modulation

ARC: An arc contains plant having common electrical performance

Fig. 2—Digital transmission hierarchy

A more extensive treatment of PCM groups is allowed 
within the JNUF and the CJP3 system. All 24- or 30-channel 
PCM groups and telegraph time-division multiplex (TDM) 
systems are given link/arc numbers. The PCM groups are 
routed over one or more digital line seccions, and these are 
also identified by arc numbers. The digital line sections are 
carried over one or more beiarisi’-jpiaiir arcs. Hence, there is a 
3-tier hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, within the PCM 
Channel arc, there are references to the digital line sections 
over which the former is routed; similarly the digital line 
sections include references to the bear’ei'-jpsaiir arcs.

The plant file is output in three secctons:

(a) The main part, detailing all audio cable, PCM, FDM, 
and MCVF arcs, together with references to digital line seccton 
and bearer-pair arcs;

(b) the PCM supplement, which includes details of PCM 
channel, digital line seccton and be¡al-rr-Jpai:r arcs only; and

(c) the CPC supplement, which is an abbreviated list of 
link and are numbers, showing details of spare pairs totals, 
pair-numbering details, numbers and types of PCM signafiing 
units and, finally, a list of spare-paar numbers.

The Routeing File
The routeing file shows how circuits are routed over 2 
Telephone Area’s line plant, as defined in the plant file. The 
CJP3 routes may include reference to a number of annual- 
schedule-of-c^■cuii-rsiimatrs (ASCE) routes with the same 
transmission and signaHing requirements grouped together, 
or to single ASCE components denoted by an ASCE entry 
number (AEN).

Each route consists of a number of physicaa paths over 
which the circuits may be routed; the routeing file contains 
details of the arcs forming each path and details of the trans
mission equipment and signaHing type used.

There are two categories of path: pre/erred paths and 
misroune paths. The preferred paths are those over which the 

30

planner requires new circuits to grow. A maximum of 7 
preferred paths, each comprising up to 5 arcs in tandem, 
are allowed. Misroute paths are merely a record of existing 
circuits that are routed in an unsuitable way, the —sufi 
perhaps of expedient routeing in the past.

To determine how the circuits are to be allocated to the 
preferred paths, a matrix (known as the pattern) is held in the 
routeing file to show the percentage of circuits to be assigned 
to each preferred path for each year of the review period. 
Modifications may be made to the allocation of circuits to a 
preferred path by imposing a maximum circuit limitation on 
the path and by controlling the allocation of the excess circuits 
to other prefeered paths. In addition, short-term limitations 
may be imposed on speccHe AEN components for particular 
preferred paths. This is known as the component path maxi
mum and enables adjustments to be made for shortages of 
transmission and/or signaHing equipment. From the circuit 
quantities of the AEN component(s) assigned to the route, a 
calculation is made of the year-end target for year 1 of the 
ASCE. This is based on the number of circuits that should 
exist for each AEN component on each preferred path at the 
end of the first ASCE year. The calculation is made by apply
ing the pattern, which is first modified by any maximum 
circuit limitation and/or desgnated overflow, and then by any 
component path maximum that may exist. This target is used 
later in the CJP3 for the routeing library output.

The routeing file also includes details of PCM signalling 
units that are to be used for each AEN component associated 
with the route. An example of the content of a routeing file is 
given in Table 2.

Computerized Junction Planning ASCE
The computerized junction planning ASCE (CJPA) is an 
extract of the main ASCE file and holds details of each AEN; 
for example, terminations, levels and circuit quantities for the 
8-year period. The CJPA defines the route to which each AEN 
is assigned, thus creating a linkage between the ASCE and the 
routeing file.
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TABLE 2
Example of Routeing File Content

Routeing 
File 

Number
From To

Transmission 
Limit 
(dB)

Resistance 
Limit 
(0

Path 
Number

Percentage 
of Circuits 
on Path

Link/Arc
References

Repeater 
Type

Sited 
at 

(Station 
code)

Signahing 
Type 
on 

Path

1234 BDS SVN 4'5 1500 1 40 5001/10 
2533/ l

4-Wire OUL
SVN

AC9

2 50 6001/10 PCM
3 10 2531/ 3

2532/ 2
2533/ l

Negative 
impedance

BDS

SVN

LD

Note: The routeing file also contains details(for eachAEN component using the route) of the total existing circuits, the existing circuits for each path, year-end targets and 
details of PCM signalling unit types.

The Regional Parameter File
The regionai parameter file is an incidental file which holds 
information specific to a particular Region; it includes 
details of the order in which the various files and outputs are 
printed of regionaa extrapolation years and miscellaneous 
growth factors for each Area.

The Node File
The node file contains the details of spare transmission 
equipment in buildings at which line plant terminates. A 
number of exchange units and repeater stations may be 
grouped together within the same building complex, and the 
use of node numbers enables these to be identified.

The National Parameter File
The national parameter file has no application in the CJP3 
system, but it holds the costings of line plant and transmission 
equipment. These enable the merits of expediently routeing a 
circuit to be assessed when the junction network utilization 
system (JUNUS), a future development, is unable to route 
circuits according to the routeing file.

In addition to the files within the JNUF, there are two 
national files required in the running of the junction network 
systems. These are the ASCE and the exchange and station 
information (EASI) files.

The ASCE file, which will be described in a future article in 
the Journal, is a document that forecasts circuit require
ments for all traffic routes for the 8-year review period; it is an 
authority for the provision of circuits for the first year. The 
document is published on microfiche annuahy, and revised 
copies are produced every quarter.

The EASI file is a list of all exchanges and stations and 
includes all codes and names. It has facilities for assigning 
node numbers, which are used as a key by the JNUF/CJP3 
systems to access the node file.

The JNUF system is a batch-processmg system that uses 
documents from which data capture is by processor-connrolled 
keying (PCK). An extensive set of vets and checks result in a 
high degree of monitoring of the data input with, for example, 
reports on incompatible plant types on the same path and 
divergence from the essablished transmission equipment 
planning rules. Facilities for running the system are provided 
by the BPO Data Processmg Executive (DPE); at present, the 
JNUF system is being designed to run on the IBM 3300 at 
Harmondsworth, with a major run being in October/Novem- 
ber of each year; monthly updates are provided throughout 
the year.

The JNUF is a large system; the files contain some 120 000 
arcs and 77 000 routes, which together describe a network 

currently providing approximately 1 million public telephone 
circuits and some 300 000 private and miscellaneous circuits.

THE CJP3 SYSTEM
The CJP3 system makes use of the files processed by the 
JNUF system and provides a number of outputs, known as 
the plant review, designed spe<ci:fically for thejunction network 
planner, with other outputs to assist in the planning of 
transmission and signahing equipment. In addition, there is an 
output, known as the routeing library, designed for use by 
CPCs to enable junction circuits to be routed in occoi,donce 
with the planner’s design. With the extensive data heed on file, 
outputs of statistics are also printed to allow Regions and 
Areas to monitor the state of their networks.

The Plant Review
The plant review is used by the junction network planner 
to identify line plant shortages and to provide assistance in 
determining the most economical means of overcoming them.

The wider range of line plant expected to be present in the 
junction network of the future has resulted in the output of the 
plant review being expanded. The output is printed in two 
sections:

(a) the main section, which consists of arc and link sum - 
maries of audio cable pairs, PCM channels, devolved FDM 
groups and MCVF groups; and

(b) the PCM supplement, which concentrates on PCM 
channels, digital line sections, bearer pairs and optical fibre 
transmission systems.

The planning process consists of applying ASCE circuit 
quantities for each year of the review period to the routes to 
which they are assigned, and dividing these among the prefer
red paths in accordance with the pattern and any maximum 
circuit limitation that may apply. The derived circuit quanti
ties are then applied to each arc making up the preferred path 
and converted into a demand for audio cable pairs, PCM 
channels etc. according to the constituents of the arc. When, 
for example, the preferred path is used to provide 4-wire 
circuits, allowance is made so that the demand is adjusted 
accordingly.

The arc summary, which is the bulk of the output, compares 
the m’c’s capaccty with the derived demand. The demand for 
miscellaneous circuits is derived by applying a percentage 
growth factor to the total pairs/channels at present used for 
miscellaneous circuits. The traffic and miscellaneous demand 
for each year are totalled and compared with the arc capaccty. 
An arc balance for each year is derived and, when this becomes 
negative, the arc capac^y is said to have been exhausted. In 
this manner, the capacity of each part of the network is 
monitored against the forecast demand for circuits; thus 
providing a firm basis for planning (see Fig. 3). The misroute
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Fig. 3—Planning output

circuits using, the are are also listed to allow the planner to 
consider these circuits when any assessment is made of the arc. 
When each arc has been output, a link summary, consisting of 
the totals of all the capacities and demands of the audio and 
PCM arcs, is printed. At the end of each Area’s print-out, a 
comprehensive output of statistics is produced.

A supplement to the main plant review for PCM consists of 
arc summaries for the PCM channels; it is able to follow 
through to derive the demand for digital line sections by 
assuming one digital line section for every 24- or 30-channel 
PCM group or part of a group. Similarly, the demand for 
bearer pairs can be derived by assuming one or two bearer 
pairs per digital line section, according to whether double or 
single cable working is used.

The plant review is output in its entirety each year in 
Octobe'/November; facilities exist for individual arc sum
maries to be produced within the monthly updates to the 
JNUF system.

To supplement the statistics, facilities will be provided to 
allow information to be extracted by using the rapid-access 
managementtinformation system (RAMIS). In this system, 
the files are restructured by a speccal suite of programs to 
allow information to be extracted by interrogation via a 
computer terminal. This allows information to be derived 
and tailored to meet the needs of local management.

The Transmission Equipment Review
The transmisson equipment review provides information to 
assist in the planning of audio transmisson equipment. The 
output, produced on a station basis, indicates the demand for 
transmission equipment for public circuit requirements; to 
this must be added the requirements arising from miscella
neous circuit demand.

The output is in two parts: an equipment summary and a 
station summary. From the details held for each path on the 
routeing file, it is possible to canulate the demand for trans
mission equipment from the ASCE circuits applied to the 
path. Additionally, by the application of the planning rules 
included within the program suites, the demand for passive 
equipment (for example, transformers and building-out 
networks) can be derived.

The equipment summary lists the equipment types, together 
with the route/path making use of the equipment type, the 
total circuits applied to the route and the derived equipment 
demand over the review period; the intermediate stations on 
the path being considered are also shown.

The station summary lists the total demand for equipment 
types at each station.

The Signalling Equipment Review
The signafilng equipment review is produced to assist junction 
network planners and to provide information to the exchange 
planner giving details of signafiing requirements for the 
junction network over the ASCE years 5-8. An output of 

similar format is given to the trunking and grading duty, 
informing them of signalling requirements for the period up to 
the fifth year of the ASCE.

The signalling requirements of each station, subdivided into 
sections of ASCE and direction of circuit, are also outputted 
for the first 5 years of the ASCE.

Details of test jack frame (TJF) and PCM signalling unit 
requirements for each station are also provided. The basis of 
the information for these is the routeing file, and the 
calculations are made by applying ASCE circuit quantities to 
the details of signafiing systems and PCM signalling units held 
on the file.

The Routeing Library
The routeing library is the only output not directed at a 
planning function. Copies of the routeing library are supplied 
to the CPC duties and provide details of all routes authorized 
by the ASCE and controlled by Telephone Areas. The 
routeings are those laid down by the junction network planner 
on the routeing file and, with this information, a CPC can 
interpret precisely the planner’s requirements. The routeing 
library is in two sections: each route shows ASCE-related data 
followed by the routeing data.

The ASCE related data shows each AEN component with 
details of exchange terminations and levels, as shown on the 
ASCE, and ASCE circuit forecasts for years 0, l and 2. 
Intermediate circuit conditions are also shown. The year-end 
target, taken from the routeing file, indicates the number of 
Circuits that should be routed on a path for a particular AEN 
component by the end of that year. Followingthe introduction 
of the JUNUS, details of existing circuits for each AEN 
component/path will be output. When a route consists of a 
number of AEN components, total Circuit quantités are 
calculated for the route.

The presence of existing circuits on file will also allow the 
existence of misroute circuits to be deduced by comparing the 
total existing Circuits for the AEN component with the sum of 
existing circuits on the preferred paths. The routeing data 
shows each preferred path for each route in a format closely 
resembling that of the Circuit advice (A886). Each arc is shown 
with the CJ cable, PCM group or FDM group numbers 
shown alongside to allow easy reference to cable/group 
appropriation records (A335) for pair/channel allocations. 
Resistance and transmission loss values, where appropriate, 
are also shown. Repeater types, together with signafiing types 
are shown at the exchange location.

Total year-end targets and ASCE foiecast figures for the 
preferred paths are brought forward from the ASCE data.

The routeing library is printed in its entirety during October/ 
November each year. Thereafter, whenever the ASCE 
circuit forecasts change during the first two full ASCE years, 
or when the planner makes a routeing file change, updated 
pages of the routeing library are produced automatically, so 
keeping the CPC fully informed of changes to the network. 
An example of a routeing library print-out is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4—Routeing library output

THE FUTURE
The JNUF and CJP3 systems are the first of the new genera
tion of junction network computer systems. There are other 
systems at present under development by the BPO which will 
be oriented towards the CPC functions. The first of these 
systems is the junction network utilization system (JUNUS).

The Junction Network Utilization System
The JUNUS system consists of two parts, the JUNUS plan 
and the JUNUS routeing stages. The JUNUS plan stage 
provides information to assist in determining a plan of circuit 
provision work for a year, taking into account priority (from a 
service standpoint) and plant avaiialoiiiiiy. The priority will be 
determined by another computer system called the junction 
networkpriority system (JNPS). Summaries of ASCE require
ments, line plant: and transmission equipment demands will be 
produced to provide sufficient information to allow the CPC 
arbitration exercise to be completed without reference to any 
other documents.

The routeing stage of the JUNUS system produces circuit 
advice (A886) masters for new public and private circuits. 
When plant utilization record (PURE) becomes available it 
will be possible to provide circuit advices for cessations and 
rearrangements.

A circuit request will result in the output of a circuit advice 
and, for public circuits, the timing of submission of input will 
be based upon information provided from the JUNUS plan 
stage. Private speech circuits and data circuits will be requested 
by stating the terminal codes. A number of engineering 
performance specifications (EPS) are catered for and will 
enable out-of-area exchange lines, external extensions, inter- 
PBX lines and telegraph circuits to be provided via this system.

With the introduction of the JUNUS system will come 
on-line data input, where the files can be amended by 
inputting data via a computer terminal at the Region/Area 
level. This will allow day-to-day changes to the files to be 
made.

The On-Line Plant Allocation System
The on-line plant allocation No. 2 (OPAL 2) system will come 
into operation at the same time as the JUNUS routeing stage. 
It will be used in conjunction with the JNUF plant and node 
files to provide assistance with the manual routeing of urgent 

circuits, or those that cannot be routed and designed by the 
JUNUS system, identifying the shortest possible routeing 
between two stations.

The Plant Utilization Record System
The plant utilization record (PURE) system will hold cable 
pair, PCM and FDM channel appropriation records (A335) 
and circuit advices (A886) details. The appropriation records 
will be used by the JUNUS system to allocate pairs/channels 
to circuits, and will allow records to be updated automatically. 
Additionally, crosschecks between the detail of A335 records 
and A886 advices will be carried out automatically to show 
when pairs/channels shown as earmarked or working are 
really spare, and the historic A886 records will enable the 
JUNUS to produce circuit advices for rearrangements and 
cessaatons.

On-line facilities will enable the information on the A335, 
and A886 files to be viewed on a visual-display unit.

The Junction Network Priority System
The junction network priority system (JNPS) will not make 
use of the JNUF, but will predict probable exhaustion dates 
for each route and assign a provision priority indicator based 
on relevant factors; for example, opening-date circuit require
ments (ODCR).

CONCLUSION
The introduction of the JNUF and the CJP3 systems during 
1981 is only the first stage of a family of computer systems 
designed to aid the planning and efficient usage of the BPO’s 
junction network, and to improve the co-ordination of these 
functions. In the next decade, the conversion of the UK trans
mission network to digital form will resuh in a more complex 
network, requiring considerable planning and utilization 
resources. The junction network planning systems will give 
assistance and will enable more effective overafi control to be 
exercised.
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A Standard Range of DC Power Supplies for PBXs
J. T. BROOKFIELD, d.f.h., c.eng., m.i.e.e, and M. K. TRIMBLE, b.sc, d.m.s.T

UDC 621395.2: 621.314.6: 621.382.334

A standard range of thyristor-connotled rectifiers is now available for use with PMBXs and PABXs. This 
article outlines the requirements for the new development, and describes the design and operation of the 
rectifiers.

INTRODUCTION
Most private branch exchanges (PBXs) in the UK operate 
from —50 V DC, but a few older designs of private manual 
branch exchanges (PMBXs) operate from —24 V DC. Until 
recently, the standard British Post Office (BPO) rectifier plant 
available for use with this equipment was defined by perform
ance specifications only. Although the performance of these 
rectifiers was satisfactory, widely varying eledrical designs 
were used by different manufacturers. This has given rise to 
installation, maintenance and factory repair difficulties. Be
cause of the trend towards increased power requirements, the 
disadvantage of being unable to use such rectifiers in paralie 
has become apparent. There is also a need for an automatic 
high-voltage shut-down and recycle facility for battery pro - 
tection, and compatibility with the new generaaion of elec
tronic PBXs has to be ensured.

These factors led the BPO to sponsor the development of a 
new and rationalized range of rectifiers, built to a standard 
design.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The new range of rectifiers is used in customers’ premises, 
and large numbers of the smaller versions are required. Cost 
and reliability are therefore the prime factors considered in 
their design. Since the mean time between failures (MTBF) of 
the units is direclily related to the number of components, a 
simple design is essentiai. It is also important to restrict the 
floor space occupied and to keep any audible noise emitted 
to a minimum. To reduce variety, the new rectifiers have a 
limited number of output ratings, but are capable of working 
in paralle with other units, regardless of manufacturer; a 
standard dessgn for both power and control circuits is there
fore necessaay. The control and alarm circuitry is designed for 
ease of maintenance replacement.

Most PBX power plants have, in the past, been based on 
the single-battery float arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The 
battery consists of modern high-performance Planté cells, 
which enables battery condition to be checked by visual 
inapeciion and provides confidence that the required capacity 
is available. To obtain long battery life and minimize main
tenance attention required, the battery voltage is maintained

T Energy, Transport and Accommodatton Department, Tele
communications Headquarters

RECTIFIER BATTERY 
FUSE

Fig. l—Single-battery float arrangement 

between 2-25V and 2‘3V per cel. The nominal output 
voltage of the rectifier (used as a battery charger) must there
fore be 54 V for a 24-cell battery, and 27 V for a 12-cell 
battery. To prevent battery damage, over- and under-voltage 
output alarms are incorporated in the rectifier design. The 
new over-voltage shut-down facility provides an additional 
safeguard to prevent possible cel damage, and also enables 
the rectifiers to be used to power electronic equipment having 
a restricted input voltage range.

Customers are now given the option of foregoing the stand
by facility provided by the battery under mains failure 
conditions. Rectifiers that can deliver a sufficiently noise-free 
output, without the use of a battery to provide smoothing, 
have therefore been included in the range.

THE NEW RANGE
The Electricity Council recommend limits to the level of 
harmonic currents that may be drawn from the public AC 
mains supply*. Consequentty, rectifiers with outputs of 
400 A DC or more require a 3-phase mains supply. Therefore, 
the new range of rectifiers consists of two basic designs: 
Rectifiers 151 and 152 share the same design, are powered 
from single-phase mains supply, and deliver outputs of 5 A, 
10 A and 25 A DC; Rectifiers 153 are powered from 3-phase 
mains and have output ratings of 100 A and 300A DC. 
Details of rectifiers currently available are given in Table 1, 
from which it can be seen that standard control and alarm 
units have been designed for each range of rectifier.

The 27 V Rectifier 151 is designed mostly for use with 
PMBXs, but it can be used for transmission plant on cus
tomers’ premises and as a charger for the batteries used to 
start main exchange stand-by engine-sets.

* Limits for Harmonics in the UK Electricity Supply System. 
The Electricity Council Chief Engineer’s Conference, Engineering 
Recommendatton GS/3

TABLE 1
New Range of Thyristor Rectifiers

Rectifier 
No.

Mains Input 
(AC)

Output (DC)

Control and 
Alarm Units

Nominal
Voltage

Maximum
Current

151C/10 1 27 V 10A 1 Control Unit
151C/25 25A 1 44A
152C/5 1 240 V, 

’ single-
5A

152A/10 10A Control Unit
152A/25 phase 25A ’ 34A
152E/25 25A

54 V Control Unit
153B/100 415 V, 100A 35A

> 3-phase > and
153B/300 300 A Alarm Unit

J 43A
154/A 240 V, 18-140 V 54-9 A Control Unit

single
phase

45A
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The Rectifieir 152 is used asa 54 V battery charger for most 
PBXs, mainly mounted in floor-standing cases, but the 
Rectifiers 152/5 and 151/10 are light enough to be wall 
mounted. Fig. 2 shows the 2 case designs, while the floor
standing case, shown in Fig. 3, illustrates the strength and 
cheapness of the sheet-steel construction compared with the 
more conventional welded framework, clad with sheet steel. 
The wall-mounting case is a standard one, ensuring inter
changeability with earlier models. The Rectifier 152E/25 has 
a case designed to match the equipment practice used with 
the PMBX 11. Like rectifiers with a B or D suffix (see Table 2), 
the 152E/25 has an output filter with improved smoothing 
and is therefore capable of working without a battery if 
necessary.

Rectifiers 153 are designed to be used with up to a maxi
mum of four connected in parallel (as can Rectifiers 151 and 
152), and are also capable of being mixed in sizes. Fig. 4

Fig. Z—Rectifiers 152A/10 (floor-standing) and Hl<C/10 (wafl- 
mounting)

Fig. 3—Floor-standing case construction

TABLE 2 
Rectifier Suffixes

Suffix Capable of Use Without a Battery Colour of Case

A 
B

No
Yes > Light Straw

C No
D Yes L Elephant Grey
E Yes

shows a suite of three Rectifiers 153 installed in parallel. In 
this installation, since two rectifiers are capable of supplying 
the full PBX load current, the third rectifier provides a 
stand-by for security.

The basic circuit design of Rectifiers 151 and 152 has been 
utilized to produce a transportable unit, known as the 
Rectifier 154 A This is intended for use as a varirble-output- 
voltage rectifier to replace faulty plant in customers’ premisses 
or main exchanges. For simplicity, the description of this 
rectifier is omitted from this article.

The range has been developed in such a way that, where 
the need arises, rectifiers can be added by combining design 
features of existing versions. This can be done at minimum 
cost, and without increasing the variety of basic designs m\ 
service. In this way, prototype Rectifiers 152D/5 and 152B/10 
have already been produced as 5 A and DA rectifiers 
respectively, for use without batteries.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
Any voltage-controlled rectifier consists of:

(a) a power conversion circuit, capable of transforming 
AC to DC and delivering power to the output terminals at a 
voltage level greater than that desired, with the voltage ripple 
smoothed to an acceptable degree; and

(b) a control circuit, which continuously compares the

Fig. 4—Suite of three Rectifiers 153B/300 in parallel
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sensed output voltage and current with a standard represent
ing the desired output, and adjusts the power circuit so as to 
maintain the output voltage and overload current within 
specified limits.

The major components of Rectifiers 151, 152 and 153 are 
shown in block diagram form in Figs. 5 and 6, while Figs. 7 
and 8 show the layout of the components. The control circuit 
for Rectifiers 151 and 152 consists of two parts: Part 1 a 
single printed-wiring board, fulfils the control and alarm 
function; Part 2 switches the power circuit, to provide the 
over-voltage shut-down and recycfing facility under the 
command of the alarm function. The control and alarm 
functions are separated in the Rectifiers 153. The control 
circuit consists of four printed-wiring boards: the master 
control (Part 1) and one identicaa slave control for each 
phase (Part 2). The alarm function is performed by a separate 
printed-wiring board (Alarm Unit 43A), in conjunction with 
a mains contactor.

THE POWER CIRCUIT
Controlled rectifier designs differ mainly in the choice of 
technique used in the power circuit. These techniques include:

(a) The Transductor This consists of one or more ferro
magnetic cores, upon which the main (AC) winding(s) and 
physically separate control (DC) winding(s) are magneticafiy 
coupled. The application of DC to the control winding varies 
the core flux, thereby changing the reactance of the main AC 
winding and controlling the flow of AC into an uncontrolled 
bridge rectifier. This technique, offering little opportunity for 

standardization, results in a proliferation of circuit designs.
(1) The Series Transistor Reg«/n/or In this technique, the 

energy is limited by a power transistor (or transistors in 
parallel) connected in series in the power Circuit. High 
efficiencies are difficult to obtain, and transistor failure can 
result in high output voltage.

(c) Pulse-Width Modulation In this method, rectified AC 
is chopped by a transistor switched-mode circuit. The mark- 
to-space ratio of the resultant waveform can be varied 
according to the sensed output voltage. The waveform is 
transformed, rectified to DC, and smoothed to produce the 
desired output. As the power rating of semiiconductors has 
improved, this technique has become increasingly attractive. 
Its advantages include reduced size, weight and cost of wound 
components. The speed at which the transistors switch results 
in an improved transient response over other designs; that is, 
rapid changes in load current have less effect on the value of 
output voltage. However, at the time when this development 
was begun, the technologies and power components for this 
form of conversion were not sufficiently well advanced.

(d) The Thyristor Bridge A thyristor functions as a diode 
that conducts in the forward direction only after a small 
trigger pulse has raised the potential of its gate connexion 
above that of its cathode. Thyristors can be used as compo
nents in a rectifying bridge fed with AC which, once triggered, 
continue to conduct until the anode potential equals that of 
the cathode (at the end of the AC half cycle). The rectifier can 
be controlled by varying the time in the half cycle at which 
the thyristors are fired, Efficiencies in excess of 90% at full 
load are possible. The thyristor technique compares favour-

SINGLE
PHASE

AC 
INACT

FILTER

Fig. 5—Block diagram of Rectifiers 152 (and 151)
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Fig. 6—Block diagram of Rectifiers 153
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Fig. 7—Rectifier 152A/10
Fig. 8—Rectifier 153B/300

ably with the other methods in terms of cost, and presents 
greater opportunities for standardization of both power and 
control circuitry. As an additional advantage, a suitable 
single-phase thyristor design was among those of the old 
range purchased by the BPO and proved to be reliable. For 
these reasons, thyristor control was chosen for the new range.

Rectifiers 151 and 152
The rectifier circuit chosen for use in Rectifiers 151 and 152 
is the single-phase half-controlled thyristor bridge shown 
in Fig. 9. Voltage control over the entire range is possible 
using haaf as many thyristors as are required in the equivalent 

fully-controlled bridge. The use of a freewheeling diode across 
the bridge output provides a path for current to continue to 
flow through the output filter inductors after the thyristor's 
have ceased conducting. This prevents destructive reverse 
voltages from being produced.

Rectifiers 153
A half-controlled 3-phase thyristor bridge could have been 
selected for use in these larger rectifiers. However, a well 
proven control circuit for the fully-controlled bridge was 
commercially available. Consequentty, the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 10 was chosen to shorten development time.

TRANSFORMER

FREE
WHEEL 
OIODE

Fig. 10—Three-phase fully-controlled thyristor bridge (Rectifiers 153)

Fig. 9—Single-phase half-controlled thyristor bridge (Rectifiers 151 and 152)
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OUTPUT FILTERS
The function of the output filter is to smooth the steep-edged 
unidirectional pulses, resulting from the thyristor bridge 
(mostly at 100 Hz), to an acceptable level of ripple at the 
output terminals. This ripple is specified according to a 
weighting scale related to the audiometric response of the ear, 
to minimize the effect of hum on speech circuits. For PBXs, 
this limit has traditionally been set at 2 mV measured psopho- 
metrically weighted.

The filter consists of a series inductance and parallel 
capacitance. Use of a 2-stage filter, as in the Rectifiers 153, 
gives an overaH attenuation equal to the product of the 
attenuation of each stage, thus representing a saving in 
components over a single-stage filter. These savings are less 
significant for output currents below 100A, and so a single 
inductance/capacitance arrangement is used in the single
phase reciifier design. This has the added advantage of 
reducing the forward response time of the filter, which gives 
a better transient response than the 2-stage filter.

When batteries are used with rectifiers, they reduce the 
need for expensive filter components, resuming in a different 
filter design for the A and C coded rectifiers in the range. The 
resistance of the battery and its connexions is low, but the 
reactance can typically be represented by an inductance of 
12/pH.

The steep switch-on characteristics of thyristors resfit in 
higher frequency harmonics than arc present in the output of 
a transductor reccifier. This would usuaffy require a significant 
increase in conventional inductance and capacitance, but a 
novel solution has been incorporated in Rectifiers 151 and 152. 
A smaH addition! choke, in series with the output, attenuates 
the high-frequency ripple by a factor of 4: l. The reduced 
convcttional filter size represents a savvng of about 18% of 
the rectLlfier cost.

SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION
All the single-phase rectifiers in the new range have the novd 
feature of protection against a full short-circuit across the 
output. The dessgn of Rectifiers 151 was modified for use as 
an engine-set starting-battery charger by seeectmg bridge 
components and protection fuses capable of handling the 
energy stored in the filter components, together with that 
from a full half-cycle of output into the short-circuii. This is 
assumed to be dehvered before the control circuit senses the 
condition and inhibits the output from the bridge. An output 
fuse and spare is no longer required; thus, reliability is 
increased and, for the sm!l single-phase rectifiers, the savings 
more than cancel the addition! cost of the facility.

THE CONTROL CIRCUIT

The Voltage Sense Circuit
Previous rectifiers have sensed the output voltage directly across 
the battery terminals and, in the past, many problems have 
resulted from the disconnexion of these sense leads. In the 
new range, the sense circuit is therefore connected at the 
rectifier output terminals, and the cable size for the rectifier- 
to-battery connexion setected to meet a maximum voltage 
drop of 0-5 V.

The sense circmt consists of a resistance chain, with a 
variable resistance that allows a proportion of the output 
voltage to be compared with a reference voltage derived from 
a Zener diode. The difference is amplified and presented to 
the control circuit as a variable voltage signa, the lev! 
of which is a function of the output voltage. Early versions 
of sense circuits were often very temperature sensstive, 
but now, to reduce the effects of temperature in the single
phase rectifiers, a 6-2 V Zener diode is included in the emitter 
circuit of the sense amplifier transistor. The temperature 
coefficient of the forward-biased junction of the sense ampli

fier transistor and that of the reverse-biased Zener diode 
almost exactly cancel each other out.

In this way, the output voltage is closely regulated to within 
+ 1 % of nominal. Careful setting up with a digital voltmeter 
of sufficient accuracy is therefore essential.

Current Sense Circuit
In both the single-phase and 3-phase rectifiers, the current 
is monitored by measuring the voltage drop across a shunt in 
the output circuit. When the current exceeds about 110% of 
full load, the voltage control is overridden and output voltage 
progressively decreased, thereby limiting the current to a 
maximum of about 115% of full load. This is achieved 
without the need for any adjustments, which was a cause of 
problems in the past.

In the case of the 3-phase rectifiers, the shunt is also used 
to drive an ammeter. On the single-phase unit, the output 
current can be checked with a standard BPO Meter, Multi - 
range No. 12 connected to two sockets that are fed with a 
fraction of the voltage developed across the shunt.

Thyristor Firing Circuit
The thyristors in the single-phase rectifiers are triggered into 
conduction by a direct voltage pulse. This is applied by the 
firing circuit to the gate connexion of each thyristor, via a 
bistable circuit changing state at the end of each half cycle. 
The firing circuit works on a ramp-pedestal principle, which 
operates in the following manner. The input to the bistable 
circuit is fed by a capacitor, which is discharged at the end of 
each half cycle by a transistor that conducts briefly. During 
the half cycle, the capacitor charges through a lessor. When 
this voltage, offset by the control current from the voltage 
and current sense circuits, reaches a critical voltage, the 
Circuff is switched and a pulse is delivered to the appropriate 
thyristor. When the rectifier output voltage is too high, the 
critical voltage is reached later in the half cycle; the firing 
angle of the thyristors is therefore increased, and the rectifier 
output voltage reduced. The reverse occurs when the output 
voltage is too low. Hence, the output voltage is controlled.

The firing circuit of the 3-phase rectifier works on a different 
principle. Here, the thyristors are fired by pulses derived 
through six pulse transformers from a circuit consisting of the 
convennional transistor analogue of a programmable uni
junction transistor. The input to this circuit is again fed by a 
capacctor charging through a res^tor to a critical voltage. In 
this case, however, the critical voltage at which the circuit 
delivers a pulse is varied directly by the voltage derived from 
the voltage and current sense circuits. When the rectifier 
output voltage is too high, the critical voltage is increased, 
the capacitor reaches this voltage later in the cycle, the firing 
angle of the thyristors is increased, and the rectifier output 
voltage reduced. Again, if the output voltage is too low, the 
reverse occurs.

A soft-start facility is incorporated in both firing circuits to 
prevent surges at switch on, and to allow the output current 
to build up slowly. This is achieved in both cases by a capacctor 
that inhibits thyristor firing until the capacctor is fully charged.

THE ALARM CIRCUIT
The alarm circuit for both single and 3-phase rectifiers 
provides high-voltage and low-voltage alarms when the 
nominal output voltage varies beyond permitted limits.

Additionally, the novel feature of high-voltage shut-down 
is incorporated. If the rectifier output voltage continues to 
rise above the high-voltage alarm value, the rectifier is shut 
down when the voltage reaches a preset limit. This is achieved 
by operation of the mains relay in the control unit of the 
single-phase rectifiers, and by operation of the mains con
tactor of the 3-phase rectifiers. The alarm circuit, which 
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derives its power from a separate transformer from that in 
the power circuit, continues to monitor voltage. As the battery 
discharges and the terminal voltage decreases to a preset 
value below that for the low-voltage alarm, the rectifier 
restores the output. When no batteries are used, this recycling 
can be inhibited by the simple inclusion ofa link on the alarm 
circuit.

The alarm circuits for both the single-phase and 3-phase 
rectifiers work on the same principle. A sample of the output 
voltage, derived from a potential divider circuit, is compared 
with the voltage developed across a Zener diode. For Recti
fiers 151 and 152, a resuhant change in voltage of points on 
the potential divider chain switches a series of transistors 
which, in turn, activates the alarm relay. For Rectifiers 153, 
the transistors are replaced by two integrated circuits: one a 
series of linear operation! amplifiers, and the other a series 
of nand gates, together forming a voltage-comparator circuit.

This use of logic gates in the Alarm Unit 43A has enabled 
a further novee feature to be included in the Rectifier 153 
range. When rectifiers are operated in parallel and the output 
voltage exceeds the shut-down limit, only the faulty rectifier 
is shut down. This is achieved simply by using one additional 
wire to signa to the aiarm logic the presence of a ripple 
voltage in the output filter when the rectifier is ddivering a 

load current. Under a high-voltage condition, the alarm 
circuit shuts down the rectifier it controls only if the volts are 
high and ripple voltage is present. Under these conditions, the 
remaining rectifiers would have shed load to the faulty one 
with the high output voltage and, consequently, would not 
shut down because no ripple voltage would be present.

CONCLUSIONS
Of the new range of rectifiers described in this article, over 
10 000 Rectifiers 151 and 152, and over 50 Rectifiers 153 are 
now in service on customers’ premises. They are used with 
most BPO rental range PBXs, and agreement has been reached 
with the Telecommunication Engineering and Manufacturing 
Association for their use with many proprietary PBXs. It is 
hoped that the introduction of the new range of rectifiers will 
contribute towards improved commissioning and maintenance 
performance by reducing the variety of designs.
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Book Reviews

Introduction to Digital Filters. Trevor J. Terrell. Macmillan 
Press, x +• 222 pp. 103 ills. Hardback: £13; paperback: 
55-95. ' '

The field of digital signal processing is growing in importance 
because of recent: deveeopments in digital integrated circuits, 
microprocessors and digital telecommunications. The tech
niques used in this field are based on a set of mathematical 
methods which may be unfamiliar to many engineers. The 
purpose of this book is to introduce some of these techniques 
to readers who are new to this subject.

The first chapter of the book introduces the z-transform, 
the sampping theorem and the fast Fourier transform. The 
reader’s understanding of these techniques is facilitated by a 
large number of numeric! examples. Chapter 2 discusses the 
design of recursive digital filters; it deals adequatdy with the 
desgn of digital filters based on analogue prototypes using 
the bilinear transform and impulse invariant methods, but 
does not discuss the use of computer optimization techniques 
in recursive filter design. In chapter 3 non-recursive digital 
filter design is described, but with little discuss^n of the dessgn 
of decimation and interpolation filters or of computer 
optimization techniques, in particular the program of Rabiner, 
Parks and McClellan, which is extensivdy used by designers 
in this field.

Quantization effects are explained wdl in chapter 4 with 
numerous worked examples illustrating the theoretical points 
under consideration. Chapter 5 is less satisfactory: it starts by 
describing the distributed arithmetic reaiizalton of P!ed and 
Liu without reference to other techniques, for example, shift 
and add multipliers or logarithmic arithmetic; this is followed 
by a digrecston into microprocessor operation before the 
implementation of a simple non-recursive filter with micro
processor is considered. The spedal purpose microprocessors 
and peripherals now available are not discussed; moreover, 
the use of computationaHy efficient algorithms such as Booth’s 
or Canonic Sign Digit Code, and the implemrntation of the 
fast Fourier transform are all omitted.

In summary, the strength of this book lies in its elucidation 
of fundamentals by means of the extensive use of numerical 
examples; its weakness is the somewhat idiosyncratic Choice 
of material used in the chapters on design and implementation.

Dr. M. J. Carey

Computer Logic, Testing and Verification. J. Paul Roth, ph.d. 
Pitman Publishing Ltd. xx + 176 pp. 54 ills. £15-50.

The devdopment of any digital system involves three pro - 
cesses: the production of detailed circuit decignc; verifi
cation of these designs to ensure that they are able to carry out 
their intended functions; and the spedfication of tests that 
can locate potential manufacturing and other faults in the 
production versions of these designs. Much work has been 
done over the years in developing methods of automating the 
above tasks, and the author of this book is a key worker in 
this field.

In fact, this book is a compendium of the contributions 
that the author and his colleagues have made to this develop
ment work. The author’s treatment of the subjects is highly 
theoretical (in places excecsively so) and the book is not, 
therefore, recommended as an introductory text. However, it 
may be of more interest to those readers who are already fam- 
iliarwith its subject matterr It iswell organized and indexed,and 
each chapter has its own short bibliography. Unfortunately, as 
many of the references contained in these bibliographies are 
listed as personal communications to the author, they will be 
of restricted use to the reader. The chapters on the D-algo- 
rithm are particularly interesting. This is a method which the 
author devised for producing tests for logic networks and 
which is now used as the basis of several automatic test gener
ation systems. The book describes not only the basic algorithm, 
but also its extenson and use in the area of design verification.

C. M. Maunder
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System X: Testing of Slide-ln-Units
P. J. SHORT, M.sc.f

UDC 621.395.34

Automatic testing of Slide-In-UnHs (SIUs) is an essential feature of [he manufacture and maintenance of 
System X. This article describes the principles of automatic testing of SIUs and the means by which the 
interchangeability of eesting information between the System X maiiufacmrers and the British Post Office is 
ensured.

INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive testing at all stages in the manufacture of 
System X exchange systems is necessary to minimize the cost 
of the manufacturing process, while maintaining high opera
tional reliability. The cost of rectifying faults caused by 
component failures or assembiy defects of the slide-in-unit 
(SU) at the final system testing stage will be orders of magni
tude greater than if these faults were detected at an early stage 
in manufacture. Testing must therefore be distributed through
out the manufacturing process to ensure that as few unde
tected faults as possible are carried through from one stage 
to the next. Fig. 1 illustrates the distributed testing strategy 
which is evolving with the development of System X.

The need for extensive tessing at all stages of the manufac
turing process dictates that the most efficient test techniques 
be used to minimize production costs. A11 stages of testing 
are therefore automated as far as possible. Furthermore, the 
scope of application of individual items of expensive auto
matic test equipment is maximized. Generaa purpose auto
matic testers are therefore used to test most of the System X 
SIUs. SpeciaFio-type test equipment is used only where it is 
economicafiy beneficca! to do so, or where the general purpose 
tester does not satisfy epnciíic requirements.

1 System X Development Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters

Automatic testing of SIUs is not only economically 
desirable, but essential in many cases. The increased complex
ity of designs resulting from the use of microprocessors and 
other large-scale integration (LSI) devices demands that a very 
large number of test patterns be applied to an SIU to ensure 
reliable operation. The only viable method of generating this 
volume of patterns is by using programmable automatic 
test equipment. For this reason, such equipment is used 
extensively in repair testing of System X SIUs as well as in 
their manufacture.

AUTOMATIC SIU TESTER’S
All automatic SIU testers used for testing System X are soft
ware programmable. AH tests, whether speccfying digital test 
patterns or analogue stimuli and measurements, are defined in 
a test program. This program is executed by the automatic 
tester in such a way that specified test patterns and other 
stimuli are applied to the SIU, and measurements are made 
sequentially in the order defined in the program. The test 
program is designed to exercise sufficiently the SIU so that an 
acceptable level of confidence that the SIU will function 
correctly in its working environment is achieved.

There are essentiaHy 2 types of automatic SIU tester: the 
in-circuit tester and the functional tester. Both types have a 
role to play in the testing of System X SIUs (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. l —Integrated testing strategy
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Fig. 2—An automatic tester Fig, 3—A vacuum operated bed-of-nails jig showing a slide-in-unit 
in position

The In-Circuit fester
The essential feature of in-circuit testing is that components 
are effectively tested individually on an assembled SIU. This is 
achieved by .accnsstng every circuit node on the SIU via a 
bed-of-nails (BON) jig. The BON jig is a matrix of spring
loaded pins against which the SIU is held under pressure, 
applied either mechanicahy, pneumaticaHy or by means of a 
vacuum (see Fig. 3). The pins make eleccrical contact with 
lands or track on the underside of the SIU.

In-circuit testing was initially developed as a means of 
testing for short circuits, continuity of tracking and for 
correctness of paestvn component values on assembled SIUs. 
All such tests are essentia^y simple impedance measurements, 
although guarding techniques are required to eliminate the 
effects of interaction between components. The technique has 
been extended to cover tessing of discrete active devices; for 
example, the measurement of transistor gain. Most recent 
dnvelopmente have enabled in-ccrcuit techniques to be used in 
testing digital integrated circuits. This is achieved by the use of 
node forcing whereby the logical state of the output of a device 
is overriden by the tester to enable the alternative logic state to 
be applied to the input of a device under test. The duration of 
the forced condition is limited to ensure that the reliability of 
devices is not adversey affected by this condition. By using 
node forcing, it is possible to apply test input patterns to a 
device in isolation and to verify the output states against the 
expected conditions.

In-circuit testers are being used increasingly in the manu- 
facturing environment for the following reasons:

(a) Typical assembly defects can be readily detected and 
diagnosed. In-circuit testing is ideaa for detecting short 
circuits caused by solder bridges, incorrect component values 
or types, components incorrectly inserted and for detecting 
predominant types of device failure arising from thermal 
stress in the soldering process.

(b) The generation of in-circuk test programs is a lnee 
skilled and time-consuming operation than that required to 
produce a program for a functional tester. The process, which 
is largely automated, requires the programmer to speccfy only 
limited information about component types, values, location 
on the SU and orientation. (The tester programming software 
generates the necessary test program from library data stored 
for each component type).

The scope of utilization of m-circmt testers for testing 
System X SIUs is at present limited because node forcing 
techniques are not approved by the British Post Office (BPO) 
for certain device technologies; in particular, for tomplnmen- 

tary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices. These 
constraints derive largely from deficiencies in currently 
available testers regarding control of the parameters of the 
forcing signals. It is expected that improvements in teste' 
dnstgn and increased knowledge of the effects of node forcing 
on device reliability will allow the benefits of in-circuit testing 
to be fully realized in the future.

The Functional Tester
The term /mtnona/ tester, although in common use, does 
not accurately describe the purpose of this type of test equip
ment. The term implies that tests are carried out to ensure 
that the SIU performs its designed function. This may be 
interpreted as meaning that the tester simulates the working 
system environment of the SIU. However, in general, this is 
not the case. Rarely is it practicable for the tester to apply all 
the poesible combinations ofnput stimuli to the SIU that may 
be applied in the working system. In many instances, it is also 
not poseibln to test the SIU at working system speed, even 
though this is a desirable objective. For these reasons, func
tional testing would be better described as circuit stimulation. 
The term functional testing is, however used throughout this 
ari:tln.

The basic principle of functional testing is that stimuli are 
applied to SIU inputs and that the propagation of these 
stimuli through the circuit is monitored at outputs from the 
SIU and at any test points in the circuit. These measured 
responses from the SIU are compared with expected responses 
and a fail condition is registered if there is a discrepancy. 
Unlike in-circuit testing, the SIU circuit is tested as a complete 
entity and the interaction of devices is thereby validated as far 
as possible.

The object of functional testing of SIUs is to ensure that 
all parts of the circuit are adequately exercised to establish, at 
a high level of confidence, that an SIU will operate correctly in 
its working environment. Because the relationship between an 
input stimuli and its effects on a remote element of the circuit 
may be complex, the generation of a functional test program 
is a time-consuming task requiring epnctaltst skills. This subject 
is discussed in greater detail later in this article.

Because the scope of in-circuit testing of System X SIUs is 
restricted at present, as described earlier in this article, 
functional testers are required to perform the role that the 
in-circuit tester is expected to assume in the future. In other 
words, the functional tester is r equired to detect and diagnose 
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assembby defects, as well as component failures. When in
circuit testing is established as a viable technique, then, 
during manufacture, in-circuit testers and functional testers 
will assume complementary roles. Those roles will depend 
largely on the yield of the SIU assembby process, which is 
itself subject to change through automation. If the yield is 
high, it is possible that the first pass go/no-go test of the SIU 
will be performed by a functional tester and that only failed 
units will be passed to the in-circuit tester for fault diagnosis. 
Converseey, a relatively low assembby process yield could 
dictate that SlUs be pre-screened by an in-circmt tester before 
functional testing.

DESIGNING FOR TESTABILITY
It is essential at the SIU drsign stage that requirements 
imposed by the use of automatic test methods are accounted 
for. Certain requirements must be satisfied if an SIU is to be 
tested with an automatic tester. Other design features are 
desirable to reduce testing time, and hence costs, and to 
simplify the task of test program generation. All tnstabiiity 
requirements are embodied in the hardware design rules for 
System X, which were the subject of a previous article in the 
Jowna/1

The majority of tessabiiity requirements are aimed at 
improving the accessebility of circuit nodes to the tester. 
Acceesebiiity is necessary to ensure both visible and effective 
control of circuit operation in functional testing. Test points 
need to be provided so that the circuit can be effectively 
partitioned into smaH entities, ideally individual devices. By 
this means, the propagation of stimuli from the inputs through 
the circmt is more readily monitored, and the task of test 
program generation is amplified. Also, because isolation to a 
smtH group of devices is achieved directly, the fault diagnosis 
process is enhanced.

Effective control of circuit operation is also drsirable to 
simplify program generation and to increase the speed of 
fault diagnosis. Speccfic measures are given below.

(a) A simple and direct means of initializing the circuit is 
provided; all circuit nodes being driven to a known state 
from unpredictable power-up conditions. For example, it is 
not necessary to clock counters or shift registers several 
times to ensure initialization; a direct clear input is made 
available to the tester where possible. These measures contri
bute to minimizing test times and test program generation 
costs.

(b) The facility is provided to replace a clock sgnat 
provided by an on-board oscUlator with a eignal from the 
tester. This allows the eynchrontzation of circuit operation to 
other stimuL generated by the tester.

(c) Feedback paths in the circuit can be interrupted. 
Automatic diagnosis of faults in circuits that-include one or 
more feedback path may not be possible if the path is not 
interrupted.

(d) Isolation of digital and analogue portions of a hybrid 
circuit can be achieved. If the interface between digital and 
analogue circuitry is not accrssible to the tester, it may not be 
possible to stmulate the digital element as described later in this 
tri-clr.

(e) Access can be obtained to microprocessor and memory 
device control, data and address lines to facilitate adequate 
testing of these complex devices. In particular, it should be 
possible for the tester to disconnect elecirically (that is to force 
into a high impedance or tristate condition) any device driving 
a eignal line also capable of being driven by one or more 
other devices; for example, a bus connexion. This action is 
independent of the state of other circuitry and thus allows 
individual devices to be effectively isolated for testing.

The tessabbiity of an SIU is further improved by avoiding the 
use of certain techniques and devices that would give rise to 
testing problems and/or excessive test times. The use of 

monostable devices and select or adjust-on-test components is 
therefore discouraged.

Test access to System X SlUs for functional testing is 
provided by means of a matrix of 80 test lands in addition to 
otherwise unused edge-connector pads. These test lands are 
accessed by the tester through a BON jig. Where possible, all 
essential access for control of circuit operation is made via 
unused edge-connector pads; this practice allows the expensive 
BON jig to be dispensed with in repair testing where increased 
diagnostic time is acceptable.

THE INTERCHANGE OF TEST PROGRAMS
At present, all the Syssem X manufacturers are using different 
types of functional SIU testers. It has been necessary there
fore to define standards which ensure that test programs may 
be interchanged effectively between the manufacturers so that 
an SIU design can be manufactured and tested by more than 
one supplier. Test programs are also supplied to the RPO for 
repair testing purposes.

Two basic standards are needed to interchange test pro - 
grams: a defimtion of tester facilites (hardware), and a 
language in which to write the program (software).

Test Facilities
The deffintion of the facilities required of the tester so that it 
can test System X SlUs covers the following aspects:

(a) the numbers of digital drivers and sensors required to 
interface with SIU edge connectors and test lands,

(b) the number of logic families (differing drive and sense 
voltage levels) to be simultaneously accommodated,

(c) the number and scope of fixed and programmable power 
supplies required,

((1 ) the performance requirements for analogue instrumen
tation for voltage, resistance and waveform measurements,

(6) the performance requirements of analogue instrumen
tation for waveform generation,

(f) the capacity for simultaneous interconnexion of instru
mentation to the SIU under test,

(g) operator interface facilites, and
(h) program timing control requirements.

The facility requirements have been formulated on the basis 
of a knowledge of the technology to be used in System X 
SIU designs. The object has been to ensure that a tester 
that satisfies these requirements will be capable of testing 
most System X SlUs.

Those SlUs not capable of being tested by the use of a 
general-purpose automatic tester satisfying the specified 
requirements will generally require a specca! test facility. This 
may comprise standard test instrumentation, such as ostiHo- 
scopes or signal generators, or take the form of a purpose
built tester.

As the technology of System X evolves, the tester facility 
requirements must be revised to keep in step. This process is 
a periodic rather than a continuous activity as it is not viable 
to replace regularly or modify test equipment. The facilites 
requirements must therefore remain stable for a period of 
several years.

Test Programming Language
The standard for ensuring interchangeabiilty of testing infor
mation dictates the use of a high-level, tester-independent 
programming language. The majority of functional testers are 
conventionally programmed in a machine-dependent language 
analogous to the assembly code of a computer system. Test 
programs written in such a language are not generally inter
changeable between testers of different manufacture. The use 
of a high-level, machine-independent, programming language 
overcomes this problem. Test programs written in such a 
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language can be readily compiled to a specific machine
dependent form for use on a particular tester.

The programming language selected for use in writing 
System X SU test programs is called PROTESTZ. This 
language has been developed by the International Telephone 
and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) and its use is weH established 
within that organization and its subsidiaries. It was chosen for 
System X work because the collaborating parties have experi
ence of its use in testing TXE4 SIUs.

Unrestricted use of the PROTEST language is not in 
iiself sufficient to ensure the interchangeabiiity of test pro - 
grams. Implementation of a particular test defined in PRO
TEST is dependent on the availability of the appropriate 
tester facility. The use of PROTEST must therefore be 
constrained so that it accords with the facilities requirements 
described above. For System X SIU test programs, therefore, 
a subset of the full PROTEST language has been defined 
which takes account of the limitation of the range of facilities 
required of a tester.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF FAULTS
While the primary object of automatic testing is to verify 
correct operation of an SIU, an effective means of diagnosing 
the cause of failure is also necessary. As will be shown later in 
this article, logic simulation can provide information to 
support this process.

At the simplest level, this information takes the form of a 
printed fault dictionary. The fault dictionary comprises a list 
of fault signatures, together with the device faults that could 
give rise to a particular signature. A fault signature is a list of 
the logic state variations that are observed at SIU access 
points for a particular test under fault conditions. If an SIU 
fails a specific test, with a knowledge of the access points 
showing incorrect logic states, it is possible to use the fault 
dictionary to predict the likely cause of the failure. IdeaHy, for 
each fault signature there will be only one possible cause of the 
fail conditions. Replacement of the indicated failing device 
should be sufficient to effect repaar of the SIU. However, in 
practice, there will often be more than one possible failing 
device assodated with a particular fault signature. One for 
one correspondence can be achieved only if the tester has 
access to all circuit nodes; this is not generafiy the case. The use 
of an oscillosrope or logic probe may therefore be required to 
isolate the cause of failure.

Most of the present generation functional testers now 
provide facilities for the automatic isolation of faults. Auto
matic fault diagnosis is geneiaHy achieved by the use of the 
guided probe technique (see Fig. 4). The probing of circuit 
nodes by an operator under tester control allows the tester to 
gain additional access to the circuit, over and above the direct 
connexions. Fauut diagnosis using this technique is a multi
stage process.

Fig. 4—Automatic fault isolation using guided-probe technique

(a) The test program is run against the SIU and, if failing 
conditions are detected, the fault signature is recorded.

(b) The tester can scan an internally stored fault dictionary 
for a match with the recorded fault signature. If a match is 
found, then the possible failing devices are noted.

(c) On the basis of this prediction of possible failing devices, 
the testee selects an appropriate circuit node for probing. If 
no prediction is available because a fault dictionary does not 
exist, or no match with the recorded fault signature exists, then 
an access point to the SIU is selected as a start point.

(d) The operator is instructed to place the probe on the 
selected circuit node and to re-run the test program. The tester 
records the logical activity observed at the node during the 
course of the test program.

(e) This logical activity is compared with that for a good 
SIU, which is stored internally within the teste-, and a pass 
or fail condition recorded for that node.

(/) On the basis of the pass or fail condition the tester 
decides the next circuit node to be probed, the process 
described in steps (d) and (e) then being repeated.

(g) The sequence of operations described in steps (d), (e) 
and (/) is repeated until the tester has isolated a device that 
has good input conditions applied to it but which produces 
incorrect outputs.

It should be noted that the minimum requirement to 
support automatic fault isolation is a database of information 
for the SIU comprising a circuit descrrption and a record of 
good logical activity for all circuit nodes. The circuit descrip
tion is required by the tester so that, using a suitable algorithm, 
the path by which a fault condition is propagated through the 
circuit can be tracked. The database may optionally include 
a fault dictionary. Although the tester can always work from 
an SIU access point to the failing device, the number of 
probing operations is reduced, along with diagnostic time, if 
a fault prediction can be made. This allows the tester to start 
probing at an internal circuit node which should be closer to 
the failing device.

The operator may override the automatic diagnostic process 
and control the sequence of probing operations directly. This 
can allow an experienced operator to achieve further reduc
tions in diagnostic time and also help in the isolation of faults 
that the automatic diagnostic software is unable to pin-point.

Automatic fault diagnosis is included in the standard 
defining the facilities required for testing System X SIUs. In 
principle, this is of little significance during manufacture as 
the emphasis is on testing SIUs which are expected to be good. 
However, in the repair environment, where the emphasis is on 
testing faulty SIUs, automatic fault diagnosis is an important 
feature of the testers used. The inclusion of a capabHity for 
automatic fault diagnosis at the production testing stage thus 
allows the same testers and techniques to be used at the repair 
stage. This minimizes development costs and equipment 
variety as well as reducing production costs in the correction 
of faulty units.

TEST PROGRAM GENERATION
It was noted earlier in this article that the generation of 
functional test programs is a skilled and time-consuming task. 
The generation of programs for digital SIUs is, however, 
simplified by the use of logic simulrtion. The simulation of 
logic circuits under fault-free conditions, and with spedfic 
types of fault applied, provides the test programmer with the 
following information:

(a) output responses to a given set of input stimuli (this 
removes the need for the programmer to predict such respon
ses),

(b) test program effectiveness in terms of ability to detect 
the simulated faults, and

(c) diagnostic data to support the manual or automatic 
diagnosis of faults as described earlier in this article.
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The use of the test generaaion and simulation (TEGAS) 
logic simulator for design verification has been described in a 
previous article in this JomnaP. TEGAS may also be used for 
fault simulation, as it is capable of simulating stuck at 
conditions on circuit nodes. The stuck at condition implies that 
a permanent logic one or zero state appears at a circuit node 
for the duration of the test program, regardless of what 
activity occurs under fault-free conditions. Such faults are 
considered to be detectable by a test program if, at some point 
in the program, there is a divergence of the simulated response 
of the circuit (as seen at access points to the SIU) when the 
condition is present, from that simulated without the condition 
applied.

The TEGAS simulator is being used effectively in the 
generafion of test programs for System X SlUs. Although the 
programming interface to TEGAS does not use the PROTEST 
language, a software package has been developed to convert 
the TEGAS output file into the PROTEST format. This has 
further simplified the program generation process.

Other logic simulators are used for fault simulation of 
System X SlUs. These simulators form an integral part of 
particular test systems and have an advantage over TEGAS 
since a tester compatible database of diagnostic information to 
support automatic fault isolation is readily obtained. Although 

TEGAS does provide diagnostic information to aid fault 
isolation, the information is normally produced in the form of 
a printed fault dictionary used for manual diagnosis.

CONCLUSION
Automatic testing is an essenttal feature of the manufacture 
and repair of System X SlUs. This article has described the 
nature of automatic testers and the impact of their use on the 
design of SlUs. The measures required to ensure the inter
changeability of test programs between manufacturers and the 
BPO have also been outlined. The benefits that derive from the 
use of logic simulation as an aid to test program geneeaaton 
have been identified.
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CANTATI Reaches Design Life: A Pioneer of 
Long-Life Thermionic Valves

Twenty years ago, in the summer of 1961, the first telephone 
cable between UK and Canada was laid across the North 
Atlantic. It was then known simply as CANTATT but, 
following the provision of a second UK-Canada cable in 
197-4, it has subsequent been referred to as CANTAT 1.

CANTAT 1 was the first transatlantic cable system to use a 
single cable for both directions of transmission, (the two 
earlier cables, TAT l and TAT 2, had used separate cables for 
E-W and W-E transmission). The main ocean crossing of 
some 3700 km, which was laid by HMTS Monarch, includes 
90 submerged repeaters and has a bandwidth of 240 kHz in 
each direction of transmission; equivalent to eighty 3 kHz 
spaced telephone circuits. It was the first link in the Com
monwealth round-the-world submarine telephone system.

CANTAT 1 will reach the end of its twenty-year design life 
this year but it is still functioning perfectly and there are no 
plans to take it out of seevice—certainly not until after TAT 7 
comes into operation.

Much of the success of CANTAT 1 must be credited to the 
designers and manufacturers of the repeaters and, in particu
lar, of the long-life thermionic valves they incorporated. The 
announcement of the death of Dr. Gilbert Metson in February 
reminds us of the immense p^rsomH contribution that he

T CANTAA—A New Submarine Telephone Cable System to 
Canada. POEEJ, Vol. 54, p. 220, Jan. 1962. 

made to submarine cable engineering which has played such 
an important part in Britain’s international communications.

Dr. Metson joined the British Post Office (BPO) Research 
Station at Dollis Hill after distinguished war service and set 
out to tackle the crucial problem of valve reliability. He 
assembled a smaU team, commissioned a valve making unit, 
and pursued an intensive programme combining personal 
research into the physics and chemistry of failure mechanisms 
with new approaches to materials, quality control and 
manufacturing processes. This was highly successs! and led 
to the first submarine cables using valves of Dollis Hill 
manufacture being laid around the UK coast in 1953/4. 
Other systems followed in the late 1950s and the early 1960s, 
including the Newfoundland-Nova Scotia section of TAT 1, 
COMPAC, SEACOM—and, of course, CANTAT 1.

Gilbert Metson’s many contributions are recorded in over 
15 papers for the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE) 
which earned him both the Institution medal and a DSc. 
from Queen’s University, Belfast.

Inevitably the valve has been supplanted by the transistor 
and Gilbert Metson in 1966, then Director of Research, was 
amongst those who strongly advocated solid-state technolo
gies. The pioneering work of his valve group, with its highly 
disciplined approach to the chemistry and physics of impuri
ties and the strict regulation of all fabrication processes, was 
the real foundation for subsequent work on highly reliable 
solid-state devices.
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System X: Subsystems
Part 8—Maintenance Control Subsystem
A. T. DANN, B.SCT

UDC 621.395.345.004.5

This article provides a general introduction to the maintenance philosophy used on System X, outlines the 
requirements of System X exchanges to support the philosophy and defines the division of responsibUities 
within the exchange adopted to implement those requirements. It also describes the split of responsibilities 
between the maintenance controo subsystem (MCS) and the subsystems whose equipment must be maintained, 
andgives a dessription of the MCS.

INTRODUCTION
Previous articles in this series have discussed various aspects 
of maintenance on System X. In particular, the articles on 
subsystems have discussed their internal maintenance and 
described the mechanisms designed into their hardware and/or 
software’’2 for this purpose, often making reference to the 
maintenance control subsystem (MCS). This article gives an 
overall appreciation of the manner in which System X 
exchanges are maintained and how the MCS fits into the 
scheme.

MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY FOR SYSTEM X
In the UK network, the basic philosophy for maintenance of 
System X is centralization. While each exchange has a 
sand-alone capability, with local terminals supplying a man
machine interface (MMI), it can as an option also be connected 
to the local administration centre (LAC)3 by a message 
transmission subsystem (MTS)2 link. A cennral information 
handling capabiilty can then be used at the LAC to ensure 
that maintenance is carried out in the most efficient mannee3. 
At the LAC, information can be received from an exchange, 
and maintenance personnel can gain access to a system from 
the LAC via the MTS and the MMI.

LACs are expected to be provided on a basis of approxi- 
matdy three per telephone area. with at least one manned at 
any one time, and could cover some I50 000 local exchange 
connexions plus 20 000 erlangs of trunk traffic.

Fault Escalation and Fault History Records
The normal day-to-day maintenance procedures are intended 
to be backed up by a full escalation structure, whereby 
elusive or intermittent faults can be referred upwards to 
groups having specialized expertise. Similarly, off-line fault 
history records will be used to build up a library of historical 
knowledge on fault situations, enabbing such techniques as 
fault pattern recogmtion to be used as a diagnostics aid.

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS OF SYSTEM X 
EXCHANGES
To support the maintenance philosophy, System X exchanges 
must be able to meet certain functional requirements on 
maintenance, implying that each exchange must be able to 
perform maintenance-related activities. These fall into two 
main categories: handling of faults; and online updating of the 
service or maintenance state of the system resources, (a

T System X Development Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters

resource can be an item of hardware, or a software data 
structure).

Fault Handling
A System X exchange must function normally during a fault 
situation. To do this, the exchange must be able to detect and 
isolate the fault, perform such reconfiguration necessary to 
contain the effects of the fault, and then generate a report and 
any relevant alarm indications, both locally (if manned) and 
at the LAC. The system must also be capable of carrying out 
diagnostic and routining tests on manual command and, in 
some cases, automatically.

Resource State Updates
The system must preserve, and be able to make, on-line 
updates to the service or maintenance state of the resources 
constituting that system. This may need to happen both 
automatically (for example, as a result of a fault occurrence), 
or on manual command via the MMI. either at the local 
terminal or at the LAC.

Processor Control
System X uses a combination of overall central processor 
control and distributed microprocessors for localized control 
of certain functions. As explained in earlier articles in this 
series4’5, processors offer a low-cost easily-managed form of 
centralized control. For maintenance purposes, it means that 
processing power is available for functions such as fault 
handling and resource state updating. In addition, fault 
information and resource data can be held in store and there
fore be readily available on demand.

Division of Maintenance Responsibilities within a 
System
A System X exchange is made up of several subsystems. These 
are not only functionally separate, but have, in general, been 
developed separately. This had led to the policy that each 
subsystem with internal knowledge is responsible for provid
ing the mechanisms for maintaining its own hardware equip
ment and resource data. This implies fault-detection and 
isolation methods, diagnostic routines, and the ability to 
generate and collate fault information. A subsystem must also 
be able to maintain and update secure (duplicated) copies of 
its resource data.

While it is practicable for each subsystem to supply the 
internal mechanisms for fault handling, centralized control 
allows more secure and efficient processing of maintenance/ 
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administrative actions. The state of systems can be assessed, 
whereas subsystems can check only their own unit. There are 
also various explicit aspects of the maintenance function that 
make centalized control necessary and efficient, as follows.

(a) To output fault messages via the MMI, the sending 
subsystem must hold data relating to message formats. 
Because it is desirable that fault messages are genisrsally of 
fixed format, it is efficient to retain the data in only one area.

(b) Under overload conditions, the system should shed low 
priority work. Within the maintenance sphere, certain actions 
are considered high priority (for example, fault reporting), 
while others, such as routining, are of low priority. It is 
reasonably simple for a centralized control to keep these func
tions separate, and stop processmg on those activities banned 
by the overload level.

(c) Following a fault, or a demand from maintenance staff, 
resource-state changes (updates) must be made by the system. 
For a single update, more than one subsystem can be involved; 
for example, data relating to a single circuit is held by the 
cal processmg, digital switching, call accounting and, posssbly, 
signahing interworking subsystems. To avoid the requester of 
the update having to be aware of all this, and the sequence of 
protocols involved, a centralized control is required.

In reaalty, the system consists of a hierarchy of interdepen
dent resources; for example, a circuh depends for its existence 
upon a digital line termination (DLT) and a cal processmg 
subsystem band (Fig. 1). If the system is to be maintained in a 
consistent manner, a change of state should not be made to a 
resource within the system, without due regard to the state of 
resources that depend upon it (dependent resources), and those 
resources on which it depends (parent resources). These 
dependency hierarchies span more than one subsystem, so it is 
esssntiaa to maintain a centra database of the structure.

In the strategy used on System X exchanges, the MCS 
forms the ^entrai control and communication link for 
maintenance activities between the subsystems and the MMI, 
and thence the staff (see Fig. 2).

MAINTENANCE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The MCS performs a series of maintenance related control 
functions which, in generaa, are provided in stored programs. 
The one exception is hardware malfunction and alarm detec
tion equipment, which supplies inputs to the MCS software. 
Although a maintenance transaction may invoke more than 
one function, each function is self contained and, where one 
interacts or communicates with another (or with an external 
subsystem), it does so via a formal task interface. A task is an 
8-word message6.

Man-Machine Communications
Communication with the MMI processes of the operating 
system is achieved by the man-machine communications 
(MMC) function. The MMC handles input and output for all 
MCS functions and holds all required format data.

(0 Input The MMC conducts a dialogue with the MMI 
input process to validate a command and its assoccated 
parameters, compiles the input into a complete message and 
passes it to the function concerned.

(b) Output Messages passed across for output are queued 
in priority order and, subseque^ty, correctly formatted and 
output via the MMI output process.

Macro Handler
The macro handler facility is provided to enable frequently 
used, but complex, maintenance activities to be initiated by a 
single command via the MMI. The macro handler expands the 
single command into the component commands necessary to 
perform the overall task. An example is the inseetion of a 
resource that has many constituent resources, perhaps in

[ | RESOURCES

Fig. l —Example of resource dependencies

SS: Subsystem
MMI: Man-machine interface

LAC: Local administration centre
MTS: Message transmission subsystem

Fig. 2—Communication flow for System X maintenance

several subsystems.
A macro program is written and stored as a series of inter

pretive language statements for a unique action/resource 
combination. Language statements facilitate parameter 
checking, manipulation of paramerer values, command calls 
to other MCS functions, and output of messages, both inter
mediate and final. The handler normally interprets and imple
ments these statements sequentiahy, although iterative proces
sing of any section of the macro program can be achieved. 
Commands to other functions are sent, and results returned, 
via the MMC function of MCS; the function being called 
treats the command exactly as if it had originated manually.

Processes
The MCS is implemented as several software procrttrtt, each 
containing one or more of the functions. Several factor's 
influence the grouping, as follows:

(a) Priority High priority functions, which frequently 
communicate with each other, are generaaly held in the same 
processes for running efficiency. This helps to ensure that
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important maintenance actions are completed as swiftly as 
possible, even under overload conditions.

(b) Periodic Functions Some functions are invoked period
ically, rather than on demand. It is more efficient to collect 
these functions together.

(c) Code Size It is important to have process sizes that 
are manageable and that comply with systems limits.

If extra facilites are required later these can be included in 
additional process(es) without undue effect on the rest of the 
MCS.

Centraa to each process is the process manager, which 
controls scheduling and steering of tasks, as well as providing 
various utility facilities (for example, task passíng and data 
securing) for the functions within the process.

Technology Independence
Because the MCS controls maintenance actions on systems 
resources in a purely functional sense, the technical details of 
carrying out that action are hidden from the MCS. Thus, the 
MCS is considered to be independent of technology. Changes 
to other subsystems, resuming from improved techniques or 
enhanced technology, will be reflected in the MCS only by 
posssble changes to data tables.

For similar reasons, the MCS functional design is largely 
common for all system types. Differences in the resource 
structures of systems can be absorbed in the data tables 
compiled for a particular instaHation.

LEVEL

If X is to be updated from out-of-service state to in-service state:
(i) resource management checks that resources at level A are both in service by 

making parent requests to ascertain their identities and states;
(ii) resource management propagates down the hierarchy by making dependent 

requests to level D: and
(iii) any resourcesdependent on X”, marked dependeni-out-of-service, areplaced 

in serviee.

Fig. 3—Example of procedure for updating state of resource

DESCRIPTION OF MCS FUNCTIONS
The MCS consists of several self-contained functions, and the 
following paragraphs describe each of these, any interactions 
being mentioned where appropriate.

Resource Management
The function of resource management is to control and co
ordinate the sequence of actions required of subsystems, or 
other MCS functions, in order to update the state of resources 
in a consistent manner-. Resource management may receive 
requests for updates from maintenance staff via the MMI, or 
from another MCS function.

Each update is performed with reference to the resource 
hierarchy, held as a database within resource management. 
The database portrays not only the hierarchical structure, but 
holds the logical relationships that bind the dependencies; for 
example, a circuit is dependent upon a DLT and a band of the 
caH processing subsystem, whereas a DLT depends upon the 
presence of only one or other of the duplicated time switch 
planes (see Fig. 1).

Other logicaa dependencies have been identified; for 
example, mutuaa dependency. Because of these relationships, 
when the state of a nominated resource is to be changed, the 
state of the parents must be conssstent with the change, and 
the states of its dependents may have to change to maintain 
consistency of the system.

The possblestates that a resource may hold are conceptuaHy 
graded in levels. The lowest level is not equipped and the 
highest level is in service to normed traffic. In general, the MCS 
applies the rule that a resource may not hold a state that is 
higher than that of its parents; for example, a circuit may not 
be in service if its parent DLT or central processing band is not 
equipped.

To complete an update request, resource management must 
perform two functions: validating against the resource 
hierarchy; and co-ordinating the execution of changes to 
maintenance states. To carry out the validation, resource 
management must obtain the identities and state of the 

parents and/or dependants of the target resource, which it 
does by parent/dependant identity requests to the subsystem 
that owns the resource.

The validation algorithm is iterative such that resource 
management propagates down the hierarchy until it reaches 
either the lowest level resources in the branch, or a logical 
function that indicates that no further propagation is neces
sary. It then returns back up the tree, performing the necessary 
updates to the dependants to put them in a state consistent 
with the original request. Finally, the nominated resource is 
updated and the transaction is completed. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
procedure.

Fault Management
Fault management provides the central control for deahng 
with faults that occur within the system. The function basicaHy 
can be considered as two major areas:

(a) fault handling and reporting, and
(b) fault clearance.

FAULT HANDLING AND REPORTING
All detected faults occurring throughout the system are 
reported to fault management, where the report is analysed 
and appropriate actions taken. The actions vary according to 
the category of report, which might be any one of the follow
ing:

(a) hardware fault report,
(b) software inconsistency,
(c) transient fault report,
(d) circuit fault report, or
(e) rollback/restart report (from the operating system 

rollback process).

Reports type (b), (c) and (e) require no specific action by 
fault management, other than to generate an output report via 
the MMI.

For hardware fault reports, depending on the information 
contained in the fault report, which is of a fixed format, 
fault management may instigate any of the following actions:
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(a) By request to resource management, it can cause the 
faulty resource and those resources dependent on it to be 
placed out-of-service. This is necessary to preserve the security 
of the system.

(b) It can generate any necessary audio and visual alarm 
signals, both locally and at the LAC.

(c) It can record the fault and all relevant information in a 
fault archive that is maintained as a database within fault 
management. The information remains there and is accessible 
to maintenance staff until it is overwritten by new faults, in a 
basically sequential mannerr but with regard to the status of 
the fault; that is, cleared faults are over-written before active 
faults that have been reported but are awaiting clearance.

(d) It can output a report to themaintenancestaff,via MMI.
Output by the MCS is directed, according to the various 

categories, to one or more output ports, which may be cart
ridge, visual display terminal, etc, both at the LAC and locally 
in the exchange.

Faith Correlation
Owing to the nature of the system hierarchy, when a fault 
occurs on a resource high in the tree, severaa of the resources 
dependent on it down the structures can appear to be faulty 
and reports generated on them by their owning subsystem. To 
avoid the maintenance staff being overwhelmed, fault manage
ment performs a correlation on the incoming reports.

This is done by comparing all reports arriving within a given 
period against a resource structure. The incoming report most 
likely to be associated with the prime cause of the fault is 
determined, the item is put out-of-service, and reported. If the 
rest of the batch appears to be faulty because of their depen
dency, they should then be made dependent-out-of-service by 
the hierarchy-based update procedure. Those not dependent- 
out-of-service are assumed to be unrelated and an attempt is 
made to return them to service. If this fails, the report is 
included in the next batch and the procedure is repeated.

FAULT CLEARANCE
Once a fault has been physically cleared, the system has to be 
returned to the original working status. This is instigated by 
maintenance staff typing in a clearance command, using the 
same seriial identity furnished by fault management in the 
fault report. On receivvng the command, fault management 
reverses the actions taken when processing the fault report; 
that is, it requests the return to service of the resource and its 
dependents, cancels the audio and visual signals and marks 
the record as cleared. A cleared report is also output.

Automatic Re/wn-to-Serv/ce Option
For certain resource types, a facility exists whereby the owning 
subsystems can report a fault and, on subsequently detecting 
the removai of the fault symptoms, automatically instigate the 
clearance by sending an automatic return-to-service request. 
Fault management is informed that this option is being used 
in the original fault report.

Circuit Faults
These are treated similarly to those resources having automatic 
return-to-service option. Because the call processing subsystem 
is able to detect symptoms on circuits that may be interpreted 
as an occurrence or removal of a fault condition, a spectal 
category has been used to cover them. A circuit reported on 
the first class of symptoms is taken to be faulty and processed 
as such by fault management. If a message is received which 
reports symptoms indicating the removal of a fault and a 
fault record exists on the same circuit, the clearance is auto
matically invoked.

Multi-Threading
Processing of a fault report by fault management is driven by 
lhe fault record it sets up. By keeping an indication of the 
current status of processmg on the fault in the record, fault 
management is able to process faults in parallel. When a 
response to one of the actions instigated arrives, the relevant 
record is accessed and processing of that fault continues to the 
point of another request/report being sent out.

Malfunction Reporting and Alarm Control
This function has two distinct responsibilities:

(a) 'to convey System X and non-System X alarm conditions 
to maintenance staff using audio and visual indicators locally 
and at the LAC (non-System X equipment will be situated 
alongside System X equipment and must be catered for), and

(b) to provide a link between subsystems and certain 
sections of their hardware between which there is no direct 
communication.

Malfunction reporting and alarm control is realized by 
software control, which has access to hardware units known as 
common services units via the input/output utility subsystem. 
These units provide input terminals for monitor purposes, and 
output terminals to enable on-off conditions to be applied to 
System X equipment and output audio and visual indicators 
(see Figs. 4 and 5).

Connected to input terminals are:
(a) System X monitor points,
(b) non-System X alarm monitors, for example, intruder 

alarm, and
(c) certain input keys used by maintenance staff to convey a 

message to the system; for example, staff-presetn.

CSU: Common services unit
STU: Signal transmission unit I

MRC: Malfunction reporting control 
HOSS: Hardware-only subsystems software

LAD : Local alarm driver
IOUS: Input/output utility subsystem 

FM: Fault management

Fig. 4—Hardwaressoftware structure for malfunction reporting and 
alarm control
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SUBSYSTEM FAULT 
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HARDWARE 
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RESPONSE

AFTER MAINTENANCE
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REMOVED FAULT

MCS

MAN-MACHINE RESOURCE
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

SET A-DI-IVIS-AL SIGNALS

RESPONSE

OLIU OF-SERVICE RESOURCE X

OUTPUT 
REPORT

RESULT

RESPONSE

CLEAR

RESPONSE

IN-SERVICERESOURCE

RESULT

OUTPUT
RE CORI

MALFUNCTION
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CWiW
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WHITE TO 
HARDWARE TO 
SET SIGNALS

RESOURCEMANAGEMENTPUTS 
RESOURCE X AND DEPENDANTS 
OUT-O»-SERVICE ACCORDING 

TORULES OF HIERARCHY
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Fig. S—Example of message sequence resulting from hardware 
fault report

MALFUNCTION REPORTING
System X hardware resources, monitored and driven by 
inputs and outputs from the common services unit, are 
recorded in an updatable malfunction reporting control 
database. Subsystems owning the equipment may request the 
malfunction reporting control either to obtain the monitored 
condition of a resource or to change the state of an output. 
The malfunction reporting control translates to the relevant 
terminal address from the database before obeying the request. 
If an autonomous change occurs on a monitor input the 
malfunction reporting control either reports it to the sub
system or generates a fault report direct to fault management, 
according to the data held against the resource.

ALARM CONTROL
The responsibilities of the alarm control function are:

(a) to respond to non-System X alarm monitor input 
changes by sending a fault report to fault management;

(1) to activate and reset the outputs controlling the audio/ 
visual signals, thereby presenting maintenance staff with the 
overall fault shuation on both System X and non-System X 
equipment (fault management will provide the driving infor
mation in terms of required indicator conditions although, for 
seccuiiy, there is additionally a hardware link between non - 
System X monitor inputs and alarm drivers);

(c) to respond to changes occurring on the terminals 
monitoring input keys, by taking the appropriate action. 
Such action might comprise

(i) resetting the alarm bell,
(ii) altering the staff-present record and outputing a report, 

and

(Hi) initiating an automatic retnrn-to-service to fault 
management in response to manual operation of a non
System X alarm-clear key.

Diagnostic Control
To locate a fault with finer resolution than would perhaps 
normally be posssble, subsystems may provide diagnostic 
facilities. Initially, the diagnostic facility will be run only by 
manual command, but a later possibiiity is for automatic 
operation as a result of a fault report. Diagnostic control 
provides overah system control and supports the subsystem 
protocol necessary for the facility. This role is performed in 
three stages described below.

(a) Processsing the Request
Diagnostic control holds data tables on diagnostic functions 
in the system and records of those in use, enabling it 
to confirm that those requested are available and that the 
relevant subsystem is able to run them (the particular diag
nostic function may already be in use, or the subsystem may 
be busy with others). A manually updatable record ofinhibited 
diagnostic functions aids further validation of a request. 
Diagnostic functions are run only on out-of-service resources; 
diagnostic control, therefore, must determine the state of the 
nominated resource by making a request to resource manage
ment. If all conditions are favourable, diagnostic control sets 
up a record for the diagnostic function and sends a request to 
the appropriate subsystem.

(b) Mondoring Subsystem Progress
While diagnostic functions are in progress, diagnostic control 
polls the subsystem periodically to ensure satisfactory 
progress. If an unexpected status reply, or no reply at all, is 
returned, diagnostic control curtails the transaction and 
reports accordingly.

(o) Processsng Resists
Any intermediate or final reports on results returned by the 
subsystem are formatted by diagnostic control and output to 
the requester.

Two levels of diagnostic functions have been defined:
(a) Firs Line These are predetermined logical sequences 

of tests and analysis programs which, when run for a given 
resource type, either locate the fauh.to a replaceable unit or 
report no fault found.

(b) Second Line A comprehensive set of commands, 
supported by diagnostic control, enables maintenance staff to 
manipulate the test parameters and programs, thus providing 
a flexible and powerful diagnostics aid when attempting to 
isolate a difficult fault. Once diagnostic control has validated 
and initiated a request for second line diagnostics, it responds 
to maintenance staff with a tag number, which is also sent to 
the subsystem. Subsequentiy, any input bearing that tag is 
passed directly to the subsystem and resulting responses passed 
to maintenance staff. The second line mode is curtailed by a 
command from the originator, or by some abnormal message 
from the subsystem, causing diagnostic control to abort the 
diagnostic functions.

Routine Control
Routines are used throughout the system to exercise equip
ment systematically so as to expose dormant faults. Some 
routining is entirely under the control of the owning sub
systems; for example, routines may be run following the 
occurrence of a rollback/restart of the subsystem. Other
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routines are run periodically, or on command from the 
maintenance staff. It is these that are under the control of the 
MCS routine control, which maintains an updatable record of 
all routines under its control; the record is updatable because, 
the facility exists for manual insertton or removal of routines 
on-line. Information will be held relating to the use of each 
routine. If it is run periodically, details of the times or period 
must be held. A list will be kept of routines with inhibitions 
set on them. Inhibitions may be set and reset manually via the 
MMI.

Routine control must process manual requests for routining 
as well as schedule periodic routines. This is achieved by 
comparing the current clock time with the time the next 
scheduled routine is to be initiated. Before initiating any 
routine by sending a command to the relevant subsystem, 
routine control ascertains that conditions are correct and, in 
the case of a request, the routine/resource combination is 
valid. Checks would be made to determine that

(a) no inhibition is set against the routine,
(b) the routine is not already running,
(c) the system load level (as indicated by the overload 

control subsystem) allows routining, and
(d) the resource to be routined is in service (determined 

from status requests to resource management).

If the checks are favourable, a control record is generated 
and the routine command sent. Routine control polls sub
systems running routines for a status report, either periodically 
or on command from the maintenance staff. On completion of 
the routines, if the result is a failure, or the routine was 
requested manually, routine control outputs a report and 
terminates the control record.

Trunk and Junction Routining Control
Routining of outgoing trunk andjunction circuits is controlled 
by trunk and junction routining control, under the overall 
drive of routine control, which is responsible for periodic 
scheduUing and processmg of manual requests. Trunk and 
junction routines are recorded in the data in routine control in 
terms of either' a single circuit, a network band of outgoing 
circuits ([6 circuits), or a route of outgoing circuits. It is the 
retponstbillty of trunk and junction routining control to 
initiate routining of each individual circuit within the group 
specified; thus, data must be held to identify all circuits on 
each route. Through resource management, the state of the 
circuit is checked to ensure that it is in service, before a 
request is sent to the sgnalling interworking subsystem to 
perform the test. For this, a call is set up from a signalling 
interworking subsystem trunk and junction routiner (the 
actual one may be specified by routine control), to a smiler 
equipment in a neighbouring exchange.

Test failures are reported back to routine control as they 
occur and, when the routine is completed, a final message is 
also sent. When a busy circuit is encountered, trunk and 
junction routine control can either step on to the next one or 
apply camp-on-busy; the call processmg subsystem marks 
the circuit and, when it is cleared down, it is busied out for 
testing. Routine control specifies which option is to apply.

Hold and Trace
System X must be able to hold a call and trace its path across 
the network, and both the MCS and the call processing 
subsystem are involved in providing these facilities.

The call processing subsystem is responsible for applying 
the hold conditions and providing terminal information for 
call-trace purposes. Communicatton between exchanges 
during the hold or trace operations is between their call 

processing subsystems, responses being passed back along the 
chain to the exchange originating the request.

The MCS is responsible for processmg requests for bold or 
call/path trace, which may arrive from maintenance staff, or 
from a traffic-handling subsystem, when a malicious call 
indication is detected.

Hold or cancel hold requests are queued by hold and trace, 
and released to the call processing subsystem at the rate at 
which they can be handled; that is, hold and trace controls 
schedtUlng of hold operations. For each trace initiated by 
hold and trace, a record is set up. All intermediate responses 
are stored in the record and, on completion of the trace, the 
information is used to provide an output report. If a path 
trace is requested, all node terminals are output. Where 
only a call trace is specified, the end terminals are supplied in 
the report.

Private-Circuit Control
Private circuits that are connected through the exchange, as 
opposed to those provided manually via the distribution 
frame, are handled by the private circuit control function of 
MCS. Private-circuit control is deemed the resource owner and 
is responsible for the circuit during its life as a private circuit. 
Any resource updates are therefore performed by private 
circuit control on secured data held against each private circuit 
currently connected across the exchange.

Before a circuit can be used as a private circuit, it must first 
exist in the system data. An existing public circuit may be used, 
or one can be speciially inserted using the normal update 
command, resuming in the relevant data being inserted in the 
appropriate subsystems. The specified circuit is then withdrawn 
from public use and inserted as a private circuit. Private
circuit control initiates the connexion through the switch and 
sets up the resource data.

Because it has no physical connexion to the circuits and has 
no call-handling functions, the MCS cannot provide fault 
detection on the private circuits it owns. Normal mechanisms, 
existing in traffic carrying subsystems, are therefore relied 
upon to generate fault reports.

Hardware-Only Subsystem Software
There are certain areas in the system (for example, the 
analogue line termination subsystem, and the network 
synchronization subsystem) where the functional role is 
realised in hardware and does not have associated software in 
the processor. However for maintenance of these areas, some 
software is necessary; this maintenance software resides in the 
MCS. It is known as the hardware-only subsystem software 
function and treated as the owner of the resources constituting 
those areas served. Other functions of the MCS communicate 
with hardware-only subsystem software via the same interface 
formats used when communicating with other subsystems.

For fault detection, most of the hardware-only subsystem 
software equipment is connected to common services unit 
inputs, and thus monitored by the malfunction reporting 
control hardware scheme. The network synchronization 
subsystem, however, is monitored by a dedicated micropro
cessor, directly linked to a port of the serial input/output. 
Hardware-only subsystem software has the l'esponssbiiity for 
interpreting the changes of condition reported to it by either 
the malfunction reporting control or the input/output utility 
subsystem, and generating any fault reports necessaay.

Other functions of hardware-only subsystem software are
(a) to preserve and update secured data on the maintenance 

states of its resources by supporting the resource management 
updating interfaces, which includes supplying dependency 
information, and

(b) to handle any routining and diagnostics functions that 
may be defined for those areas under hardware-only sub-
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sysitem software, supporting the relevant interfaces used for 
these functions.

development teams at the Plessey Company responsible for 
the detailed design of MCS for their assistance in the prepara
tion of this article.

CONCLUSIONS
This article has described the maintenance facilities provided 
for System X and the methods by which they are controlled; 
practical experience of live exchanges will undoubtedly 
indicate the need for others. Greater understanding of the 
maintenance needs of the system should also enable the 
facilités to be tuned to provide the most efficient and effective 
maintenance of the system.
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Post Office Press Notice

BRITAIN SIGNS SATELLITE DEAL WITH
SCANDINAVIA

As part of its continuing drive to improve communications, 
British Telecom has signed an agreement with four Nordic 
countries to provide mutnaa access to the Internationaa 
Maritime Satellite Organization’s (INMARSATS) ship-to- 
shore communication satefiites. INMARSAT was set up to 
procure and operate a glob! system of satellites that will bring 
dramatic improvements in communications with shipping and 
the oil exploration industry. It has 30 member countries, and 
Britain has a 10% share.

The deal will enable British telephone and Telex users to 
link up with the INMARSAT Indian Ocean satefiite through 
a new ground aerial at Eik, Norway. At the same time, 
Scandinavians will have access to the Atlantic Ocean maritime 
satellite through British Telecom’s earth station on Goonhilly 
Downs, Cornwall. In this way, British Telecom and its 
counterparts in Denmark:, Finland, Norway and Sweden can, 
by constructing only one aerial each, provide service covering 
the two ocean regions at a substantial saving in capital and 
operating .costs.

INMARSAT plans to lease capacity in satellites in geo
stationary orbit over the three main ocean areas—AffantiC, 
Pacific and Indian oceans; this capaccty will become available 
in 1982.

Ships will be fitted with small dish aerials pointed at their 
nearest sateHite. This will enable them to send and receive 
telephone and Telex calls faster and more reliably than by the 
existing maritime radio services. The calls will be routed 
through the satellites to and from speccaUy equipped earth 
stations.

As announced in October 1980, British Telecom has placed 
a £2jM contract with Marconi Communication Systems for 
the supply and installation of aeriat and radio equipment at 
the Goonhilly earth station. Its 13'7 m diameter steerable dish 

aerial—the fifth for this busy site—will be locked onto 
INMARSAT’S Atlantic Ocean satellite. The access--ontrol 
and signalling equipment associated with the aerial will be 
supplied by the Digital Communications Corporation under 
a further contract worth some £2&M.

The Nordic agreement, which will run for ten years from 
the start of service, also provides for the British Telecom and 
Nordic aerials to be used by other countries for maritime 
communications via INMARSATS satellites. The four Nordic 
administrations and British Telecom have started joint 
marketing activities to persuade other European administra
tions to use these services and to share the resulting revenues. 
At the same time, joint negotiations are being held with 
administrations in the Far East likely to build aerials to work 
to INMARSATS Pacific Ocean satellite. If these talks are 
sucoessSul, British and European customers will be able to 
communicate with ships in all three major ocean areas by using 
a rapid and high-quality communications system in which 
costs to users will be kept to the minimum practicable level.

As also announced recentty, INMARSAT will lease 
capaccty in three different satellite systems. It is shortly to 
place contracts worth £75M with the European Space Agency 
(ESA), Internationa Telecommunication Satellite Organ - 
ization (INTELSAT) and the US Marisat Consortium of the 
USA for leases of satefiite capacity from 1982 to 1989.

The ESA will provide two dedicated satefiites, MARECS A 
and B, which are being built by a European consortium 
headed by British Aerospace and which include communica
tions packages from Marconi Space and Defence Systems. 
Later flights of INTELSAT V, the first of which was launched 
in December 1980, will also be provided to complete the first 
phase of the INMARSAT system.

At present only about 400 ships of the worlds’ merchant 
fleet are equipped for satellite communications. By the mid- 
19805, when ship-to-shore services by this means should be 
well established, it is expected that more than 2000 vessels 
will use the INMARSAT system.
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Victorian Telecommunications: An Historical
Discovery
J. C. DUNCANT

INTRODUCTION
A telephone cable that once formed part of a telephone line 
used by Queen Victoria almost a century ago was recently 
discovered at Windsor in Berkshire by British Post Office 
(BPO) engineers. A specimen length of this rare cable, unused 
since DOO, was donated to British Telecom Museum; another 
piece was sent to the laboratory of Thomas Bolton and Sons 
Ltd. for spectrographic examination. This article describes the 
finding of the cable, outlines the results of the speccrographic 
examination and relates how the chance discovery of some 
important historical documents revealed hitherto forgotten 
facts not only 'about this unusual cable, but also about 
Windsor’s telecommunications heritage.

THE CABLE
While carrying out underground cable survey work in the 
grounds of Windsor Castle, BPO engineers unexpectedly 
came across a cable marker partially obscured by bushes in 
the border of a lawn near the Royal apartments which Queen 
Victoria had once occupied. As the presence of a conduit or 
a cable was not indicated on the underground plant diagram 
for this particular area, an excavation was made to clarify 
the situation. At a depth of 600 mm, the engineers uncovered 
a flat diamond-patterned iron plate with raised lettering 
which, when cleaned, became legible as Post Office Telegraphs.

Furth«- digging around the edges of the plate revealed 
that it formed an integraa part of a buried iron-box. When 
the cover was removed, a cable insulated with gutta-percha 
was found laying at the bottom of the chamber. The cable, 
devoid of any externaa protective sheathing, consisted of 
4 wires, each separately covered with a coating of gutta- 
percha. The conductors had been twisted into a gentle helix 
along the cable’s length to keep them tightly together and in 
close formation. Surprisinglly, the gutta-percha gave the 
appearance of being a materiaa that would still function 
satisfactorily as an insulator; with continual bending, 
the leather-like substance exhibited a high degree of eeasticcty 
which displayed a firm grip on the metaa conductors.

Routed in a 50 mm diameter iron pipe, the cable passed 
through the jointing chamber in a continuous length. To 
locate the cable’s destination, an electrical device was used 
to induce an eleccric field into the 4-wire cable; the induced 
current wastthen intercepted by a receiving instrument. One 
end of the cable was traced to a brick-built chamber in a 
drive some 70 m away, and the other end to Frogmore House, 
a former residence of Queen Victoria’s married children.

The carriageway-type box was opened and 4 wires, the 
remnants of the gutta-percha cable, were found protruding 
from a hole in the waH adjacent to a buried polyethylene 
cable. In the dank atmosphere of the brick jointing-box the 
gutta-percha insulation had crazed, and much of it had parted 
from the wires. But, although a thick film of green copper 
carbonate had formed on the bare conductors, the gutta- 
percha in the cavity of the brick wall was still in a remarkably 
good state of preseevation.

An attempt was made to withdraw the cable from the iron 
pipe, but it could not be moved because sit had filled the 
bore. However a smaal portion of the cable was snipped off 
and despatched to the meta^urgicat department of Thomas

1 Reading Telephone Area

The cable and jointing chamber

Bolton and Sons Ltd. for spectrographic analysis to determine 
the percentage composition of the metals, and to ascertain 
whether the wire had been produced by this company, which 
had been manufacturers of electrical wire for telecommuni
cations purposes since Victorian times.

Gutta-Percha
The properties of gutta-percha, realized in 1843, created great 
interest among scientists. The gum from which gutta-percha is 
made derives from the bark of certain trees belonging to the 
sapotaceae species found in Malaysia and the Pacific Islands. 
The gum is extracted by tapping the bark or by boiling the 
leaves. Although gutta-percha is an isomer of rubber, its 
properties are unlike rubber. When the material is placed in 
boiling water, it becomes pliable, but on cooling, it reverts to 
its former tough leather-hke state.

Enterprising firms soon produced an amazing variety of 
articles from this resin. Some of these, such as tubing, 
machinery belts and lifebuoys, were strictly functional 
articles, but others, such as elaborate picture frames and 
inkstands, were ornamental. Gutta-percha shoe soles success
fully kept out the wet and were popular with the public. 
Today, gutta-percha has little commercial value but, interest
ingly, it is still used for the outer covering of golf balls.

The idea of adopting gutta-percha for cable insulation is 
said to have stemmed from a conversation between Michael 
Faraday and William Siemens, a German-born inventor who 
had made England his home. Apparently, Siemens, on 
Faraday’s recommendation, obtained a sample of the resin 
and sent it to his brother, Werner von Siemens, the founder 
of the Siemens and Halske engineering firm in Prussia, who 
was later to be credited with making the first practical use of 
the material for wire covering. Meanwhile, in England a 
2-mile trial length of wire covered in gutta-percha was laid in 
the Channel, in a large bight, with both ends at Folkestone 
harbour. One end was connected to the railway telegraph 
system, and the other end taken on board the Princess 
Clementine moored alongside the quay. Messages were 
passed from London to the ship via the cable, a distance of 
about 85 miles.

Although gutta-percha solved the need for effective insu
lation, the problem of providing outer protective sheathing 
on cables still remained. With the early cables, the gutta- 
percha coated conductors would be passed to a wire-rope 
maker to be lapped with hemp strings, coated with tar, and 
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wound helically with zinc-dipped iron wires. Despite the 
vulnerability of the gutta-percha to sharp nodules of spelter 
protruding from the roughly galvanized armouring wires, the 
cables proved reasonabiy successful.

Severaa methods of sheathing the insulation with a metallic 
covering were tried. On single-conductor telegraph cables, 
the problem was easiiy surmounted by the use of hydraulically 
pressed lead shetUhing, but on multi-core cables the task 
proved more difficult to resolve. Attempts were made to 
produce a lead-sheathed multi-wire cable, but were not 
fuccesfful. However, in December 1869, William Alfred 
Marshall, a telecommunications engineer of Middlesex, filed 
a patent that introduced a fresh approach to the problem.

The basis of Marshal’s method was to wrap the wires in 
cotton, or some other materaa, and to steep them in a vat of 
molten paraffin wax. Next, the wax-saturated conductors 
were drawn through long lengths of pre-formed lead tubing 
while air was simultaneously drawn out of the tubing bya 
vacuum process.

In 1870, a length of this cable was laid in Windsor Great 
Park for the Possaa Telegraph Authorities to provide a tele
graph link between Windsor Castle and Cumberland Lodge, 
a distance of nearly 3 miles. Unhappily for Marshall, the 
cable failed after a few months of service.

Electrolytic Refining of Copper
Initially, wire-drawing for telegraph lines was not considered 
an exact science, and little regard was given to fine limits: it 
was felt that, as long as the wire was made of copper, wire
drawing would not impair its rlectrical characteristics. It was 
not until the 18805 that William Preece, then Engineer-in- 
Chief of the BPO, approached the wire manufacturers, 
Thomas Bolton and Sons, on the subject of eleccrolytically 
refining the copper to improve its mechamcaa and electrical 
characteristics. In 1881, Thomas Bolton, following Elkingtons 
patent of 1865, installed an etectrolytic pilot-plant at his 
Widnes works; the following year he expanded his equipment 
to cater for the eeccrical industry’s growing demand for a 
grade of metaa of reliable confistrncy.

SPECTROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF THE 
CABLE
Thomas Bolton and Sons Ltd. to whom the piece of cable 
was passed for analysis, were able to confirm that, although 
the fact could not be verified, the company had probably 
been the original manufacturers of the cable. Boltons sub
jected 35 mg of each of the 4 conductors to total 
volatillization on a photographic speccrometer to ascertain 
by atomic absorption the chemical concentrates of the 
individual metal contents. Three of the conductors contained 
0-13% lead but, surprisingll/, the fourth conductor contained 
0-2%. The oxygen content was 0-08% in each conductor, 
and was distributed throughout the wires in the form of 
cuprous oxide.

The high oxygen content, as compared with modern-day 
electl•olytic tough-pitch copper having an oxygen level of 
between 00)2% and 0 05%, is explained by Bolton’s past 
method of casting. Previoussy, hand ladles were used in the 
casting of wire bars. The act of pouring molten metal into a 
mould caused oxygen to be absorbed in the process. In addi
tion, lead was drliberatrly added to prevent cracking during 
casting and, subsequuntty, in the process of hot and cold 
rolling. However this practice was discontinued in the early 
1920s, because lead precipitated a crystaaline structure in the 
copper that adversey affected its conductivity.

Impurities
Table 1 lists the main trace elements found in the copper 
wires; each of these played a significant role in determining

TABLE 1
List of Impurities found in the Copper Wires

Element Symbol
Less than 

(Parts per Million)

Aluminium Al 10
Antimony Sb 10

Arsenic As 11)
Bismuth Bi 3

Chromium Cr 5
Iron Fe 30

Manganese Mn 10
Phosphorous P Not detected

Silicon Si 10
Silver Ag 2

Sulphur S 20
Tellurium Te 10

Tin Sn 3

the attenuation characteristics of the wires. The high content of 
iron that was found could well be attributed to the wire
rolling operations.

Physical Characteristics
Microscopic examination of the conductors revealed some 
distortion in the face-centred cubic-lattice grain structure: 
the grains were elongated in the direction of rolling. But the 
grain-size diameter of the copper cables, 0-025 mm, was the 
same as that used in modern telecommunications systems. It 
is worth mentioning that, compared to conventional copper- 
wire cable, the cuprous oxide was distributed in a random 
fashion instead of being aligned in a compact orderly state 
and that the particles were ofa much larger size than expected. 
Generally, the wires were in a relatively soft condition with 
an ultimate tensile strength of 222 N/mm; on a 5 mm spnci- 
men, the elongation was 29%. Some slight variation in the 
wire diameters was apparent: it fluctuated between 1 -27 and 
1-28 mm. The gutta-percha insulation enveoping each wire 
had been extruded over the conductors in two layers of 
2-5 mm diameter to give a total thickness of 5 mm. (This 
process had been carried out by the Gutta Percha Company 
Of Silvertown, London.)

A CHANCE DISCOVERY
In November 1980, some minor roofing repairs were being 
carried out in the premises of a shop near Windsor Castle. 
Until 1912, the shop had belonged to the National Telephone 
Company Limited (NTC). The presem owners, aware of the 
building’s former importance, had taken a keen interest in its 
history, and this proved fortunate, for when the builders 
removed a section'of the roof that had been sealed off, they 
found scattered among the rafters remnants of NTC docu
ments covering the period 1894-1907.

Why these NTC documents were left in this attic will 
probably never be known. However, one possible explanation 
is that the garret was used as a clerical storeroom. Certainly, 
a roof de-rick to radiate wires across the town did exist; it is 
therefore possible that, although the attic was used regularly 
up to the time of its vacation in 1922, the papers were over
looked when the derrick was removedand theloft restructured.

The NTC documents comprised, among other things, 
letters, te1ephone accounts, workmen’s time-sheets and stores 
requisition books. Their condition varied: some were per
fectly preserved, but others had completely disintegrated. 
The reports of the former managers of the Windsor telephone 
district and the antiquated letter-books containing corre
spondence that had taken place between the NTC’s Windsor 
office and its administration centre at Reading proved to be 
a particularly rich source of information. By supplementing 
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these documents with information drawn from Windsor 
Castle’s archive, it became possible to trace the telecommuni
cations history of both Windsor and the Crown, and the 
reason for the installation of the gutta-percha cable.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
Cooke and Wheatstone invented their electric telegraph in 
1837. By 1842, 17 miles of telegraph route had been con
structed along the railway line between Paddington and 
Slough; yet 7 more years passed before the wires were 
extended to Windsor. Vehement opposition to the railways 
by the Crown and by Eton College was the reason for the 
delay. EventuaUy, in 1849, the railway, and with it theebccric 
telegraph line, was extended to Windsor.

But, for the Eleccric Telegraph Company, who had nurtured 
the idea of a Royaa appointment to supply a telegraph line to 
the Castle, it was a bitter disappointment, because the Crown 
continued to use the public telegraph office for the next 
5 years. However, with the coming of the Crimean war in 
1854 the Crown changed its mind. Telegraph messages, 
lengthy military despatches and news of the war flooded the 
public telegraph rooms at Windsor and hindered other state 
business. Faced with long delays in the office, the Queen 
ordered her own telegraph instrument, which was duly 
installed in November 185-4.

THE TELEPHONE
No record of telecommunications activity in Windsor Castle 
is to be found in the archives for the period after 1855 until 
the telephone made its appearance in 1878.

The telephone was introduced in Britain in July 1877, 
when W. H. Preece brought over the first pair of telephones 
from America. At Osborne House, Isle of Wight, on the 
evenmg of 14 January 1878, less than two years after he had 
patented the telephone, Bel demonstrated the use of the 
telephone to Queen Victoria. The Queen, writing in her 
journal, noted that “‘it is rather faint, and one must hold the 
tube close to one’s ear”. After the demonstration, the Keeper 

of the Privy Purse, Sir Thomas Biddulph, wrote to Bell to 
tell him that the Queen would like to purchase the two 
instruments used in the demonstration at Osborne House. In 
reply, Bel offered to “make a set of telephones expressly for 
Her Majesty’s use”. Presumably this was done, for there was 
no further correspondence with Bell, and certainly no indi
cation that he was responsible for the installation of tele
phones at Windsor. However the Lord Chamberlain’s report 
of expenditure for 1878 does list “a telephone for Windsor 
Castle”, and, in the following year, further spending for the 
installation of telephones is recorded.

In 1882, three telephones were hired from the United 
Telephone Company (UTC), but subsequently removed 
because the rental charged for them was considered to be 
too exorbitant. However, before this was done, 6 telephones 
were purchased in December 1883 from Taskers, a firm 
based in Sheffield.

The Queen had expressed a desire to have a telephone link 
between the Castle and Frogmore House, the occasional 
residence of her married children. This meant that, when the 
Court was not in residence at the Castle, telephone communi
cation could be made with the Queen while she was visiting 
her children. In December 1883, the superintending engineer 
of the General Post Office issued instructions for the laying 
of a 50 mm diameter iron pipe and a 4-wire gutta-percha 
cable from Frogmore House to the Castle, a distance of 
1138 m. In March 1900, the line was abandoned when the 
NTC laid a 7-pair 0-9 mm cable in a 76 mm diameter iron 
pipe to Frogmore House.
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Problems with a River Crossing
K. G. TALLYN and T. D. GRINDRODT

While a 4-way junction duct route was being laid along the 
A3054 road between Newport and Ryde on the Isle of Wight, 
two interesting problems wereencountered. At Wootton, which 
is halfway between Newport and Ryde, the main road crosses 
a waterway at Wootton Bridge. On the north side of the water
way there is a tidal creek that is subject to tides ofup to 3'6 m 
high; on the south side of it there is a freshwater boating lake 
that is fed by streams and retained by !uice gates built onto 
the side of the bridge. The width of the creek and bridge is 
28 m; wesswards, the lake extends a further 100 m. The bridge 
is in effect a dam, for the lake was originally created to serve 
a watermiil, long since demolished (see Fig. 1).

Fig. l—Plan of the area1 PortsmouUh Telephone Area
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The first problem, already foreseen, was how to lay the duct 
over the waterway. The bridge could not accommodate the 
four duct ways within its structure, as too much plant belong
ing to other services was already buried under the highway 
surface of the bridge. The Highway Authorities had long-term 
plans to rebuild the bridge, but the realization of these plans 
was too distant to enable the British Post Office (BPO) to meet 
the rapid growth in circuits that was required. Since the 
north side of the bridge was free of fixtures, it was decided to 
attach standard BPO 100 mm diameter steel ducts supported 
by unistrut brackets to that side and to use 100 mm stainless 
steel expansion bolts for fixing the bearers to the bridge face. 
The ducts would then be kept in place by saddle clamps, and 
all fittings would be nylon coated to prevent sea-water corro- 
sion.

The actual work proceeded very quickly, as the contractor 
was fortunate in being able to work during a spring-tide period 
when low water lasted for longer than average. In order to 
maintaiii the formation and to protect the shores from erosion 
the ducts were boxed in concrete at the points where they left 
the shore; all bearers and brackets were fitted in one day.

Work on the agreed duct route under the old road west of 
the bridge progressed steadily until a workman neaidy lost his 
road drill in a hole which appeared some 50-75 mm below the 
road surface near the old mill site. An investigation revealed 
that the workman had uncovered the old mill-race culvert 
which the Highway authorities believed had been completely 
filled in. The lake-end of the culvert had been seated off, but 
at the point where the hole was situated the culvert was 3-5 m 
deep and 12 m wide, with a domed roof built of bricks. 
Although the seaward end had also been seated off, sea water 
leaked in at high tide and rose very neariy to the roof of the 
culvert.

DUCTS

REINFORCED 
CONCRETE

SURFACE

12-J rn

CONCRETE - 
BLOCK PIER

EXISTING
BRICK 7 
WORK

Fig. Z—Crossing the culvert

NTCRlOCKINGSTCCL 
SHEET PILING

Quite a large section of the culvert roof would have had to 
be removed to provide reasonable depth of cover over the new 
ducts; but the real problem was how to support the duct nest 
and the road surface. To fill the culvert with rubble and/or 
concrete would have been too expensive, as the concrete would 
have required a considerable amount of shuttering which 
would eventually be abandoned.

The BPO Works Supervisor, therefore, decided to build piers 
made from concrete building blocks to support the interlocking 
sheet-steel piling. The relatively small gaps to the north and 
to the south were filled with timber shuttering, and the steel 
ducts then laid in reinforced mass concrete (see Fig. 2). The 
road surface was reinstated in the normal way; conventional 
duct laying was then resumed.

The International Telecommunications Energy
Conference

The third Internationaa Telecommunications Energy Confer
ence (INTELEC l981)isto beheld at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, 
London, W.2 from 19-21 May 1981. The conference is being 
organized by the Electronics and Powe Division of the 
Institution of Elecl'ical Engineers in assoccation with the 
Institution of Post Office Etectrteai Engineers (IPOEE) and 
other professonal institutions.

The conference, which will be opened by Mr. P. Bention, 
Managing Director (Telecommunications) of the British 
Post Office (BPO), will discuss 65 papers, presented by authors 
from 15 different countries, covering a wide range of topics 
including:

AC and DC telecommunications power plant;
DC - DC converters and inverters;
uninterruptable power supplies;
energy conservation and building environmenn;
solar and wind power;
power distribution and economics;
power system reliability.

Synopses of 5o‘me papers were published in ‘the February 
1981 issue of Communications International.

An exhibition ofmanufacturers’ equipment and components 
will be associated with the conference with 30 companies, 
including the BPO, being represented.

Social functions for delegates will take place on 2 evenings 
during the conference and a social programme for ladies 
accompanying delegates has been arranged for the first 2 days 
of the conference.

Copies of the conference programme and registration and 
hotel booking forms can be obtained from the INTELEC 
I981 Secretariat, Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy 
Place, London WC2R OBL.

On the evening before the conference (Monday, 18 May) 
Mr. N. Osifchin, Director ofBell Buildingand Energy Systems 
Laboratory in the USA, will give a lecture to the London 
Centre of the IPOEE entitled Management and Design for 
Energy Conservation in the Be// System. This lecture, which 
will be given in the Lecture Theatre at the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, will be preceded by the 
Annual General Meeting of the IPOEE commencing at 17.00 
hours. Delegates to INTELEC 1981 are invited to attend 
this lecture, which should provide an interesting appetizer 
to the conference.

D. A. Spurgin
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The British Post Office External Students’ Scheme 
for Technical Education
D. C. YOUNGT

UDC 373.63

This article describes the philosophy behind the design of learning packages for use by British Post Office 
(BPO) students undertaking tedhncal educcaion who are unable to attend college-based courses. These 
learning packages continue BPO tradition ofproviding correspondence courses for home study, and their 
introduction coincides with the change from courses organized by the City and Guilds of London Institute 
to those organized by the Technician Educaition Council and the Scottish Technical Education Council.

INTRODUCTION
For many years the British Post Office (BPO) has published 
and distributed correspondence courses covering technical 
subjects; in fact, such courses were in existence with the 
National Telephone Company when it was taken over by the 
BPO in 1912. From 1931 onwards (apart from a break during 
the second world war), the BPO has provided correspondence 
courses to assist students who are unable to attend college
based classes to receive technical education.

These correspondence courses cover the courses of the City 
and Guilds of London Institute and provide valuable asssst- 
ance to the distance learner and, within the resources avail
able, have allowed many students to pass the appropriate 
examinations (see Fig. 1). Since 1945, a staff of full-time 
authors and editors and part-time tutors has catered annually 
for some 2500 students averaging l -6 courses per student and 
has also provided relevant technical education on selected 
topics.

In September 1980, 5123 learning packages were distributed 
covering Technician Education Council (TEC) and Scottish 
Technical Education Council (SCOTEC) courses. These 
learning packages are a new type of seef-contained corre
spondence course which has been designed to meet the 
requirements of the TEC courses. A whole range of course 
materiaa has been written, together with the operational 
requirements of the new scheme; the scheme has been en
titled the British Post Office Externd Students Scheme. The

T Telecommunications Personnel Department, Telecommunica
tions Headquarters

philosophy behind the TEC courses has been previously 
described in the Journal* .

The subjects available are TEC units in Mathematics 1, 
Physical Science 1, Line and Customer Apparatus I, Tele
communications Systems I, Electrical Drawing 1, Telephone 
Switching Systems II, Lines 11, Transmission Systems 11, and 
General and Communication Studies A and SCOTEC units 
in Telecommunications Systems 1, Mathematics Mil and 
Electrical Engineering Principles 1.

HISTORY OF THE SCHEME
The setting-up of the Technician Education Council in 1973 
and the Council’s policy statemem on the proposed coverage 
of an external students’ scheme, triggered off a new appraisal 
by the BPO of its existing scheme of correspondence courses. 
When it was subsequent discovered that the TEC did not 
have the immediate resources to take over the BPO’s heavy 
existing commitments, it was decided to remodel the existing 
course dessgn and to make use of the latest educational and 
communication technology to cover level 1 units of the new 
TEC certificate programme.

At this stage, a 20-man working party under the chairman
ship of Professor G. Holister of the Open University was 
formed as a joint venture between the TEC and the BPO to 
deveeop a packaged learning course for the subject of Tele
communications Systems I. The working party consisted of 
7 technical-college lecturers, 6 BPO authors and representa
tives, and one member of the Council for Educational 
Technology. This team has now been disbanded.

The first independency-produced packaged learning course 
(for Line and Customer Apparatus I) was designed, written 
and published by the Vocational Training Division of the 
BPO. Many new ideas in pi•esentation were incorporated in 
meeting the need to cover the new TEC learning objective 
syllabus. The courses in Telecommunications Systems I and 
Line and Customer Apparatus I were followed by a course in 
Electrical Drawing 1 and all 3 courses were introduced for the 
1978-79 academic year.

OBJECTIVES OF THE SCHEME
Primarily, the External Students’ Scheme is aimed at students 
who cannot, for valid reasons, attend a technical college in 
the normal way. It may be that the student is ill or has 
domestic circumstances which prevent him from attending 
college or that the nearest suitable college is too far away for 
him to travel there. Whatever the reason, the BPO is anxious

* Blakey, H. and Stagg, B. The Technician Education Council. 
POEEJ, Vol. 70, p. 219, Jan. 1978.
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Fig. 2—Aaademic performances on BPO-tutored external student 
scheme 1978-79

to ensure that such students are not placed at a disadvantage 
compared with students who are able to attend college-based 
courses. The validation exercises which were carried out on 
the Telecommunications Systems I and the Line and Custo
mer Apparatus I packaged learning courses suggest that this 
objective has been attained (see Fig. 2).

Comparison of the Schemes
An appraisement analysis of the performance of college-based 
(so-called internal) students has identified the following 
parameters :

(a) the average annua success rate, in terms of the number 
of students obtaining pass and pass-wiih-merit certificates at 
various levels,

(b) the average drop-out rate, in terms of the number of 
students who fail to complete a course, .

(c) the availability of tuition on relevant course syllabuses,
(d) the magnitude of course fees,
(9) the uniformity of course levels, and
(f) the avaiiabiiity of performance monitoring.

Objectives of the External Students' Scheme
The objectives of the Extenúa Students’ Scheme can be 
identified as follows:

(a) to achieve the same annual success rate as the Internaa 
Students’ Scheme,

(b) to keep the drop-out rate to a minimum and, if possible, 
to ensure that it is not higher than that of the interna students’ 
scheme,

(c) to ensure that tuition is available, on relevant course 
syllabuses, to all students who are unable to study as internaa 
students,

(d) to ensure that the fees charged to external students are 
not more than those charged at colleges to interna students,

(e) to ensure that the correct leve of student attainment is 
achieved, and

(f) to ensure that facilites are provided for monitoring 
performances.

OBJECTIVES AGREED WITH THE TECHNICIAN 
EDUCATION COUNCIL
Agreement was reached between the BPO and the TEC that 
the BPO would

(a) provide packaged learning material for use on level 1 
courses,

(b) establish a network of participating colleges and tutor's, 
and

(0) provide administrative support.

PROCEDURES
In TEC terminology, the BPO external students’ scheme is 
called a collaborative scheme, in which the BPO acts as the 
exporting college and the participating colleges act as importing 
colleges. In practice, this results in the BPO writing, publishing 
and distributing the learning packages and in the participating 
colleges tutoring the students. In addition to the college tutors, 
there is a substantial back-up facility provided by the BPO in 
that it provides its own industrial tutors to cover the specialist 
units and to provide a truly national coverage.

The role of the educational technologist is an important 
consideration in the initial setting-up of distance-learning 
schemes. In retrospection, the role of the educational tech
nologist can best be described as an adviser to the manage
ment team. The technologist has a catalytic effect on the 
development of the scheme: his presence allows many dormant 
but fruitful ideas to be introduced. The manager of a new 
scheme, however, has a different role; he has to co-ordinate 
the management team and achieve the scheme’s objectives 
by taking a practical and balanced view of all the 
considerations involved (for example, employers’ educational 
policy, finance, printing and publishing resources, and staff 
motivation).

ASSESSMENT
The External Students’ Scheme has an important assessment 
feature. Students are assessed internally by means of in-course 
tests and an end-of-course test. In the overall assessment, 
these are weighted 60% and 40% respectiveey. Successful 
students who obtain a pass or a pass-with-merit are awarded 
records of success (subject to internal and external moder
ation). The record of success is valid for entry into the next 
level of the appropriate TEC subject and the student may 
transfer to a college-based course if one is available.

External students do not have to travel to a college to sit 
examinations of either type, in-course or end-of-course. 
Facilities are available for the tests to be taken at BPO 
centres near to the student’s place of work, under the control 
of a BPO invigilator.

DESIGN OF PACKAGED LEARNING COURSES
What comprises a packaged learning course? It is learning 
material that includes everything the student needs to help 
him to pass the course, packed into an attractive binder. 
Along with a well-presented text, the learning material 
includes instructions on its use and self-as-e-smrnt questions 
to allow the student to monitor his own progress. Some of 
the packages include audio cassettes, and it is planned to 
introduce them into all the packaged learning courses.

The des-gn of the Line and Customer Apparatus I course 
is related to:

(a) The audience The package material must communi
cate effectively with the particular audience (the student) and 
has to motivate him properly.

(b) The mode of study The design must take into 
account the students’ environmental features produced by the 
mode of study. The package and the scheme have to overcome 
the factors that prevent the student from attending a college.

(c) The expected learning behaviour of the student The 
package material has to cover fully the requirements of 
the syllabus learning objectives. The correct level must be 
achieved.

Existing students studying the BPO correspondence courses 
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for the City and Guilds of London Institute examinations 
receive 14 or 15 lessons throughout the year which amount 
to a large quantity of paper that has to be read. Students 
receiving the new learning packages receive 3 packages provid
ing a total of approximately 50 segments or lessons. Each 
segment contains about 500 words and represents approxi
mately 1 h of reading for the student. Segments usually cover 
teaciting points and only the specific telecommunications 
principles as outlined by the specífic learning objectives. Five 
or six segments constitute a section.

The BPO external students’ scheme is, however, much more 
than a collection of learning packages. It consists of an 
experienced, well-trained team of authors, editors, tutors, 
iinvigilators, training officers and publishers (illustrators, 
printers and distributors). The scheme, using procedures 
acceptable to the TEC, was set up after additional consul
tation with the technical colleges at a conference in 1978. It 
was obvious from the start that the existing organization 
would provide the ideal administrative basis for the new 
scheme.

An important part of the scheme is the way in which 
learning material is presented to the student. In designing the 
Line and Customer Apparatus I course, the learning packages 
are personalized so that the student feels that he is in touch 
with real people and not just a machine. For example, the 
editor sígns his name, the student is addressed as “‘Diear 
Studein” and the authors write in the first person. There is 
plenty of student participation built into the course and the 
planned use of situation audio cassette tapes provide an 
additional human touch, which is afi important to the isolated 
student. As an experiment, cartoons have been used in the 
early part of the course so that the student is introduced to 
the technical subject matter in easy stages.

One of the many new features of the scheme is the face
to-face tutorials. BPO students may, if required, be allowed 
up to 20h of absence from their official duties to attend 
tutorials for remedial action.

The learning packages have been given a distinctive logo 
so that students soon readily identify the learning packages 
and assocíated material.

Distance learning schemes such as the External Students’ 
Scheme are classified under the heading of open learning 
systems. J. Coffey of the Council of Educationaa Technology 
defines the term open learning system as “one in which the 
restrictions placed on students are under constant review and 
removed wherever poss^le”. The External Students’ Scheme 
is designcd to provide the student with more opportunities 
to learn and to remove some of the conventional admini
strative and educational constraints.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO A SUCCESSFUL 
SCHEME
As already stated, the BPO External Students’ Scheme has 
introduced many new dessgn features into the new packaged 
learning courses and procedures. Which factors make the 
greatest contribution to the overall success of the scheme? 
Some work has been done on this aspect, but obviously the 
opportunity to use control groups and to obtain the necessary 
statistics is limited at this stage.

Many of the factors involved may be treated as hygiene 
ones (for example, presentation of written learning mater!, 
provision of audio cassettes, film strips and overlays) in that 
failure to maintain them results in a fall in overaH system 
performance.

The main contribution to the positive motivation of the 
external student is the provision of a degree of validated in
course assessment in addition to terminal examinations 
leading to a recognized award. Thus, if a scheme incorporates 
2 or 3 in-course assessments in addition to the terminal 
examination, the student drop-out rate will be lower and the 
overall system performance increased.

This view is supported by M. Guggenheim and P. Lazenby 
of the Faculty of Education at Huddersfield Polytechnic in 
an article on Microcomputer Management Learning in the 
Vocational Aspects of Education.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
In order to launch the scheme and provide the necessary 
administrative support, handbooks have been produced for 
training officers and for the authorized participating colleges. 
These handbooks contain the scheme objectives, schedules of 
procedures, programmes and the TEC submission document. 
A series of seminars has been conducted with those officers, 
such as Area Training Officers, who are immediately involved 
with the scheme. Special stationery has been designed and 
published and the opportunity has been taken to provide a 
much-needed rationalization of the forms used to administer 
technical education.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Short-term plans cover the provision of packaged learning 
courses at level 2 and 3 of the TEC certificate programme. 
Table 1 shows the current TEC certificate programme matrix 
and Table 2 shows the proposed revision of the matrix. 
Development work is continuing on external student schemes 
and long-term plans envisage computer applications and also 
the use of viewdata services, such as the BPO Prestel service.

TEC Certificate Programme Matrix
TABLE 1

Mathematics 
I

Physical
Science I

Line and 
Customer 
Apparatus I

Telecom
munications
Systems I

Electrical
Drawing I

Mathematics 
II

Electrical
Principles 

II
Electronics 

U

Transmission 
Systems III-

General and 
Communi
cations 
Studies A

Radio 
Systems IIf 
or 
Telephone 

Switching 
Systems IIT 
or 
LinesIIt

Digital 
Techniques 
mt Electrical

Principles 
III

Electronics 
Ill

Telephone 
Switching 
Systems III 
or 
Radio 
Systems III 
or 
Lines TH

General and 
Communi
cations 
Studies B

Transmission 
Systems 1111

1 half-unit

TABLE 2
Proposed ReVÎSÎon of TEC Certificate Programme

Mathematics 
I

Physical 
Science I

Line and 
Customer 
Apparatus I 
or 
Industrial 
Skills and 
Practice

Telecom
munications
Systems I

Micro - 
Electronics IT

General and 
Communi
cation 
Studiesf

Mathematics 
II

Electrical and 
Electronic

Transmission 
Systems HT

M icro- 
electronics

II

Lines UTT 
or
Radio H+ 
or
Telephone 
Switching 
Systems IIT

General 
and 
Communi
cation 
Studies

Electronics 
III

Electrical
Principles 

III

Digital
Techniques 

nt

Lines III 
or
Radio HI 
or
Telephone 
Switching
Systems III

General and 
Communi
cation 
StudiesTransmission 

Systems 
III

Digital 
Techniques 

Hit
T half-unit
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CONCLUSIONS
Harrogate, the long-established printing and publishing 
centre for the existing correspondence courses, plays a large 
part in the new scheme. In addition to printing, publishing 
and distributing packaged learning courses, the centre also 
provides the Training and Education Policy Division with an 
on-demand ttatistital service. (See Table 3.)

There may be cases where colleges insist on a minimum 
number of students before they will establish a tutorial 
group; in cases where it is not possible to meet this minimum 
figure, students will be enrolled with Harrogate and will be 
tutored by BPO tutors.

Students under the care of college or BPO (industrial) 
tutors receive the same care, attention and expert advice. 
Internaa moderation of the BPO tutoring scheme is carried out 
by the Training and Education Policy Division and external 
moderation by the TEC and SCOTEC. Training and Edu
cation Policy Division also deal with special cases and appeals 
and monitor overaH progress of the scheme.

Does the BPO get value for money? The economics of the 
new scheme show that it will prove favourable to the BPO. 
A much improved pass rate is envisaged, coupled with the 
fact that the scheme is operated on a marginal cost basis and 
the expected college fees should be no more than normal 
evening class fees.

Guildford Education Services, in a report on a preliminary 
survey on the educational effectiveness of the Post Office 
Telecommunications scheme concludes that, allowing for 

certain survey constraints, the scheme is educationally 
effective.

Example of Trattini ngStatistics
TABLE 3

Phase
T'est 1

Phase
Test 2

Phase
Test 3

End - of 
Unit 
Test

Overall
Assess
ment

Sample Number 200 200 100 200 175

Range 4634-1007“ 
(54 %)

31 %-97% 
(66%)

15%-90% 
(75%)

20%-92%. 
(72%)

2799-92% 
(65%)

Mean 89-4% 70-3% 55-6% 62-5% 68’4%
Median 9202°/o 71-0% - 63-0% 70-0%
Made 97-8% 74 0% 60%- 

65-0%
«9-0% 79-09/;

Standard 
Deviation 
(Sample)

10-4 13-1 15-5 12-9 11-9

Standard 
Deviation 
(Population)

10-4 13-1 15-6 12-9 12-0

Skew — 0-75 — 0-2 - —0 04 — 0-4

Standard Error 
of the Mean

0-7 0-9 1-6 0-9 0-9

Population Mean 
(95% Levee of 
Confidence)

88 0%- 
90-8%

68-5%- 
72-1%

52-4%- 
58-8%

60-7%- 
64-3%

66-6%-
70-2%

Population Mean 
(Weighted)

17-6
18-2

13-8
14-4

10-4
11-8

24-4
25-6

66-6
70-3-

The Institution of Posit Office Electrical Engineers:
London Centre-Past and Present
K. W. STOATE, B.SC., C.ENG., M.I.E.E.T

INTRODUCTION
In May 1905 there was a meeting of senior officers of the 
British Post Office (BPO) Engineering Department to con
sider the formation of an Institution of Engineers in the Post 
Office. The proposal put before the meeting was:

For some considerable time past there has been a strong 
feeling on the part of Elnttùcal Engineers in the Post 
Ofirce service that the great developments in every branch 
of Telegraph and Telephone Engineering, and the increas
ing responsibilities of their position, justifies the form
ation of a new organization which would enable them by 
the exchange of opinion to keep abreast of the rapid 
progress in the various disciplines devetopments.
After due consideration it was decided to esiabiiih an 

organization to be known as The Institution of Poss Office 
EbePmca Engineers (IPOEE).

T Mr. SîgoIi was Vice-Chairman of the London Centre of the 
IPOEE from 1978 to 1980.

On 7 December 1905, the Government Treasury Depart
ment gave an initial sum of £500 toward the setting up of the 
IPOEE, and they gave an undertaking to provide £250 
annually towards the operating costs.

On 6th July 1906, the IPOEE was formally inaugurated; 
its first President was Sir John Gavey, who was the Engineer
in-Chief of the Post Office Engineering Department from 
1902-1907.

At its inception, the IPOEE consisted of the London Centre, 
known as the Metropolitan Centre, and 13 provincial centres. 
The Metropolitan Centre included the Engineer-in-Chief’s 
Office and the metropolitan districts; among the provincial 
centres was one for Southern Ireland. The headquarters of 
the IPOEE was at No. 8 King Edward Street. Membership 
was restricted to all ranks above and including Inspector; 
Semor Clerks were also included.

The first Chairman of the London Centre was Mr. J. W. 
Woods. The lectures presented during the first year included: 
Telephone Taansmission, by J. G. Hill; Eleccric Wave Propa-
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Fig. l —Sir John Gavey (First President of the IPOEE)

gation, by J. E. Taylor; Post Oflfce Telegraph, by J. S. Brown; 
and Trunk System SignaHing Telegraph, by M. McIlroys. All 
lectures were held at King Edward Street.

The London Centre also provided o library service, which 
was available to IPOEE members in the rest of the country. 
Also, visits were organized to places of interest.

ASSOCIATION WITH THE IEE
No desorippton of any part of the IPOEE activities would be 
complete without mention of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers (IEE). The founding of this great professional 
Institution was started by telegraph engineers in May 1871; 
at that time, it was known as the Society of Telegraph Engi
neers. It was one of a large number of learned societies formed 
in the NStti and 19th centuries. The sister Institutions that had 
been formed earlier in the century were the Indtution of Civil 
Engineers in 1818, and the Institution of Mechatucal Engineers 
in 1847. The name Society of Telegraph Engineers continued 
until 1888 when, in view of the ever widening scope of the 
Society to include power generation and allied subjects, the 
name was changed to the Institution of Elrctrical Engineers.

From the very start of the IEE there has been the closest 
ties between BPO Engineers and the IEE; many BPO Engi
neers are of course members of this professional body.

In June 1910, the headquarters of the IEE moved into the 
well-known site at Savoy Place, London, and has remained 
there ever since, although the building has been considerably 
altered both externally and internally.

In 1922, the London Centre of the IPOEE started to hold 
some of its lecture meetings at the IEE building at Savoy 
Place, and this arrangement with the IEE has continued until 
the present day.

The IEE building at Savoy Place is shown in Fig. 2, and 
Fig. 3 shows the IEE main lecture theatre, which is con
sidered one of the best appointed in London.
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Fig. 2—The IEE building, Savoy Place, London 
Photograph: Institution of Electrical Engineers

Fig. 3—The IEE main lecture theatre
Photograph: Institution of Electrical Engineers

GROWTH OF THE LONDON CENTRE 
1906-1919
It is very interesting to note that a scan through the consider
able number of documents and minutes of the period has 
revealed that our predecessors considered they were in o fast 
advancing technology and that telephone systems were in a 
constant state of development.

The period before the outbreak of the first world-war 
(1914-1918) sow the London Centre gain in status and 
popularity. Seven or eight papers o year were read, ond the 
membership increased from approximotely 450 in 1906, to 
800 by 1914.

Another noteworthy event which reflected on all sections 
of the IPOEE wos the first publication, in 1908, of the Post 
Office Electt■tcal Engineers’ Journal, which was published, as 
now, on a quorterly bosis. In the first year of publication, the 
JournoO contained a totol of some 40 major articles. The 
publishing of the JoumaO gave a decided impetus to the 
prestige of the IPOEE, and this wos most noticeable ot 
Heodquarters (that is, in the Metropolitan Sectton).
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The development of the London Centre was impeded 
during the period of the first world-war; papers were still 
read, but they were fewer in number. The number of members 
dropped, and in 1919 was approximately 700.

1920-1939
In the period between the two world-wars the London Centre 
continued to grow. One important change was the splitting of 
lectures into two classes: formal and informal. The formal 
lectures were heed at the IEE Savoy Place, and the informal 
lectures were held in Post Office buildings; for example, at 
Waterloo Bridge House. The purpose of the informal meetings 
was to encourage discussion in a friendly and familiar atmo- 
sphere, as distinct from the rather awe-inspiring atmosphere 
of the IEE lecture hall.

By 1935, the membership of the London Centre had grown 
to 2040; the library contained 1000 books; and 11 technical 
periodicals were on circulation to members. As examples of 
the activities of the London Centre during this period, the 
programmes of formal and informal lectures for 1935-36 are 
given in Tables 1 and 2 respective^.

During 1935-36, visits were made to The Royal Arsenal, 
Woolwich; The National Physicaa Laboratory; and The 
Pyrene Company Ltd.

TABLE 1
Formal Meetings 1935-1936

Subject Lecturer

Ext-rnal plant layout for 
automatic exchange convers
ions in the City of London

L. Meek

Ultra-short-wave radio 
telephone circuits

D. A. Thorn, bsc (enG). and 
HI. T. Mitchell, a.m.i.e.e.

Broadcast interference J. Neale

Some practical aspects of 
telephone conduit and 
manhole conssruction

C. F. Thomas and A. T. Soons

Maintenance, use and 
development of motor 
transport

R. T. Robinson, a.m.i.e.e.

Recent developments in unit 
automatic exchanges

B. Winch, a.m.i.e.e. and
C. G. Gran~

Laying submarine cables Messrs. Siemens, Bros. & Co. Ltd.

TABLE 2
Informal Meetings 1935-36

Subject Lecturer

Power work in the London 
Engineering District

H. W. Fulcher, m.i.e.e.

Basic principles underlying 
carrier telephone practice

C. E. Palmer-Jones

Private teleprinter-circuits T. G. London, a.m. ins. be.

The case for aerial cable R. MacWhirter, B.sc., a.m.i.e.e.

The deve-opment of picture 
transmission from mobile 
transmitting-apparatus

J. Stratton, a.c.g.f.c., a.m.i.e.e.

Some notes on the provision 
and layout of automatic 
exchanges

A. W. Webb

1939-45
During the second world-war there was a considerable re
duction in the activités and facilities provided by the London 
Centre. No meetings were held in the 19359—40 and 1940—41 
sessions. However from 19^41—42 until the end of the war an 
increasing number of meetings occurred each year, and in 
1944—45 6 formal and 6 informal meetings were held, which 
were up to peacetime standards.

ASSOCIATE SECTION
No history of the London Centre or of the national IPOEE 
can be complete without mention of the Associate Section, 
or Junior Seccion as it was called when first established on 
23rd May 1132; the first Pressdent of the Junior Section was 
Mr. C. W. Brown.

The formation of the Junior Section was almost entirely 
due to the imagination and energy of Mr. E. Gomersall, who 
was Chairman of the London Centre in 1931-1932. The initial 
membership was 500, which included all grades of workmen 
and youths-in-training. The Junior Section ran its own meet
ings and visits, and members also enjoyed the facilities of the 
main IPOEE library. There was an annual subscription of2/6d.

The Junior Section pursued the same objects as its senior 
partner in fostering interest, promoting communication and 
disseminating knowledge relating to developments in tech
nology; it fostered discussson and debate on Technical 
Instructions Workmens’ Pamphlets; it gave prizes for the 
best written papers, as well as encouraging members to take 
part in the main IPOEE essay competition. Other centres 
quickly set up Junior Sections following the example of the 
London Section.

The name of the Junior Section was changed in the late 30’s 
to the Assoccale Section, and its senior partner was termed 
the Senior Section.

A considerable reduction in the activities of the Associate 
Section occurred during the period of the second world-war. 
After the war, personal interest by Senior Section members 
stimulated interest in the affairs of the Associate Section and 
the membership increased to 2480 in the 1949-50 sessson and, 
by 1956, had increased to over 4000.

At the present time, the Associate Section is structured in 
two parts: the London Postal section, which has a member
ship of 350; and the London Telecommunications section, 
which has a membership of 7500. The Associate Section is 
managed by a committee consisting of a Chairman from each 
of the 14 area groups, which include the International Tele
phone Area, London Test Section and Regional Headquarters. 
The Associate Section produces its own Journal, called New 
Quarterly Journal. Officers are appointed to liasse with the 
Senior Section; at present, the Associate Section Liaison 
Officers are Mr. N. Bell from the LTR and Mr. E. Clark from 
the LPR. Each May, the activities of the Associate Section 
are reviewed at Conference, at which reports are given from 
such people as the Senior Quiz-Organizer, the Visits Secretary, 
the Librarian and the Treasurer.

The conference activities are concluded with a dinner in 
honour of Mr. C. W. Brown, the first Pressdent of the Junior 
Section; at the dinner, awards are presented by the President. 
Without doubt, the development of the Associate Section of 
the London Centre has achieved a status that lives up to the 
dreams of its instigator, Mr. E. Gomersall.

THE PRESENT LONDON CENTRE
ORGANIZATION
Since 1945, the London Centre has slowly developed, and 
facts about its present working are given below.

The London Centre is managed by a committee headed by 
a Chairman and Vice-Chairman. These two officers are 
appointed by the President of the IPOEE and serve for two 
years; to maintain continuity of management, the appoint
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ments overlap by one year. A list of past Chairmen and Vice
Chairmen of the London Centre from 1926 is given in the 
appendix.

The other officers of the committee, who are selected by 
ballot and serve for two years, include:

(a) a Seccetary,
(1) an Assistant Secretary,
(c) one member from salary bands 1-8 in THQ and the 

LTR,
(d) one member from sabry bands 9 and 10 in THQ,
(e) one member from saUry bands 9 and 10 in the LTR or 

the LPR,
(f) one member from the Executive Engineer (EE) grade 

in THQ,
(g) one member from EEs in the LTR or the LPR,
(h) two members from the Assistant Executive Engineer 

(AEE) and the Inspector grades in THQ,
(i) one member from AEEs, in the LTR or the LPR,
(j) one member from Inspectors in the LTR or the LPR, 

and
(h) one member from the Draughtsman and Illustrators 

grades.
From time-to-time, as a need arises, members are co-opted 

to serve on the committee.
The membership for the year ending April 1980 was 4984 

and consisted of 3462 from THQ and 1522 from the London 
Telecommunication and Possaa Regions.

Facilities Provided by the London Centre
The main function of the London Centre is to provide a 
series of lectures at a suitable leccure theatre (usuaHy at the 
IEE, Savoy Place) on subjects of interest in communication 
technology. Other facilities available to members are

(a) visits to places of interest (for example, Air-Traffic 
Control, West Drayton, and the Ford Motor Works at 
Dagenham),

(b) the use of library facilities, and
(c) the opportunity to receive periodical publications 

which are on circulation to members.
In 1979-80 the London Centre arranged 10 lectures; 340 

people took part in 20 visits; the library contained 2500 books; 
and 15 periodicals were in circulation.

In 1978 it was decided to cease the distinction between 
formal and inform! lectures; all lectures now have the same 
status and are held at the IEE, Savoy Place.

In recent years, there has been a central theme running 
through each year’s lectures. In the year 1979—1980, the theme 
was Human Relations.

Under the guidance of the present London Centre Chair
man, Mr. K. E. Ward, the theme for the 1980—1981 sessson 
was Modernization, and the lectures have emphasized not 
only the changing technical scene but also the changes that 
may result from the relaxation of the Post Office monopoly. 
This ‘Iiberalization’ was clearly demonstrated in the first 
lecture titled British Telecom in the Changing Environment, 
given by the Deputy Managing Director: Telecommuni
cations, Mr. J. Harper. This lecture was followed by a 
dessciption, given jointly by Mr. Bryan of STC and Mr. 
Leggett of British Telecom, of the most modern processor- 
controlled exchange in current production, TXE4A.

The lectures presented or planned for the 1980—81 session 
are given bellow.

18 November 1980 Modernization 0f the UK Telecom
munications Network, by C. R. J. 
Shurrock, THQ/DNS.

27 November 1980 Monarch and Herald-—Engineering
for Installation in Customer’s Prem
ises, by F. E. Wright, THQ/BS4.2.3.

Fig. 4—Mr. K. E. Ward: Chairman, London Centre

11 December 1980

20 January I981

16 February 1981

26 February 1981

9 March 1981

23 March 1981

6 April 1981

18 May 1981

Telconnult—A Worldwide Considt- 
ancy Service, by J. F. Boag, General 
Manager British Telconsult.
Network Management, by R. Mad
den, Network Manager, American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company 
Long Lines.
Evohdion Towards an Integrated 
Services Digitaa Network (SDN), 
by A. G. Orbell, THQ/NS2.
The Impact of Digitaa Teephony on 
Transmission Standards, by Ki. R. 
Harrison, THQ/NS2.1.4.
Users View of British Telecom, by 
G. Waggett, Head of Telecommuni
cations Section, Post Office Users 
National Council.
Locoi Network Evolution, by A. G.
Hare, THQ/SES6.
Worldwide Marketing of System X, 
by J. H. A. Sharpley, Managing 
Director, British Telecommunica
tions Systems Limited.
Management and Design for Energy 
Conservation in the Bel System, by 
N. Osifchin, Director, Bell Building 
and Energy Systems Laboratory.

Two of the above lecturers are visiting speakers from over
seas organizations, and one is from the Post Office Users 
National Council. Such speakers inject a fresh interest into a 
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session and provide a new slant to the thoughts of British- 
Telecom oriented members. All these lectures have the same 
theme that characterized the first talks in 1906, namely an 
involvement in the ever-developing technology and its rami
fications; they also provide an essentially independent forum 
for any member to debate technical and policy matters with 
experts in that particular field.

CONCLUSIONS
It speaks much for the energy and enthusiasm of the com - 
mittees of the London Centre that the centre has continued 
to grow and provide worthwhile lectures, visits and library 
facilities for its members. However, interest has to be con
stantly stimulated.

A few years ago, there was a noticeable falling off of 

attendance at the main meetings. This was counteracted by 
prompt circulation of the programme card, by Newsletters, 
and by the introduction of attractive posters, one of which 
won a recent award in the publicity field. These measures 
produced good results and attendance is now good, although 
it can always improve. The London Centre committee extends 
its thanks to all members for their support, which is given in 
their own time and outside the normal course of their duty.
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Mr. G. S. Berkeley (L)
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The First Installation of the Electronic Exchange 
System UXE8
W. M. OLIVERT

Following an examination of proprietary exchange systems in 
1978, the Scottish Telecommunications Board and Telecom
munications Headquarters of the British Post Office (BPO) 
concluded that the Pentex ERS (Electronic, Reed, Small) 
system manufactured by Plessey Telecommunications Ltd. 
(PTL) should beevahiated as a modern replacement system for 
some of the BPO’s very small locaa exchanges, most of which 
are UAXIZsand UAX13s. The Pentex ERS, designed to serve 
SO-SOO customers' lines, is one of a series of complementary 
systems that have evolved from the TXEZ system; Pentex 
systems are marketed for export by PTL.

It was decided that twelve ERS exchanges, modified by PTL 
to include the BPO's coin and-fee-check, local-cad timing and 
combined 1/9/0 junction facilities, should be purchased for 
instaHation at appropriate locations in Scotland West Tele
phone Area. The new type of exchange has been designated 
UXE8 by the BPO. Sites for the exchanges within the areas 
served by the comparatively new TXKl group switching 
centres at Newton Stewart and Girvan were subsequentty 
selected and plans made for the exchange replacement work. 
The contract placed with PTL stipulated that the first instal
lation, to replace a UAXl4, would be installed and commis
sioned by PTL's staff, and that the UXE8 would be subject 
to an in-service trial for a period of twelve months from the 
date the exchange entered public servae; certain service 
performance criteria were speefied so that the new exchange 
could be assessed by the BPO. Agreement was also reached

T ScoOtand West Telephone Area 

with PTL on the cost of the project; the training of BPO 
staff; the specifications to be adopted for acceptance testing 
and commissioning; speealist technical assistance and feed
back on system performance; and the provision of test equip
ment. It was proposed that equipment for the remaining eleven 
of the twelve proposed UXE8s should be supplied to the BPO 
for installation by direct labour. A description of the UXE8 
was published in a previous issue of this Joiinua*.

When the first UXE8 was brought into public service at 
08-00 hours on 22 May 1980, 315 customers' lines at Wigtown, 
a small community in South West Scotland, were transferred 
from the UAXI4. The instaHation of five traffic racks and 
three miscellaneous racks was completed in two weeks during 
December 1979. Commissioning commenced in January 1980 
and the multi-call sample tests were successsuHy concluded 
during April 1980. Although Signalling System (Ss) AC No. 
8 and SSDC No. 2 junctors for the UXE8 were not specifically 
required for the Wigtown installation, PTL supplied them at 
the request of the BPO; these items were also successsufiy 
tested.

The UAXI4 has been retained on standby; in the event of a 
serious failure occurring in the UXE8 equipment, a change
over will be effected. However, to date, the UXE8 has met most 
BPO and PTL requirements and orders have been placed for 
equipment for the remaining eleven exchanges.

* Poultney, A. E., and Lashmar, J. C. Small Exchange Moder
nization: New Electronic Exchange Systems UXE7 and UXE8. 
POEEJ, Vol. 73, p. 82, July 1980.

New Digital PABX for Exeter Telephone Area Office
R. G. HAYNESL and R. M. DUDDY*

The provision of a new Telephone Area Office (TAO) at 
Commercial Road, Exeter brought 430 office-based staff 
together under o^ roof for the first time and the opportunity 
was taken to rationalize in-house communications and to 
provide direct access to several outstations. After studies by 
the Traffic Plannnng Group and the Sales Division, a set of 
criteria was submitted to South Western Board Headquarters 
and to Telecommunications Headquarters for consideration. 
As a resat, a Plessey PDX 800 PABX was selected as meeting 
the varied requirements of customers and staff; the first 
stored-programme controlled (SPC) PABX for use by British 
Post Office staff. The staff concerned with the new PABX 
visited the manufacturers to receive instruction on the system, 
its service features and the various facilities available to 
extension users.

Two operator’s consoles were provided at the TAO and 
these are staffed on a rota basis by staff from Exeter auto- 
manua centre, where the service position has been reduced to 
an out-of-working-hours service only. Most of the 470 extern 
sionscan becaled by direct dialling-in, which reduces the oper
ator load, and this will be further contained by extended use

" Exeter Telephone Area 
* South Western Telecommunications Board Headquarters

of the various facilities available to extension users and opera
tors. A System Manager has been appointed to arrange user 
training, to oversee the operators' work and to co-ordinate the 
maintenance of in-house records. He also makes the necessary 
changes to the processor store via a teletype access and 
monitors the system performance. Installation commenced in 
November 1979 and the exchange was accepted for service in 
March 1980.

The Plessey PDX 800 is a SPC, time-division multiplexed, 
4-wire switched system, in which a number of bidirectional 
interface circuits are interconnected by switching circuits onto 
a common 384 slot (340 speech slots, 9 control slots and 35 
spare), 83.3 ,us digital bus under the control of the operational 
program. The 2-wire speech path from an extension is split 
into a transmit and receive signal by the hybrid at the 
interface. The transmit signal is routed to the coder,which 
converts the analogue signals to digital signals for transmission 
to the digital bus; a decoder carries out the reverse process 
in the receive direction. The system is compatible with 7 
different signahing systems for inter-PBX working and has a 
maximum capacity of 120 exchange lines and 800 extensions. 
The equipment is housed in enclosed double-bay 1730 mm 
cabinets and powered by a mains-driven 100 A, 50 V DC 
power unit.
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Institution of Posit Office Electrical! Engineers
General Secretary: Mr. R. E. Farr, TE/SES5.3, Room 1420, 207 Old Street, London EC1V 9P5: Telephone: 01-739 3464. Extn. 7223. 
(Membership and other local enquiries should be directed to the appropriate Local-Centre Secretary as listed in the October I980 issue and as amended below.)

CHANGES TO THE RULES OF THE 
INSTITUTION

Council has agreed the following rule amendments.
Rule 24 Amend to read.

“The first Chairman of a new Provinciaa Centre shall be 
appointed by the Chairman of Council. Thereafter, and for all 
existing centres, outgoing Chairmen shad seek the agreement 
of the Chairman of Council to the nomination of a successor. 
Vice-Chairmen shah be nominated by the Local-Centre 
Chairman concerned. Six members . . .”.

Rule 26 Issue of nomination and voting papers. All dates
to be advanced by 2 weeks to read respectively:

“18 January, 24 January, 18 February, 8 March, 3 April.”

Ties. Amend to read.
“In the event of tie, the Chairman of Councd or Loca 

Centre, as the case may be, shaal have the casting vote between 
the candidates who tied for the representation concerned.”
Rule 35 Replace by the following.

“Council shall arrange for the publication of the Insti
tution’s Journal and any papers, either read at meetings of 
the Institution or which may be calculated to advance the ob
jects of the Institution, as sefected by Council. Every Cor
porate and Non-Corporate Member shaH be supplied with a 
copy of each issue of the Journal. Every Corporate Member 
shall be supplied with a copy of each Printed Paper published 
by the Institution but Non-Corporate Members shall receive 
only the unrestricted issues of such Printed Papers.’”
Ru/e 36 Replace by the following.

“Council will consider those papers submitted to it by 
Local-Centre Committees under Rule 43, in respect of the 
following courses of action:

(i) to print in full
(ii) to print in abstract

(iii) not to print
(iv) to present whole or part to the Board of Editors of the 

Journal
(v) to place the manuscript in the Central Library.

The selection of papers to be printed for circulation shaal be 
vested solely in the hands of Council. No paper shaH be 
printed unless at least nine votes in favour of that action 
are given by members of Council.”
Rule 43 Replace by the following,

“It shah be the duty of each Local-Centre Committee to 
consider all papers presented at meetings of the Institution 
held at its Centre, as soon as possible after the papers are read, 
with a view to deriding by vote whether Conned shall be 
requested to take action under one or both of Rules 36 and 
46.”
Ru/e 44(f) Amend to read.

“To arrange that any paper recommended by the Local
Centre Committee for printing and/or the award of an Insti
tution Medal shad be promptly submitted to the Secretary for 
conttderation by Conned/’
Rule 45 Replace by the following.

“(a) Institution Sennor and Junior Medals One silver and 
one Bronze Medal to be called ‘Institution Sennor Medals, 
and one Silver and one Bronze Medal to be called ‘Institution 
Junior Medals’ may be awarded yearly to authors for the best 
papers read at meetings of the Institution during the twelve 
months ended on 30 June of the previous year.

(b) Institution FiM Medals Three Bronze Medals to be 
caded ‘Institution Field Medals’ may be awarded yearly for 
the best papers on field subjects primarily of Regionaa interest. 
The papers to be considered for these medals shad be those 
read by members at meetings of the Institution during the 
twelve months ended on 30 June of the previous yean”

New Rule 45X (This is a temporary number pending future 
Rules revision.) This rule is to be inserted between Rules 45 
and 46 and is to read as follows.

“‘All members of the Institution shall be eligible to receive 
Senior and Field Medals, but the award of Junior Medals shall 
be restricted to members who, when the paper was first read, 
were of the ranks included in Groups 6 to 16(Rule 18). No 
member shall be eligible to receive more than one medal in the 
same year. For papers by joint authors a similar medal shall 
be awarded to each author, but a paper by joint authors shall 
not be eligible for Junior Medals unless all the authors were of 
the ranks included in Groups 6 to 16 (Rule 18) when the paper 
was first read.’”
Rule 46 Replace by the following.

“The selectton of papers for the award of Institution Medals 
from those papers recommended for consideration by Local
Centre Committees under Rule 43 shall be the responsibility of 
Council. Unless the final decisson as to the award of each of the 
seven medals be unanimous, application shad be made to the 
Pressdent of the Institution for expert assisiance.’”
New Rule 46X (Temporary number) To be inserted immedi
ately after Rule 46.

“‘The medals for papers read in any sessson shall be pre - 
sented at the Annual General Meeting of the Institution of 
the succeeding setsion.”

CHANGES OF LOCAL-CENTRE SECRETARIES
Mr. L. J. Hobson has taken over as Secretary of the London 
Centre from Mr. Armitage (details of his address were given 
in the October 1980 issue). The Assistant Secretary is Mr. G. P. 
Jones, THQ/NE/NS2.1.1; telephone 01-261 1055.

Mr. N. Braid, STB/HQS114, telephone 031-222 2348, has 
taken over from Mr. Walker as Secretary of the Scotland East 
Centre.

RETIRED MEMBERS
The following members, who retired during 1980, have 
retained their membership of the Institution under Rule 11(a):

Mr. S. B. Watkins, “‘Windcroft”, Wren Park Close, 
Ridgeway, Sheffield S12 3XT. .........

Mr. J. E. Roberts, 12Tenby Drive, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, 
Cheshire SK8 7BR.

Mr. L. W. Hill, “Inglenook”, 39 Stratford Road, Watford, 
Herts WD1 3NY.

Mr. W. Smith, 33 Northview Road, Westgate Hill, Bradford
BD4 6NS.

Mr. F. H. Bradley, 31 Wheatley Grove, Ben Rhydding, 
Ilkley, W. Yorks LS29 8SA.

Mr. W. I. L. Rae, 53 Church Lane, Oulton, Stone, Staffs 
ST15 8UB.

Mr. H. Thorpe, 29 Hillswood Drive, Endon, Stoke-on-Trent
ST9 9BL.

Mr. R. G. Simmons, 29 Pinewood Drive, Bletchley, Milton
Keynes MK2 2HT.

Mr. J. C. Dignan, 13 Meadowfield Drive, Edinburgh EH8 
7NY

Mr. A. A. Philie, 11A McKenzie Road, Broxbourne, Herts
EN1O 7JQ.

Mr. L. A. Salmon, 26 Perne Avenue, Cambridge CB1 3SA.
Mr. A. A. Buckeridge, 5 Upper Berkeley Place, Clifton, 

Bristol BS8 1JS.
Mr. K. G. T. Bishop, 28 Towncourt Crescent, Petts Wood, 

Orpington, Kent BR5 lPQ.
Mr. K. O. L. Hobbs, 29 St. Leonard’s Road, Headington, 

Oxford OX3 8AD.
Mr. R. V. Little, 33 Mancroft Road, Caddington, Luton

LU1 4EJ.
Mr. T. W. Jenkins, 9 Hendremawr Close, Tycoch, Sketty, 

Swansea SA2 9ND.
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Mr. T. Lynas, 85 Kings Drive, Bristol 7.
Mr. A. E. Pullen, 23 Llanaway Close, Godalming, Surrey 

GU7 3ED.
Mr. E. A. Askew, 65 Longmead Drive, Sidcup, Kent DA14 

■ MM
Mr. G. A. Bryan, 29 Daleside, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 

7JE
Mr. W. B. Green, 30 Chelwood Crescent, Leeds LS8 2AQ.
Mr. A. Ferguson, 8 Deeside Park, Aberdeen ABI 7PQ.
Mr. K. Gray, 24 Eden Road, Oadby, Leicester LE5 4JP.
Mr. G. Haley, 8 Sullivan Place, Waldringfield, Woodbridge, 

Suffolk IP12 4QT.
Mr. G. King, 40 Heath Gardens, Walton, Stone, Staff's ST15 

OAW.
Mr. H. Turner, 44 Yoxall Avenue, Hartshill, Stoke ST4 

7JH.
Mr. F. H. Saxby, 30 Highbury Road, Keyworth, 

Nottingham NG12 5JB.
Mr. E. L. Bubb, 51 Kingsale Road, Salcombe, Devon TQ8 

8AW.
Mr. C. C. Harrison, 55 Stanley Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 

3EN.
Mr. C. Wilkins, 2 Limetree Avenue, South Benfleet, Essex 

SS7 SAB.
Mr. F. K. Marshall, 11 Wells Park Road, London SE26 6JQ
Mr. F. Newton, 134 Westwick Crescent, Sheffield S8 7DJ.
Mr. A. F. Simpson, 27 The Layne, Elmer Sands, Middleton- 

on-Sea, Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO22 6JJL.
Mr. A. F. Bareham, 47 Elthorne Park Road, Hanwell, 

London W7 2JB.
Mr. S. E. Freere, 70 School Lane, 5otlhull, West Midlands 

B91 2NL.
Mr. R. E. King, 90 Manor- House Lane, South Yardley, 

Birmingham B26 lPR.
Mr. F. C. Salter- 20 Ercall Lane, Telford, Shropshire TF1 

2DY.
Mr. S. Bates, 55 Blossomfield Road, Sollhu^, West Midlands 

B91 1ND.
Mr. W. E. G. Harris, 3 Carmen Avenue, Shrewsbury SY2 

5NP.
Mr. A. L. Goodrick, 7CrossfieldDrlve,5winton,Manchester 

M27 3TN.
Mr. J. D. Armitage, 4 Fairwood Road, Llandaff, Cardiff 

CF5 3QT.
Mr. A. W. Jones, 14 Elm Close, Newquay, Cornwall 

TR7 2LN.
Mr. A. H. Elkins, 30 Eastleigh Road, Barnehurst, Bexley- 

heath, Kent DA7 6LV.
Mr. G. R. Brown, 12 Lynthorpe Grove, Fulwell, Sunder

land SR6 9HH.
Mr. H. P. Greenwood, 17 Imber Drive, Christchurch, 

Dorset BH23 5BE.
Mr. J. T. Ingle, Gore Lane Farm, Alderley Edge, Cheshire 

SK9 7SP.
Mr. G. H. Franklin, “‘Stone House”, West Feeton, Shrop- 

slhre.
Mr. J. E. Ramm, 34 Buckstone Avenue, Alwoodley, Leeds 

LS17 SHP.
Mr. T. Mirfin, 5 Hall Close, Dronffeld Woodhouse, 

Sheffield S18 5ZA.
Mr. R. J. Martin, 17 Woodlands Drive, Ruishton, Taunton 

TA3 5JU.
Mr. N. J. S. Rutter, 23 Gerrard Crescent, Brentwood, 

Essex CM14 4JU.
Mr. J. Taylor, 73 Buckstone Avenue, Alwoodley, Leeds 

LS17 SEZ.
Mr. C. J. Macpherson, 6 House O’Hill Crescent, Edinburgh 

EH4 5DH.
Mr. D. C. Smith, 25 Homefield Road, Radlet, Herts.
Mr. L. F. Miller, “Silverhaze”, 16 Sherwood Road, Seaford, 

East Sussex.

Mr. R. G. Upton, 2 Gaywood Avenue, Cheshunt, Waltham 
Cross, Herts.

Mr. D. W. E. Wheele, 13 Rollswood Road, Welwyn, Herts 
AL6 9TX.

Mr. E. R. Oakley, 27 Dickens Close, Hartley, Dartford 
DA3 8DP.

Mr. K. Megginson, 16 Ryndale Walk, Scarborough 
N. Yorks YU12 6JU.

Mr. J. L. Middleton, 25 Amhurst Road, Manchester M14 
6UR

Mr. S. J. Rawlinson, 1 Easdale Close, Bolton-e-Sand, 
Nr Carnforth, Lancs LA5 8LX.

Mr. M. C. Eames, 27 Woodsland Road, Hassocks, West 
Sussex BN6 8HG.

Mr. J. Stott, 8 Links Road, Kennington, Oxford OX1 SRX
Mr. S. Lassey, “Tresscotte”, Village Street, Norwood 

Green, Halifax, W. Yorks HX3 8QE.
Mr. C. A. Rolfe, 25 Angeessey Close, Ashford, Middlesex 

TW15 2JH.
Mr. G. A. Axe, “Fairchildes”, Saaston Ride, Ottery 

St. Mary, Devon EX11 lRH.
Mr. H. E. P. Burwell, 12 Magdalen Drive, Woodbridge, 

Suffolk IP12 4EF.
Mr. J. D. Collingwood, “The Old House”, 23 Folly Lane, 

Stroud, Glos.
Mr. S. Roberts, 131 Heygarth Road, Eastham, Wirral, 

Merseyside L62 8AL.
Mr. R. P. Sims, 22 Dobbs Lane, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 7PX
Mr. F. Armnage, 25 Yewdale Avenue, Barrow-in-Funness, 

Cumbria LA14 3PQ.
Mr. D. Goodship, “‘The Crest”, Tockholes Road, Darwen 

BB3 lJY.
Mr. J. D. Renaud, 12 Church Walk, Penn Fields, Wolver

hampton WV3 7BY.
Mr. R. A. Bayes, 85 Bradford Road, Menston, Ukley 

W. Yorks, LS29 6BU.
Mr. H. B. Cooper, 11 St. John’s Road, Stanstead, Essex 

CM24 8JP.
Mr. A. R. Fleming, 137 Deeside Gardens, Aberdeen 

ABI 7QA.
Mr. D. C. Masters, 17 Ruffetts Way, Tadworth, Surrey 

KT20 6AF.
Mr. R. Corbishley, 98Wordsworth Avenue, Penarth, South 

Glamorgan.
Mr. G. Turner, 2 Bollans Court, Goodramgate, York 

YOI ZQB.
Mr. J. E. Howarth, 38 Saltdean Drive, Sahdean, Brighton 

BN2 8SB.
Mr. L. Atherton, 40 Armadale Road, Deane, Bolton, Lancs.
Mr. E. H. Francis, 5 Catalpa Close, Malpas Park, Newport, 

Gwent NP7 6JW.
Mr. R. W. Barton, 49 Cranston Park Avenue, Upminster, 

Essex RM14 3XD.

Members about to retire are reminded that they, too, may 
seicure life membership of the Institution at a cost of only 
£3-50 (which is likely to be increased in 1982). Enquiries 
should be directed to their Local-Centre Secreeary. Members 
living in or moving to an area served by a different Centre from 
that to which they currently belong may find it more con
venient to arrange a transfer to the new Centre’s membership 
list before retirrmmt; this will ensure advice of local activities.

THE FEDERATION of TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEERS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
(FITCE)
Written confirmation of the latest FITCE proposals concern
ing IPOEE membership is still awaited.

R. E. Farr 
Secretary
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Notes and Comments

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE JOURNAL
Contributions to thePOEEJarealways welcome. In particular, 
the Board of Editors would like to reaffirm its desire to 
continue to receive contributions from Regions and Areas, 
and from those Headquarters departments that are tradi
tionally modest about their work.

Anyone who feels that he or she could contribute an 
article (short or long) of technical, managerial or general 
interest to engineers in the Post Office is invited to contact the 
Managing Editor at the address given below. The editors will 
always be pleased to give advice and try to arrange for help 
with the preparation of an article, if needed.

GUIDANCE FOR AUTHORS
Some guiding notes are available to authors to help them 
prepare manuscripts of Journal articles in a way that will 
assist in securing uniformity of presentation, simplify the 
work of the Journal’s editors, printer and illustrators, and hep 
ensure that authors’ wishes are eassiy interpreted. Any author 
preparing an article is invited to write to the Managing 
Editorr at the address given below, to obtain a copy.

All contributions to the Journal, including those for 
Associate Section Notes, must be typed, with double spacing 
between lines, on one ssde only of each sheet of paper.

As a guide, there are about 750 words to a page, allowing 
for illustrations, and the average length of an article is about 6 
pages, although shorter articles are welcome. Contributions 
shoidd preferably be illustrated by photographs, diagrams or 
sketches. Each circuit diagram or sketch shoffid be drawn on 
a separate sheet of paper; neat sketches are all that is required. 
Photographs should be clear and sharply focused. Prints 
shou! preferably be glossy and shou! be unmounted, any 
notes or captions being written on a separate sheet of paper. 
Good colour prints and ssides can be accepted for black-and- 
white reproduction. Negatives are not required.

It is important that approval for publication is given at 
organizational level 5 (that is, at General Manager/Regional 
Connroller/THQ Head of Division lev!) and authors should 
seek approval, through supervissng officers if appropriate, 
before submitting manuscripts.

Contributions shouM be sent to the Managing Editor, The 

Post Office Electtr,ull Engineers' Journal, NEP 12, Room 704, 
Lutyens House, Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7LY.

PUBLICATION OF CORRESPONDENCE
The Board of Editors would like to publish correspondence 

~on engineering, technical or other aspects of articles published 
'in the Journal, or on related topics. Letters of sufficient 
interest will be published under Notes and Comments.

Letters intended for publication should be sent to the 
Managing Editor, The Post Office Electrrcal Engineers' Journal, 
NEP 12, Room 704, Lutyens House, Finsbury Circus, 
London EC2M 7LY.

SPECIAL ISSUES AND BACK NUMBERS
Copies of the April 1974 issue covering sector switching 
centres, and the October 1973 special issue on the 60 MHz 
transmission system, are still available.
Back numbers can be purchased, price £1 -30 each (including 
postage and packaging), for all issues from April 1974 to date, 
with the exception of April and October 1975 and April 1976. 
Copies of the April 1973 issue are also still available.

Orders, by post only, should be addressed to The Past Office 
ElccUrical Engineers' Journal (Sales), 2-12 Gresham Street, 
London EC2V 7AG. Cheques and postal orders payable to 
“The POEEJournaP', should be crossed “& Co.’' and enclosed 
with the order. Cash should not be sent through the post. 
A self-addressed label accompanying the order is helpful.

lSSN
Each issue of the Journa/ carries on its spine a code known as 
the international standard serial number (lSSN).

ISSNs are allocated by the UK National Serials Data 
Centre at the British Library, and each lSSN is unique to the 
publication to which it is assigned. This means that ISSN 
0032-5287 identifies the POEEJ in any language in any part 
of the world. The value of the lSSN is that it is particularly 
useful to libraries having computerized acquistion, loan, and 
catalogue reporting and listing systems.

A separate numb«, ISSN 0309-2720, is assigned to the 
Supplement, and is shown on the title page.

Associate Section Note

LUTON

The Luton centre continued its activities through the winter 
months, and most meetings were well attended.

The Lotus car plant at Norwich was visited by 10 members, 
and a family day-out to the Severn Valley railway was attended 
by 45 people. The visit to the Building Research Centre at 
Watford in October proved interesting, as various experiments 
were in progress; these included field trials on building 
materials and wind-tunnel testing of structures.

Dave Robinson gave members an interesting talk and slide 
pr•csentation on the subject of Swiss railways. In November 
Dave Jones, in conjunction with Peter Harries, gave a talk on 
the theme of amateur radio. Afterwards, a presennation was 
made to Tom Little, who was retiring from the Post Office. 
(Tom was the first chairman of the Luton Centre.)

The centre's programme is already filling up for 1981, and 
it is hoped that this year will be as successful as the last.

Peter R. Osborne
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Posit Office Press Notices

ADVICE ON ‘ILLICIT TELEPHONES'

With Government support, British Telecom is giving its 
customers new advice on the purchase and use of privately 
supplied telephone attachments. The message is ‘get the best 
use and value out of the telephone service. Avoid the risk of 
buying unauthorized instruments to connect to the public 
network”.

The Government's British Telecommunications Bill, now 
before Parliament, proposes certain changes, but Mr. Peter 
Benton, Managing Director of British Telecom, stated in 
London recennly ‘We have a duty to tell customers that it is 
not the Government's intention to allow a free-for-all.’

He said ‘The only equipment at present permitted is that 
certified by British Telecom as suitable for use as an attach
ment Changes are proposed in this system, but the Govern
ment is as anxious as we are to ensure an orderly transition 
to the new arrangements. Regulations will still be necessary 
to ensure that the interests of customers are protected. Only 
equipment which conforms to safety and technical standards 
established by a Government-approved body will be per
missible.’

At presenn, British Telecom operates a certification scheme 
for privately-supplied attachments. This ensures that the 
equipment is technically compatible with the British network; 
that it presents minimum risk of injuring staff or damaging 
the syssem; that it does not interfere with other customers’ use 
of the network; and that it is correctly connected, to help in 
diagnosing faults. Several thousand types of attachments, 
available from approved suppliers, are authorized for use on 
the public telephone network. Since April 1980, a certification 
number scheme has been in operation for telephone answering 
machines. Certified machines carry labels bearing British 
Telecom’s certification number; these indicate that they have 
passed safety and technical tests and that they are suitable for 
use on the British telephone system.

This year, British Telecom intends to extend the certification 
number scheme to other types of attachments, such as facsi
mile machines and intruder alarms, and, in the next three years, 
to all new types of attachment such as privately-supplied 
telephones.

In addition, British Telecom currently offers an extensive 
range of standard telephones, including those having push
buttons instead of dials. And there are some 30 or so decora
tive designs—the special range marketed by british industry 
but supplied and maintained by British Telecom. All have 
been specially dessgned, or modified, for use on the British 
telephone network.

This cannot be said of most telephone equipment now on 
sale in shops and department stores, despite various claims 
that it meets British Post Office standards. Some sales 
promotion does not give anything like the full story. The plain 
fact is that these privately supplied telephones are not certified 
for connexion to the nation's public telephone system.

Nearly all unauthorized telephone equipment offered for 
sale in the UK is made and designed for use abroad. If 
connected to the British network, it may not work properly. 
Telephones designed for overseas use are frequently insuffic
iently sensitive for satisfactory operation on all lines in the 
UK. Mains-powered equipment could be eleccrically unsafe.

British Telecom points out that it is not only the people 
who have bought and connected this equipment who suffer. 
The victims are more often the callers. They make calls that 
are ineffective because the apparatus does not respond 
correctiy, or because it gives poor-quahty reception. British 
Telecom has a duty to protect its customers. With the full 
approval of the Secretary of State, it will discharge its legal 
responsibilities. Where customers persist in the use of 
uncertified apparatus, British Telecom, regretfully, will have 
no alternative but to disconnect the telephone line.

CARD-lN-THE-SLOT TELEPHONES TO GO 
ON TRIAL
Public telephones that use plastic cards instead of coins are 
to be tried out this year by British Telecom. About 200 of these 
card-in-the-slot telephones are to go on trial in busy places 
like airports and mainline railway stations in London, 
Birmingham and Manchester. They will be sited near ordinary 
coin-collecting telephones in order to give users a choice 
of either kind. In addition to making inland calls on these 
card-in-the-slot telephones, users will be able to dial directly 
to 101 countries.

Customers will have to buy speccal cards, similar in shape 
and size to credit cards, to use the new telephones. These cards 
contain telephone credit units which are erased by a thermal 
process when the card is inserted into the card-in-the-slot 
telephone to pay for calls. The price of the units will be 5p, and 
two different value cards will be available: one of 40 units 
costing £2, and a double-sided card of 200 units costing £10.

Compared with coin-operated telephones, card-in-the-slot 
telephones have a number of advantages. The cards are a 
convenient light-weight alternative to coins (for example, 
the 200 unit card is equivalent to two hundred 5p or one 
hundred 10p coins), and they avoid the need for repeated 
insertion of coins on long-distance calls. The absence of cash 
makes them less attractive to criminals and vandals; by 
removing the need for regular visits to collect cash or clear 
jammed coin boxes, they enable British Telecom to make 
savings.

Making a cati from a card-in-the-slot telephone will be 
easier than from the ordinary coin-operated telephone. The 
caller merely lifts the receiver, puts the telephone debit card 
in the slot provided and dials the number to connect the call in 
the usual way. Of course, no pay tone interrupts the initial 
connection; it will still be possible for a user to make 999 
emergency calls free of charge from a card-in-the-slot tele
phone without having to insert a card.

When the card is inserted, a visual display on the telephone 
lights up to show the number of credit units available; this 
figure decreases as the call proceeds and successive units are 
erased from the card. With card-in-the-slot telephones (as 
with other telephones) the rate at which credit is used up will 
depend on the distance of the call (that is, whether it a local, 
trunk or international call) and the time of day it is made. 
When the credit on the card has nearly run out, the visual 
display starts flashing and the caller hears a warning tone in 
the receiver. The customer can then use up the remaining 
credit; the cafi is automatically cut off a few seconds after it 
has all run out, and the spent card is returned to the caller.

Alternatively, the caller can continue talking by pressing 
a speccal button on the front of the telephone; this auto - 
matically removes the remaining credit from the card, stores 
it in an electronic memory, returns the used card and allows 
the caller to insert another card (or the second side of the 
double-sided 200 unit card). When the handset is replaced, 
charging for the call stops immediately and the card, complete 
with any credit remaining, is returned to the caller after a few 
seconds.

For the trial, British Telecom is planning to make cards 
available from various sites in the areas where card-in-the-slot 
telephones are installed. British Telecom hopes that these 
sites will include newsagents and tobacconists as well as 
telephone shops and post offices. Trial card-in-the-slot 
telephones will be supplied by the Landis and Gyr Group; 
they will use the Sodeco debit card incorporating holographic 
technology, which is based on special patterns of light, to 
provide a high level of security against fraud or forgery. If the 
trial shows that customers like card-in-the-slot telephones, 
British Telecom will consider the posssbility of installing more 
of them in town locations where there are also coin-operated 
telephones nearby.
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The widest line of connectors in 
the Industry including 
Multiway Switching Connectors 
Two-part edge Connectors 
Printed Circuit Connectors 
Fibre-optic Connectors 
Circular and Rectangular Connectors 
I DC and Ribbon Cables 
Flexible Printed Circuits
The mostthorough back-up in the 
connector business.
A reputation for quality and rellabiiity 
unprecedented in our industry
Thats what ITT Cannon can offer.To 
learn more about what we can do for you 
contact.
Cannon Electric (CB) Ltd., 
Lister Road, Winchester Road, 
Basingstoke, Hants RC22 4A8.
Tel: Basingstoke3171.Telex: 858105.
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Features
Long life(greaterthan20,000 hours at 72°C) 
due to use of brushless DC electronic motor.
Power input 3.5-5.0 watts depending on duty 
(12,24 and 48Vversions available).
Output 94 CFM and noise rating 47dB(A)in 
free air.
All metal construction with ball bearings 
allows operation at upto 72°C.
Size41/2”x4V2”x1V2’”.

Distributors
Imhof-Bedco, Ashley Road, Uxbridge, Middiesex UBS 28Q
Telephone: Uxbridge (0895) 371 23 Telex: 923070
Radio Resistor Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 12. 4 Trust Industrial Estate, 
Wilbury Way, Hitchin. Hens SC4 OTN
Telephone: Hitchin(0462) 57166, Telex: S26251

RAFST 
MOTORS LTD IS PARNELLCOURT. EAST PORTWAY, ANDOVER.HANTS.SP103LXENCLAND 

TELEPHONE:ANDOVER(0264)53655TELEX:477512
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SIEMENS

Compact, reliable connectors.
Approved for use on TEP.IÉ*

In the world of electronic components

links upon which the reliability of today’s most 
sophisticated electronic systems depends. 
In the continuing development and improvement of 
our connector ranges, reliability, cost reduction, 
and space saving are major considerations. 
Siemens connectors comply with standards 
specific to communications, electronics and data 
processing. Two-part connectors are made

Designed for condita 
excess of Mach 2, Sie!

neduntered at speeds in 
is connectors are the vital

acoording to DIN 41612and IEC130-14 standards, 
with VG95324 military approval, and, therefore 
meet the demanding environmental requirements 
of military and avionic systems. These two-part 
connectors have also been approved by the major 
UK Government contractors.
Siemens Limited, Siemens House, Windmill Road, 
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 7HS. 
Telephone: Sunbury (09327) 85691
Telex: 8951091

Siemens has the answer.
* Registered trade mark of the Post Office
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Let Herman Smith supply
your Equipment Off

Practice
requirements
The B'i'tish Post Office, in conjunction with the 

telecommunication equipment manufacturers, have 
developed a new racking system for transmission 
and other equipment applications.

This is to replace existing 62 Type practice, 
which Herman Smith have manufactured for many 
years. It will house equipment in very sophisticated 
miniaturised forms and will offer a far greater 
packing density.

Herman Smith on their part will manufacture the 
metalwork for this new type of racking and supply 
any company or public body.

The company has full and adequate facilities to 
make and inspect this equipment-both the rack . 
and the incorporated shelvee-to the 
exacting requirements.

At present, the company is 
supplying 62 Type wired assemblies 
and racks to the Pos^t Office and is 
fully approved for Post Office manufacture and 
also to 05/24 M.O.D. standards.

Cabinets and sheetmetal fabrications can be 
made to customers’ special requirements. • ‘

Enquiries to Peter Bowen,

HERMAN SMITH LIMITED 
Cinder Bank Works 
Netherton, Dudley 
West Midlands DY2 9AH 
Telephone: Dudley 52791 '

&001
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